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Introduction

Isabelle Buchstaller and Beat Siebenhaar
Leipzig University

The International Conference for Language Variation in Europe (ICLaVE)  addresses 
all aspects of linguistic variation observed in languages spoken in  present-day 
Europe. The series aims to bring together scholars of European languages or lan-
guage varieties with the purpose of discussing empirical, methodological and 
theoretical issues in the study of language variation and change on the European 
continent. As such, it is intended to provide a platform for scholars interested in 
historical linguistics, psycholinguistics, dialectology, sociolinguistics, language ac-
quisition, phonetics, grammatical theory or any other point of view that considers 
issues that pertain to language variation and change in European languages.

The 8th ICLaVE conference took part from June 27th to June 29th 2015 at 
Leipzig University. Leipzig’s geographical situatedness at the very heart of Europe 
and at the crossroads of the Germanic and the Slavic speaking areas was seen as an 
ideal location for attracting a maximally encompassing range of languages. Indeed, 
the conference call was taken up with much enthusiasm: We received 181 abstracts 
featuring thirty-three languages spoken and written in a great wealth of dialects. 
Out of these submissions, we accepted 151 papers and posters, amounting to a 
retention rate of 83%.

We decided not to group the papers by language / family but by thematic focus, 
which resulted in fifteen sessions on areas as diverse as language borders, com-
plexity in morpho-syntax, language and migration, acoustic phonetics, and lan-
guage and the media. These sessions were complemented by five thematic panels, 
including Quantitative and qualitative approaches to language (de)standardization 
(organised by Steff Grondelaers and Jürgen Jaspers), Living on the border between 
conflicting communities of practice (organised by Corinne Seals), Koines and re-
gional standard varieties (organised by Frans Hinskens, Stavroula Tsiplakou and 
Juan Villena Ponsoda), Community-based language change (organised by Isabelle 
Buchstaller and Suzanne Evans Wagner), and Minority languages in Europe (or-
ganised by Anne-José Villeneuve and Nanna Haug Hilton). This edited volume 
contains a selection of these papers.

doi 10.1075/silv.19.int
© 2017 John Benjamins Publishing Company



viii Isabelle Buchstaller and Beat Siebenhaar

It is time-honoured ICLaVE tradition to invite at least one plenary speaker 
from the hosting country as well as one from further afield. We were delighted to 
be able to attract Jürgen Erich Schmidt (Forschungsstelle Deutscher Sprachatlas, 
Marburg University), whose plenary built on historical German dialect atlas data 
to examine “Dynamics, variation and the brain”. We also relished the oppor-
tunity to tap into the typological expertise at the (since defunct) department of 
linguistics at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology by inviting 
Susanne Maria Michaelis and Martin Haspelmath to speak to us on “Analytic and 
synthetic: Typological change in varieties of European languages”. Last but not 
least, we were thrilled that Miriam Meyerhoff (Victoria University of Wellington) 
agreed to make the long journey to Germany in order to explore “The large and 
the small of it: Big issues with smaller samples in the study of language variation”. 
We are particularly happy that all plenary speakers have agreed to publish their 
contributions as chapters in this volume.

Scope of this volume

The submissions to this collection exemplify the breadth and the variability of 
research on European languages. The papers encompass languages from north 
to south (Swedish to Greek), from west to east (Galician to (again) Greek). The 
language families included in this volume include large ones, such as Germanic 
(varieties of Dutch (Francot, van der Heuij, Blom, Heeringa and Cornips), German 
dialects (Schmidt), Swedish dialects (Nilsen and Wenner) and English dialects 
(Schützler)) as well as Romance languages (including French (Adli) and Spanish 
dialects (Villena-Ponsoda and Vida-Castro)). We were particularly delighted to 
see small languages so well represented in this volume, including Škevin’s chapter 
on Croatian, Beyer’s research on Luxembourgish, Sousa’s report on Galician, and 
Tirard’s analysis of Romani. Haspelmath and Michaelis as well as Oberholzer and 
Kunzmann added a comparative angle and Meyerhoff investigates English-based 
contact varieties.

The diversity of methodologies used in the research represented here to explore 
the many issues related to European languages was not entirely expected, yet high-
ly propitious; the methodologies in this collection span the gamut of approaches 
represented in the field of linguistics and its allied disciplines. Haspelmath and 
Michaelis’ analysis is situated in a Greenbergian comparative-typological tradi-
tion. Geographical models for analysing patterns of language use feature in a 
number of chapters, including Villena Ponsoda and Vida-Castro’s investigation 
of data derived from the Pasos (Sociolinguistic Patterns of Castilian Spanish) 
project, Sousa’s work on the Galician atlas (Atlas Lingüístico Galego), Schmidt’s 
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chapter on old data from the Digitaler Wenker-Atlas (DiWA), as well as Oberholzer 
and Kunzmann’s project, which is based on atlases of the three languages of the 
Alpine area. Surveys are also well-represented, encompassing questionnaires 
which collect perception data (Škevin, Francot et al.) as well as a sociocultural 
questionnaire (Adli). While the quantitative analysis of speech collected via rela-
tively unmonitored (semi)structured sociolinguistic interviews forms the basis of 
a range of submissions (Schützler, Pappas, Meyerhoff, Nilsson and Wenner), the 
research represented in this volume often relies on other, often highly innovative, 
types of data such as speech collected via a detective game (Adli), the parallel text 
corpus consisting of bilingual German/French public notices issued by the City of 
Luxembourg in the 19th century (Beyer), the newly-developed Limburgish dialect 
word production task (Francot et al.) and an experiment that asked informants to 
manipulate and describe a range of objects (Tirard).

Notably, this volume hosts a wealth of research which combines different 
methods to various ends (see Meyerhoff 2016, Soukup 2016). Adli, for exam-
ple, analyses production data on the basis of a categorisation derived from sur-
vey-based methods. Meyerhoff and Klaere rely on constrained correspondence 
analysis (CCA), a method not often used in sociolinguistics, to assess patterns 
across space and speaker status. Francot et al. pair a standardized receptive voca-
bulary test in Dutch with a newly-developed Limburgish dialect word production 
task to compare children’s receptive knowledge and use of standard and dialect 
vocabulary. Schmidt combines a range of older dialect atlases with state-of-the-art 
brain imaging EEG and ERG.

Given the many languages and dialects represented in this volume, and given 
the wealth of methodological approaches represented, we decided to group the 
chapters loosely by the level of linguistic structure investigated. The collection 
starts with the three plenary chapters (Haspelmath and Michalis, Meyerhoff and 
Klaere, Schmidt), followed by investigations into the lexicon (Sousa, Francot et 
al.). These are followed by a section on phonetics and phonology (Nilsson and 
Wenner, Pappas, Villena-Ponsoda and Vida-Castro) and morphology / morpho-
syntax (Tirard, Adli, Schützler, Beyer). The volume concludes with an investigation 
that spans different linguistic levels (Oberholzer and Kunzmann) and with the 
perceptual research reported by Škevin. In the following we will briefly synthesize 
each chapter in turn.
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Overview over individual chapters

Plenaries

Haspelmath and Michaelis take a macro-comparative perspective on typological 
variation across European languages. They argue that a synchronic distinction be-
tween analytic and synthetic patterns is problematic because it rests on the concept 
of the “(auxiliary) word”, which is not well-defined and therefore fundamentally 
inconsistent across individual languages/linguistic descriptions. The authors pro-
pose to reconceptualise the typological contrast as a diachronic process whereby 
lexical or other concrete material comes into functional competition with (and 
tends to replace) older (synthetic) patterns. This “analyticising” or “refunctional-
ising” process is cross-linguistically very widespread and involved in a substantial 
number of salient grammatical innovations. On the basis of the Atlas of Pidgin 
and Creole Language Structures, the authors illustrate analyticising developments 
in a range of creole languages, which all show drastic loss of inflectional markers, 
their replacement by new function items, and/or the development of novel func-
tion items, mostly from earlier lexical roots. Haspelmath and Michaelis argue that 
this process can be explained on the basis of general principles of contact-induced 
grammatical change, not only for creole languages, but also for other high- contact 
varieties of the major language families of Europe. Analyticisations occur in so-
cial situations with many adult second-language speakers, when people need to 
make an extra effort to make themselves understood, i.e. they need to add extra 
transparency.

Meyerhoff and Klaere’s chapter examines the relationship between variation in 
the individual and in the group. Since many linguistic sub-fields rely on data from 
a restricted number of observations and individuals, research that is success ful in 
scaling up our questions across multiple variables and speakers can make small 
data sets meaningful to the field. A possible method for scaling up is exemplified 
via the analysis of the “short fat Bequia corpus”, which contains a lot of informa-
tion from relatively few (18) speakers coming from three different settlements. 
Constrained Cluster Analysis, which groups speakers on the basis of multiple 
variables, reflects the mechanisms by which interlocutors categorise and perceive 
each other as simultaneously members of groups and as individuals. The question 
of how intra-individual variation transcends intergroup differences brings to the 
fore the tensions between the notion of the speech community (which empha-
sises coherence) and the analysis of individual speaker style (which emphasises 
individual agency). Meyerhoff and Klaere argue that finding the mechanisms by 
which variation that is a property of the individual speaker is amplified across 
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speakers to become recognisable as the characteristics of a group, and eventually 
to differentiate entirely distinct languages, lies at the heart of linguistic enquiry.

Schmidt uses neurolinguistic tests to explain the change and stability that can 
be found in old linguistic maps. Large-scale collections of German dialect data 
allow the author to trace back linguistic changes in space and time over a period 
of more than 130 years. On the basis of these data, Schmidt considers stability, 
sound change which proceeds one word at a time, as well as cases where pho-
nemes change as a whole. Stable situations can be characterized by a systematic 
correspondence of the sounds to those of neighbouring dialects, whereas in an 
unstable case, a conflicting sound distribution in a neighbouring dialect results 
in word-for-word-change, whereby speakers replace the dialectal form with one 
closer to the standard. An electroencephalogram (EEG) suggests that in the  stable 
situation the deviant dialectal forms were hardly ever noticed, since the EEG shows 
hardly any difference between the standard and deviant realizations. In the con-
flicting case on the other hand, informants noticed phonetic differences in the 
words of their dialect as compared to the one they hear: they try to process them 
on the basis of their own phonological system, but the attempt fails.

In the case of change of a phoneme as a whole the dialectal system remains 
intact and maintains its difference from the standard. A neurolinguistic test re-
vealed that this development is due to overlapping phonemes in coexisting vari-
eties (i.e. varieties that speakers switch between in their everyday language usage). 
This overlap interferes with the ability of the phonemes in the subordinate va-
riety to distinguish meaning. The combination of old dialect maps and neuro-
linguistic measurements allows Schmidt to show that sound change happens as 
word-for-word-change as well as phoneme-change. The strategy which is favoured 
depends on the linguistic situation, on whether there are phonological conflicts 
between neighbouring dialects, and their speakers’ neurolinguistic reflexes.

Individual chapters

The recognised boundaries of many language areas are drawn on the basis of 
phonetic variables. Sousa’s contribution presents an aggregate analysis of lexical 
variables collated from over one hundred maps from Atlas Lingüístico Galego with 
the purpose of identifying and characterising the main lexical areas in Galician 
dialects. Aggregate dialectology makes it possible to identify behavioural  patt erns 
which help to account for territorial nuclei of spatial distribution. Cluster analy-
ses identify a set of dialectal areas showing internal similarity and contrast with 
other lexical spaces or areas within the Galician linguistic territory. Beam maps 
are used to discover areas of linguistic proximity to other zones belonging to 
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adjacent, closely related linguistic domains within Galician. Overall, there are 
clear correlations between the distribution of these lexical areas and the findings 
of previous analyses using traditional procedures based on morphological and 
phonetic features (Zamora 1953; Carballo 1966; Fernández 1994). Sousa’s study 
provides solid evidence of the usefulness of quantitative dialectology for studying 
lexical data. It also supports the author’s claim that the geolinguistic analysis of 
lexical variation ought to be incorporated into descriptions of language varieties 
within the domain of Galician.

Francot et al. relies on a unique combination of production and perception 
tasks. It has both a scientific and an applied goal and sets out (i) to explore wheth-
er it is possible to distinguish between monolingual and bidialectal children 
and (ii) to assess whether children raised with a dialect in Limburg experience 
more problems acquiring standard Dutch vocabulary than monolingual Dutch-
speaking children. Their results reveal that each child shows a unique pattern of 
responses to the dialect production task, so it is not possible to draw a clear distinc-
tion between the bidialectal and monolingual children. Furthermore, there is no 
significant correlation between children’s propensity to use dialect vocabulary and 
their vocabulary knowledge in Dutch. These findings suggest that being raised in a 
dialect does not hinder or facilitate the knowledge of standard Dutch vocabulary.

Nilsson and Wenner present a real and an apparent time investigation of the 
variable (ɛ), focusing on the use of the dialectal variant [a] in the small rural village 
of Torsby. Contrary to the levelling of most other dialect features, [a] has increased 
significantly in Torsby over the last 70 years, spreading both across the linguistic 
system, as well as in the speech community. Examining the social indexicality of 
[a] suggests that the opening of short /ɛ/ expresses tradition and authentic local 
identity in Torsby and has become enregistered (see also Johnstone et al. 2006). 
This is contrary to the opening of the variable (ɛ:), which signals urbanity and is 
found in large parts of Sweden, including the nearby town of Karlstad (Leinonen 
2010; Svahn and Nilsson 2014). By triangulating production data with fieldwork 
notes, ethnographic interviews and data collected via questionnaires, the authors 
find that Torsby citizens are proud of their heritage, and that speaking the dialect is 
a very important part in maintaining an authentic local identity. They hypothesize 
that the motivation to signal tradition and local identity in Torsby may be an effect 
of increasing contact with other Swedish varieties over the past 70 years, similar 
to the processes Labov (1972) found in Martha’s Vineyard.

Pappas’ research investigates the linguistic effects of de-urbanization as a result 
of severe economic recession in Greece. Comparing two groups of  middle-aged 
speakers on the island of Thassos who are differentiated by whether or not they 
had lived for a substantial period in an urban centre, Pappas demonstrates that 
urbanisation leads to dialect attrition and loss. The chapter focuses on unstressed 
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vowel deletion and vowel raising, both of which are socially embedded in Northern 
Greek. Even though the usage of standard forms is very close to categorical, Pappas 
presents quantitative evidence that the use of standard variants indexes more ad-
vanced education and an orientation towards an urban lifestyle. Deletion in par-
ticular carries more stigma than raising. Therefore, speakers who have moved to 
an urban centre, and who are more positively orientated towards the standard, 
lead in the avoidance of the most stigmatized feature of the dialect, i.e. deletion. 
Since the stigma against raising is not as strong, it is avoided the most by those 
speakers who, typically, lead in the adoption of the standard: Women who are less 
attached to their local community have been shown to be leaders of such changes 
(cf. Labov 1972, 2001).

Villena-Ponsoda and Vida-Castro’s chapter reports on the research project 
‘Sociolinguistic Patterns of Castilian Spanish’ (Pasos). Horizontal levelling of 
varieties in urban Andalusia has resulted in convergence towards the national 
standard – particularly in Eastern Andalusia, which is far from the influence of 
the urban regional standard of Seville. At the same time, this vertical process has 
brought Andalusian and central Castilian varieties – as well as transitional dia-
lects – closer by eliminating the most vernacular features. The chapter provides 
evidence of the formation of an intermediate regional variety betweencentral and 
standard Castilian Spanish on the one hand, and southern innovative dialects on 
the other. The resulting intermediate variety, which has gradually been emerging 
in the urban centres of east Andalusia, is a koine melting innovative non-stan-
dard phonological traits with standard features. It thus maintains some of the 
Andalusian phonologically unmarked features affecting codas, but diverges from 
the Seville regional standard since it adopts overt-prestige marked features from 
the national standard. This intermediate variety is relatively stable.

Tirard analyses polydefiniteness in the Albanian Romani NP, where full dou-
bling of the article is possible only with definite articles and in the presence of a 
postposed attributive adjective. The author presents results from a task which was 
designed to trigger doubling constructions (dnda) in contrastive contexts. The 
language contact history of the Albanian Romani varieties suggests that polydef-
initeness can be interpreted as a pattern replication from Greek that resulted in 
a new order. On the basis of these findings, Tirard postulates that the Romani 
doubled construction (dnda) is a bridge from the canonical word order (dan) to 
a new one (dna). Notably, the community is split into subgroups who are involved 
in different patterns of language change: Mečkar and Čergar groups experience 
a pattern of stability since they have already completed the change toward dnda 
and dna. The Arli community on the other hand is split by age: the older Arli are 
stable but middle-aged Arli seem to exhibit a pattern of lifespan change, since 
the speakers of this cohort have individually changed in the direction of the rest 
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of the community. The patterning of the younger Arli, finally, can be interpreted 
either as age grading or indeed as generational change. Real-time data from the 
next generation will be needed to substantiate one or the other interpretation.

Adli’s contribution explores the usefulness of Bourdieu’s (1979) sociocultur-
al theory for language variation in Parisian French. A complex questionnaire 
 allows the author to stratify the informant pool based on their preferences in the 
 areas of leisure, media, and clothing, which results in a complex composite index. 
Differences in terms of a person’s lifestyle are then correlated with their use of 
subject doubling and subject-verb inversion in spontaneous speech. This mixed 
methodology allows for a consistent explanation of the data, which reveals a clear 
distinction between the groups. While the excitement-seeking, down-to-earth life-
style (orthodoxy) defends the norms of standard French, refraining from doubling 
and making frequent use of the formal inverted interrogative variant, the educated 
liberal lifestyle (heterodoxy) does the contrary. While neither education nor occu-
pation turn out to be significant variables in an ANOVA, an analysis that considers 
Bourdieu’s notions of lifestyle and cultural capital allows Adli to demonstrate the 
salient complementary pattern of inversion questions and subject doubling across 
the two lifestyle types.

Schützler’s chapter presents an analysis of the concessive conjunctions al-
though, though and even though in British, Canadian and New Zealand English. 
The investigation, which is based on the International Corpus of English, highlights 
the underexplored semantic characteristics of the conjunctions, each of which is 
associated with clear preferences concerning the semantic types of concessives 
they encode. Notably, the difference between although and though is significant 
only in the oldest variety, BrE, which suggests that different semantic patterns 
between conjunctions may take a long time to evolve. The paper also provides 
evidence for inter- and intra-varietal stability: the semantic properties of con-
junctions are very similar, not only in the three varieties under investigation, but 
also in speech and writing. Introducing a scale of subjectivity allows the author to 
suggest that constructions that are generally high in subjectivity tend to be even 
more subjective in speech, and constructions that are low in subjectivity tend to 
be even less subjective in speech. This synchronic pattern may be a symptom of 
ongoing semantic change led by spoken registers.

Beyer’s contribution examines the role of contact between different varieties of 
German and French in the standardization of Luxembourgish German. Particular 
focuses of this project are contact-induced variation, interlingual transfer and 
norm selection, i.e. the increasingly standardised choices made amongst compe-
ting conjunctions (Im Fall(e)(,) dass/falls ‘in case (that)’, and the use of wann ‘when’ 
as conjunction). The analysis relies on a rare corpus of bilingual public notices 
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of the City of Luxembourg which span the years 1795–1920. Mining this corpus 
allows Beyer to show the influence of political events on language; for example 
the “French period” (1795–1814), during which the Grand-Duchy was governed 
by a ruler with a clear language preference, shows the most variation. Subsequent 
periods show increasing standardisation, a concomitant decrease of the overall 
number of alternatives and less frequent use of these alternatives. These findings 
suggest that replication processes are sources of increased variation. However, 
(i) even during the French period, structural patterns are transferred only occa-
sionally and (ii) the exploitation of the identified correspondences can only be 
observed as long as one of the languages clearly has a higher status and more 
prestige than the other.

Oberholzer and Kunzmann report on the VerbaAlpina project, which aims to 
overcome a problem in traditional European geolinguistics: monolingual atlases, 
dictionaries and monographs usually survey only one particular dialectal region, 
and thus do not allow the exploration of linguistic phenomena that transgress 
dialectal and linguistic borders. Differing transcription systems and inconsistent 
conceptual descriptions have further hindered the direct comparison of different 
linguistic atlases. The VerbaAlpina project represents the three language families 
used in the Alpine area (Germanic, Slavic and Romance) with their corresponding 
dialects in one consistent environment, offering an interlingual overview of the 
Alpine region based on a wealth of different sources. The chapter focuses on the 
methodological challenges of transferring different repositories into one consistent 
and homogeneous structure. Innovations include: (i) a relational database which 
connects etymological roots (“basic type”) with various morpho-lexical types, 
to explore historical linguistic relations, and (ii) the use of Beta Code (a graphe-
matic transcription based on ASCII-symbols), which enables the comparison of 
data from different sources, provides a coherent transcription system for all data 
sources, and ascertains the project’s sustainable compatibility with a wealth of 
repositories.

Škevin’s questionnaire-based study investigates the responses of forty-five 
young rural university students from (island, coast, and hinterland) areas 
 surrounding the Croatian coastal town of Zadar. Appealing to Le Page and 
Tabouret-Keller’s (1985) acts of identity and the markedness model, Škevin 
demonstrates that participants dynamically structure their verbal behaviour ac-
cording to their interlocutors and the interactional situation they find themselves 
in, positioning themselves relative to each other in establishing a new relationship, 
or in already-established relationships (see also Coupland 2007: 113–4). Moreover, 
well-known language ideologies structure linguistic behaviour: island respondents 
in particular report that they accommodate more, because they perceive their own 
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variety as different from standard Croatian, and they know that their dialects are 
perceived as “funny”. Moreover, women report avoiding their hinterland variety 
and prefer the usage of regional Dalmatian forms or the standard (see Eckert and 
McConnell-Ginnet 2003, Trudgill’s concept of ‘covert prestige’ 1972: 179).
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Analytic and synthetic
Typological change in varieties 
of European languages

Martin Haspelmath and Susanne Maria Michaelis
MPI-SHH Jena / Leipzig University

It has long been observed that the modern European languages use more func-
tion words compared to earlier inflectional patterns, and this trend seems to 
have increased even further in creoles and other non-standard varieties. Here 
we make two arguments: First, we note that the terms synthetic and analytic are 
based on the “word” concept, which is not well-defined, so that these concepts 
cannot be used in a synchronic typology. But we can define a notion of “ana-
lyticization”, i.e. the replacement of an earlier pattern by a new, more  elaborate 
pattern based on lexical or concrete items. Second, we observe that such 
 analyticizations are particularly common in creole languages (when viewed as 
continuations of their lexifiers), and we hypothesize that this is due to the extra 
transparency that is required in situations with many adult second-language 
speakers.

Keywords: analytic, synthetic, function word, grammaticalization, creole

1. The macro-comparative perspective: Language typology 
and language contact

Since the early 19th century, linguists have sometimes tried to understand language 
change from a broader perspective, as affecting the entire character of a language. 
Since A. W. von Schlegel (1818), it has been commonplace to say that Latin was a 
synthetic language, while the Romance languages are (more) analytic, i.e. make 
more use of auxiliary words and periphrastic constructions of various kinds.

In this paper, we adopt a macro-comparative perspective on language variation 
in Europe, corresponding to our background in the world-wide typology of contact 
languages (Michaelis et al. 2013) and general world-wide typology (Haspelmath et 
al. 2005). While variationist studies typically ask for patterns of variation within 
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a single language, we ask whether there is a “big picture” in  addition to all the 
details, in the tradition of A. W. von Schlegel. In particular, the topic of this paper 
is the replacement of synthetic patterns by analytic  patterns that has interested 
typologists and historical linguists since the 19th century and that has recently 
been the focus of some prominent research in variationist  studies of English and 
English-lexified creoles (Szmrecsanyi 2009; Kortmann and Szmrecsanyi 2011; 
Siegel et al. 2014; Szmrecsanyi 2016).

By way of a first simple illustration, consider the examples in Table 1, where 
the symbol “>>” means that the newer pattern on the right-hand side competes 
with and tends to replace the older pattern on the left-hand side. Most of the 
changes that we will talk about are well-known and have been widely discussed: 
development of a new prepositional genitive (as in German), development of a new 
auxiliary-based past tense (as in French), development of a new particle-based 
comparative form (as in Modern Greek); the loss of the old plural form in creoles 
such as French-based Seychelles Creole, and its replacement by forms such as 
bann (from French bande ‘group’) is less well-known, but also falls into the class 
of analyticizations. (The replacement of the definite article la by the demonstrative 
sa can also be seen as an example of this.)

Table 1. Some illustrative cases of synthetic and analytic patterns

 synthetic (old) analytic (new)

German des Hauses >> von dem Haus
 ‘the house’s’  ‘of the house’
French Edith chanta >> Edith a chanté
 ‘Edith sang’  ‘Edith has sung’
Modern Greek oreó-tero >> pjo oréo
 ‘nicer’  ‘more nice’
French > Seychelles Creole la femme / les femmes >> sa fanm / sa bann fanm
 ‘the woman/the women’  ‘the woman/the women’

In this paper, we make three main points. First, we discuss the basic question of 
how to distinguish analytic and synthetic patterns in the first place, noting that 
the distinction if understood synchronically rests on the concept of “(auxiliary) 
word”, which is not well-defined except in a trivial orthographic sense (§ 3.1). But 
there is no question that a diachronic process of “analyticizing” or “refunctionali-
zing” is widespread and is involved in a substantial number of salient grammatical 
innovations (§ 3.2).

Second, we highlight the strongly analyticizing developments in creole lan-
guages, based on examples from the Atlas of Pidgin and Creole Language Structures 
(Michaelis et al. 2013). Compared to other Romance varieties, especially of course 
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the standard varieties, all creoles show drastic loss of inflectional markers, their 
replacement by new function items, and/or the development of novel function 
items, mostly from earlier lexical roots (§ 4).

Third, we propose an explanation of these developments on the basis of the 
contact history of these languages, invoking general principles of contact-induced 
grammatical change (§ 5). The basic idea is that analyticizations are due to the in-
creased need for clarity when a language has many speakers who learn it as adults. 
We go on to ask whether similar differences can be found within some of the major 
language families of Europe (e.g. with French being more analytic than Spanish, 
or Bulgarian more analytic than Russian), or even within the major languages 
(with some vernacular varieties being more analytic than the standard varieties).

Before getting to these three main points in §§ 3–5, we briefly discuss the 
history of the analytic/synthetic terminology.

2. A short history of the analytic/synthetic terminology

The terms analytic and synthetic, as they are still used today, were coined by von 
Schlegel (1818). He conceived of them as two subtypes of the class of inflecting 
languages (comprising all Indo-European languages), which was opposed to the 
classes of agglutinating languages (such as Turkish) and isolating languages (such 
as Chinese). In the early 19th century, there was generally a value judgement asso-
ciated with language classification. More highly inflected languages were regarded 
as superior to agglutinating and isolating languages. From a modern, strictly lin-
guistic point of view, analytic patterns are not really different from isolating pat-
terns, but in earlier times there was a general feeling that the situation in Romance 
languages should not be compared to Chinese (after all, Romance languages still 
have fairly rich verb inflections), so the terms analytic and synthetic survived. 1

Typological considerations had little prestige in the second half of the 19th 
century, but linguists became increasingly skeptical about the value judgements 
that were originally associated with them. Otto Jespersen even claimed that the 
modern analytic languages (such as English) were superior to the cumbersome 
classical languages (most clearly expressed in his 1894 book Progress in Language). 
In the early 20th century, Sapir (1921) tried to apply the typological notions from 
the 19th century to the North American languages that he had studied, but ty-
pology became popular again only with Joseph Greenberg’s work in the 1960s. 

1. The morphological types analytic, agglutinating etc. have also been closely linked to the 
idea of a general cyclic or spiral-like development, as discussed from a modern perspective in 
Haspelmath (2017).
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Greenberg became best-known for the word-order correlations that he  popularized 
and discovered, but in 1960 he also published the first paper that approached typo-
logical distinctions quantitatively, by computing an analyticity index for different 
languages.

The idea that whole languages could be classified into categories such as ana-
lytic or agglutinating was gradually abandoned in the latter part of the 20th cen-
tury, but linguists still needed to distinguish between patterns such as des Hauses 
and von dem Haus, so they described the latter as analytic constructions. Since 
the 1990s, interest in the development of such constructions that use grammatical 
words has increased greatly, but generally under the rubric of grammaticaliza-
tion (e.g. Lehmann 2016[1982]; Hopper and Traugott 1993). The term analytic 
construction has remained in use, but not prominently, and there has been very 
little general research on analyticization that uses this term (in fact, our dynamic 
term analyticization is likely to be unfamiliar to most linguists). In the 2000s, it be-
came popular to consider whole languages from the point of view of “complexity” 
(e.g. McWhorter 2001; Miestamo et al. 2008), which is not unrelated to analyticity.

3. Analytic/synthetic as a synchronic notion

Before moving on, we need to point out that the term pair analytic/synthetic is 
problematic because it is based on the notion of a “word”, which is itself poorly de-
fined. In Matthews’s (1997) Concise Dictionary of Linguistics, the terms are defined 
as in (1a) and (1b). In addition to presupposing a notion of “word”, they presuppose 
“inflection” (1c), a concept that is itself based on “lexical unit” (= “word”).

 (1) a. analytic form
“form in which separate words realize grammatical distinctions that in 
other languages may be realized by inflections”

  b. synthetic form
“form in which grammatical distinctions are realized by inflections”

  c. inflection
“any form or change of form which distinguishes different grammatical 
forms of the same lexical unit”

That the notion of “word” cannot be defined consistently across languages (other 
than orthographically, in languages with spaces between words) has long been 
known and was recently highlighted again by Haspelmath (2011) and Michaelis 
(2015). Spelling systems are arbitrary (historically accidental) to a substantial de-
gree, so comparative linguists can hardly rely on them. But while the difference 
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between the written unit “letter” and strictly linguistic units such as ‘segment’ 
and ‘phoneme’ is universally recognized, linguists often still seem to think that a 
written unit separated by spaces (“word”) must reflect an important grammatical 
unit in (spoken) languages.

Siegel et al.’s (2014) study of analyticity and syntheticity in creoles, for example, 
attempts to base the distinction between “free grammatical markers” and “bound 
grammatical markers” (along the lines of Greenberg 1960). The authors claim that 
the writing systems of the languages they are considering “generally represent a 
free marker as a separate word and a bound marker as a part of another word. 
Thus, we use this conventional orthography as a basis for our analysis.” They are 
aware that there is a problem, but they do not actually do anything about it:

Of course, this is not ideal, as there is not necessarily an unequivocal relation-
ship between spelling conventions and language structure (Haspelmath 2011). 
However, as a detailed phonological and morphosyntactic analysis of each lan-
guage’s texts would not be feasible, it is the best option. (Siegel et al. 2014: 53)

But we feel that the problem is actually deeper than they imply, because there is 
no rigorous definition of “word” and “affix” that would coincide with linguists’ 
intuition and also be based on “a detailed phonological and morphological analy-
sis of languages”. Apparently our intuitions are based on the best known spelling 
systems, and these are not based on anything truly systematic. 2 (Note also that 
“bound” cannot be equated with “affixal”, because clitics are generally regarded 
as bound elements that are not affixes.)

However, in the next section we will see that the tendency to replace older syn-
thetic patterns by newer analytic patterns is real, despite the definitional  difficulty 
noted here.

2. A reviewer asked whether the notion of phonological word might be helpful, but as Schiering 
et al. (2010) have shown, the diverse criteria for identifying phonological word domains typically 
do not coincide, so there are as many phonological words as criteria. Another reviewer asked 
whether the synchronic notion synthetic could not be based on some other notion such as unin-
terruptability. The answer is found in Haspelmath (2011): “No other notion gives a good match 
with the folk concept of the “word”; in particular, most function items (e.g. prepositions and 
auxiliaries) are uninterruptable in the sense that they cannot be separated from the form they 
occur next to.”
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4. Synthetic/analytic in diachrony

Even if we cannot say whether a construction is synchronically synthetic, due to 
our inability to define “word” across languages, we can often determine whether 
it is diachronically old or freshly created from new material. Thus, the English -er 
comparative (e.g. likeli-er) is clearly old, while the more comparative (more likely) 
is clearly innovative; and the French simple synthetic future (e.g. elle chante-r-a 
‘she will dance’) is old, while the aller future (e.g. elle va chanter ‘she is going to 
dance’) is clearly innovative.

Thus, from a diachronic perspective it is possible to define an analytic pattern 
as in (2).

 (2) analytic pattern:
a morphosyntactic pattern that was created from lexical or other concrete 
material
and that is in functional competition with (and tends to replace) an older
(synthetic) pattern

This means that if we are dealing with a language whose history is totally un-
known, we cannot classify its patterns as synthetic or analytic. Since we know 
the history of French, we can perhaps say that it is “analytic” in comparison with 
Latin, but for a language such as Hup in Amazonia (Epps 2008) or Oko in Nigeria 
(Atoyebi 2010), about whose history we know very little, we cannot say whether 
they are analytic or synthetic.

We are thus primarily talking about a diachronic process of analyticization 
or “refunctionalization”. The latter term is intended to refer to the new creation of 
a functional morpheme to express approximately the same grammatical notion 
or construction that has earlier been expressed by some other construction. 3 This 
restriction of the term analytic to a diachronic context may strike some readers 
as odd, but there is a general tendency in language typology to view typological 
generalizations as primarily diachronic (e.g. Bybee 2006; Cristofaro 2012), so even 
if we are not optimistic about pursuing Greenberg’s (1960) research programme 

3. Of course, there is no need for a new grammatical pattern to express exactly the same  meaning 
as an older one, and indeed we typically seem to find meaning differences, e.g. between the older 
French synthetic future and the newer aller future (cf. Reinöhl and Himmelmann 2017), or 
between the German genitive and the possessive construction with von, or between the English 
definite article and the Sranan definite article a (cf. § 4.1 below). The “identity” of the older and 
the newer patterns is not more than a relationship of typological matching, in terms of typological 
comparative concepts (Haspelmath 2010). The notion of “replacement” must be seen in this light, 
and it cannot be inferred that the newer construction is completely identical in function with the 
older construction.
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of a quantitative synchronic typology in terms of degrees of analyticity, we are 
convinced that there are strong general tendencies toward analyticization in lan-
guage change.

Thus, the term analytic should be understood as roughly meaning “freshly 
re-grammaticalized”. This definition works, because all patterns that have tradi-
tionally been called “analytic” are known to have been created from lexical or other 
concrete material; there does not seem to be any other way in which such patterns 
can come about. This definition is somewhat broader than the traditional purely 
synchronic definition, in that it also includes cases like the English past-tense 
marker -ed as in play-ed, which is generally thought to be a much newer pattern 
than the old pattern represented by ablauting verbs such as sing/sang, write/wrote 
(e.g. Lahiri 2000), and cases like the Sranan definite article a (deriving from da < 
dat < that), which is an analytic form when compared to English the, because it is 
based on a refunctionalization.

On the other hand, our definition of analytic is somewhat narrower than the 
synchronic view in that grammatical morphemes with no earlier counterparts, 
such as the Germanic and Romance definite articles, cannot be regarded as ana-
lytic. Even though the rise of definite articles in Romance and Germanic languages 
(and more generally in European languages, cf. Heine and Kuteva 2006: Chapter 3) 
has often been seen as part of the general tendency toward analyticity, we think 
that they should be treated differently, because otherwise we would have to include 
all kinds of other grammatical elements (e.g. discourse particles, focus particles, 
the new conditional mood) as well.

Changes whereby an earlier more compact pattern is replaced by a newer 
pattern based on a new periphrasis are quite widespread in European languages. 
A few types of changes are listed in (3), where the symbol “>>” means that the 
(approximate) function of a pattern tends to be replaced by a new pattern based 
on lexical or other concrete material.

 (3) a. cases >> prepositions
  b. comparative suffixes >> analytical comparatives
  c. synthetic past tense >> analytic past tense
  d. synthetic future tense >> analytic future tense
  e. person-number suffixes on verbs >> personal pronouns
  f. infinitive >> person-indexed subjunctive forms (Balkan languages)

In all these cases, the new analytic forms (originally) include transparent com-
ponents, i.e. they arise from grammaticalization of concrete or lexical items. In 
a next step, analytic forms may then become compact again, be written together 
and thus become “synthetic again” (a process which can be called anasynthesis, 
cf. Haspelmath 2017), e.g.
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 (4) anasynthesis in the Romance future: (Spanish)
Latin canta-bit >>   
 ‘will sing’    
Romance  cantare habet > cantare ha > cantar-á
  ‘has to sing’  ‘will sing’

 (5) anasynthesis in the Romance adverb: (Italian)
Latin fidel-iter >>
 ‘faithfully’  
Romance  fideli mente  > fedelmente
   ‘faithfully’

As mentioned earlier, analytic forms never arise in any other way; in particular, 
they do not arise from “desyntheticization” of a synthetic form (“antigrammati-
calization” does not exist, with very few exceptions; Haspelmath 2004).

Just as new grammatical patterns can arise without any precursors (e.g. defi-
nite articles), old synthetic forms can disappear without any replacement, e.g. 
the old gender inflection in English adjectives, or the dual of older Germanic 
languages.

While analyticizations are really common in European languages, we will see 
in the next section that they are found even more widely in creole languages based 
on European languages. 4

5. Analyticizations occur very commonly in creoles

In this section, we will give examples of analyticizations in creole languages, 
from the database of the Atlas of Pidgin and Creole Language Structures (APiCS, 
Michaelis et al. 2013). The creoles we mention are all based on Germanic languages 
(English, Dutch) or Romance languages (Portuguese, Spanish, French). Table 2 
lists the creoles from which our examples come, together with their major lexifier 
and the corresponding APiCS contribution.

4. Note that we do not follow authors such as Bickerton (1981) and Thomason and Kaufman 
(1988) in regarding creole languages as “new languages” with no historical continuity with their 
lexifier languages. Our position in this paper is more in line with authors such as Mufwene (2001) 
and Ansaldo et al. (2007), who stress the similarities between creolization and other kinds of 
contact-induced historical change.
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Table 2. Creoles and their lexifiers in APiCS

creole language lexifier author in APiCS

African American English English Green 2013
Batavia Creole Portuguese Maurer 2013
Bislama English Meyerhoff 2013
Creolese English Devonish & Thompson 2013
Diu Indo-Portuguese Portuguese Cardoso 2013
Guadeloupean Creole French Colot & Ludwig 2013
Guinea-Bissau Kriyol Portuguese Intumbo et al. 2013
Guyanais French Pfänder 2013
Haitian Creole French Fattier 2012
Jamaican English Farquharson 2013
Kriol English Schultze-Berndt & Angelo 2013
Mauritian Creole French Baker & Kriegel 2013
Negerhollands Dutch van Sluijs 2013
Palenquero Spanish Schwegler 2013
Papiá Kristang Portuguese Baxter 2013
Principense Portuguese Maurer 2013
Santome Portuguese Hagemeijer 2013
Seychelles Creole French Michaelis & Rosalie 2013
Sranan English Bruyn & van den Berg 2013
Sri Lanka Portuguese Portuguese Smith 2013
Tayo French Ehrhart & Revis 2013
Ternate Chabacano Spanish Sippola 2013
Tok Pisin English Siegel & Smith 2013
Vincentian Creole English Prescod 2013

The APiCS numbers following the subsection headings below are the feature num-
bers where the relevant information can be found.

5.1 Definite articles (APiCS 28, 9)

 (6) Sranan a (e.g. a pikin ‘the child’) < da < English that  (Bruyn 2009)

 (7) Kriol thet/thad (e.g. thad lif ‘the leaf ’) < English that:

i. Thad lif pat bla mukarra, im gud-wan bla so.
 dem leaf part poss river.pandanus 3sg good-adj dat sore

‘The leaf of the river pandanus is good for sores.’ 
 (Schultze-Berndt and Angelo 2013)

 (8) Haitian Creole  = la (e.g. nouvel = la ‘the news) < French là ‘there’
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5.2 Indefinite articles (APiCS 29, 10)

 (9) Sranan wan < English one (Bruyn 2009), also in other English-lexified creoles

 (10) Guinea-Bissau Kriyol utru < Portuguese outro ‘other’

i. utru omi musulmanu
 a man Muslim

‘a Muslim man’  (Intumbo et al. 2013)

5.3 Plural markers (APiCS 22, 23)

 (11) Seychelles Creole bann < French bande ‘group’

i. Tou sa bann landrwa mon ’n ale.
 all dem pl place 1sg prf go

‘It’s to all these places that I have been.’  (Michaelis and Rosalie 2013)

 (12) Tok Pisin ol < English all

 (13) Diu tud < Portuguese tudo ‘all’ (also Tayo tule < tous les)

5.4 Genitive markers (APiCS 38, 37)

 (14) Vincentian Creole fo ‘of ’ < English for (also in other English-lexified Caribbean 
creoles)

i. di pikni fo di woman
 art child for art woman

‘the woman’s child(ren)’  (Prescod 2013)

 (15) Tok Pisin bilong < (that) belong (to) (also Bislama blong, Kriol bla)

 (16) Seychelles Creole pour, Tayo pu < French pour ‘for’

5.5 Personal pronouns in subject or possessor function (APiCS 62)

 (17) Santome obligatory subject person forms (cf. Portuguese optional subject 
pronouns)

i. Bô na sêbê kuma bô so kota mu mon fa?
 2sg neg know comp 2sg foc cut 1sg.obj hand neg

‘Don’t you know that it was you who cut my hand off?’ 
 (Hagemeijer 2013)
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 (18) Palenquero obligatory subject person forms (cf. Spanish optional subject 
pronouns)

i. Ele e ta trabahá.  (Schwegler 2013)
 he he is working  

 (19) Diu Indo-Portuguese d-el ‘his’, lit. ‘of him’ (cf. Portuguese possessive pronoun 
seu/sua)

 (20) Guadeloupean Creole timoun an mwen [child of me] ‘my child(ren)’

5.6 Accusative markers (APiCS 57)

 (21) Batavia Creole kung, Papiá Kristang ku (< Portuguese com ‘with’),
Ternate Chabacano con (< Spanish con ‘with’)

 (22) Sri Lanka Portuguese -pa (< Portuguese para ‘for’) (cf. also Afrikaans vir < voor 
‘for’)

i. eev vosa kuɲaadu-pa kada ɔɔra ki-lembraa
 1sg 2sg.gen brother.in.law-acc every time hab-think.of

‘I often think of your brother-in-law.’  (Smith 2013)

5.7 Dative markers (APiCS 60, 61)

 (23) Bislama long (< English along), cf. also Kriol langa, la

 (24) Mauritian Creole avek/ek (< French avec ‘with’)

i. (av)ek ki sanla to’n don larzaṅ la?
 with who that.one 2sg.pfv give money def

‘To whom have you given the money?’  (Baker and Kriegel 2013)

 (25) Diu Indo-Portuguese pe (< Portuguese para)

 (26) Papiá Kristang ku, Batavia Creole kung, Chabacano con/kon (cf. § 5.6)

5.8 Future tense markers (cf. APiCS 48)

 (27) Negerhollands lo < loo ‘go’ < Dutch lopen ‘run’

i. Morək mi lō lō.
 tomorrow 1sg fut go

‘Tomorrow I will go.’  (van Sluijs 2013)

 (28) Seychelles Creole pou < French (être) pour

 (29) Tok Pisin bai < English by and by
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5.9 Past tense (or anterior) markers (APiCS 45)

 (30) Seychelles Creole ti < French était ‘was’

 (31) Jamaican wehn < English been (also in many other English-lexified creoles)

 (32) Principense tava < Portuguese estava ‘was’

 (33) Batavia Creole dja (perfective marker) < Portuguese já ‘already’

i. fala kung ile ki eo dja teng aki
 tell obj 3sg comp 1sg pfv be here

‘tell him that I have been here’  (Maurer 2013a)

5.10 Imperfective aspect markers (APiCS 46, 47, 48)

 (34) Early Sranan de (prog) < English there  
(also in other Atlantic English-lexified creoles)

i. Hangri de killi mi.
 hunger prog kill 1sg

‘I am hungry (lit. Hunger is killing me).’  (Bruyn & van den Berg 2013)

 (35) Tok Pisin i stap (prog) < English stop

 (36) Seychelles Creole pe, Haitian Creole ap (prog)
< French (être) après ‘near, about (to do)’

 (37) Haitian Creole konn (hab) < French connaître ‘know’

 (38) Palenquero asé (hab) < Spanish hacer ‘do’  (cf. Gullah duhz)

5.11 Causative construction

 (39) Seychelles Creole fer < French faire ‘do’
Mon fer Zan manze vs French Je fais manger Jean
‘I make Jean eat’

The Seychelles construction in (39) uses the same lexical construction as the older 
French construction, and the older construction is not normally regarded as “syn-
thetic”. But by our definition, the Seychelles Creole pattern qualifies as analytic 
because it is clearly a new creation, as can be seen from the word order, where the 
causee (Zan) stands between the causative verb fer and the caused verb (manze). If 
the Creole construction continued the French construction, this ordering would 
not be possible.

Thus, we see that creole languages have a substantial additional number of 
analyticizations. In the next section we propose an explanation for this and link 
it to language contact in more general terms.
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6. Analyticization is generally favoured by language-contact situations

The idea that analyticization is favoured by language contact is not new. In fact, 
in a sketchy form it is found in the very first work that discussed the analytic/syn-
thetic distinction, August Wilhelm von Schlegel’s (1818) work on the Provençal 
language (and its literature):

Mais cette transition au système analytique a lieu bien plus rapidement, et, pour 
ainsi dire, par secousses, lorsque, par l’effet de la conquête, il existe un conflit 
entre deux langues, celle des conquérans et celle des anciens habitans du pays. 
Voilà ce qui a eu lieu dans les provinces de l’empire occidental, conquises par les 
peuples germaniques, et en Angleterre lors de l’invasion des Normands. De la 
lutte prolongée de deux langues, dont l’une étoit celle de la grande masse de la 
population, l’autre celle de la nation prépondérante, et de l’amalgame final des 
langues et des peuples, sont issus le provençal, l’italien, l’espagnol, le portugais, 
le françois et l’anglais. 5

More recently, Carlier et al. (2012) express it in the following way:

The more languages spread over large populations and involve frequent language 
contact between individuals who are related to each other by weak ties, the faster 
languages may evolve by regularizing mechanisms, ultimately also reducing their 
morphological and grammatical systems.
 (Carlier, De Mulder & Lamiroy 2012: 292, citing Lupyan & Dale 2010; 
 Trudgill 2011; see also McWhorter 2007)

But what explains increased analyticization in situations of increased contact? We 
can contrast two possible explanations for the increased tendency to analyticize 
in situations of language contact, what we call the “Loss-and-Repair Hypothesis” 
(cf. 40) and the Extra-Transparency Hypothesis (cf. 41). We will argue below that 
the second hypothesis is the more adequate explanation. But the Loss-and-Repair 
Hypothesis does not seem implausible either at first blush. In fact, the idea that 
languages tend to undergo “decay” and therefore need fresh material to reconsti-
tute its grammar is quite old, going back at least to Schleicher (1860).

5. “But this transition to the analytic system took place more rapidly, and, so to speak, by jolts, 
when, due to conquest, a conflict between two languages arises, the language of the conquerors 
and the language of the earlier inhabitants of the country. This took place in the provinces of the 
Western Roman empire which were conquered by Germanic peoples, and in England after the 
Norman invasion. The extended struggle between two languages, one of which was the language 
of the great majority of the people, and the other the language of the ruling group, and the even-
tual merging of the languages and the peoples gave rise to Provençal, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, 
French and English.”
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 (40) Loss-and-Repair Hypothesis (e.g. Siegel 2008: 65–66; Good 2012)
In the transmission bottleneck of pidginization, inflectional and other non- 
salient grammatical markers are lost, because they cannot be acquired by adult 
learners. This leaves a void, and when pidgins turn into fully-fledged languages 
again, they need to fill the gaps by new material deriving from content words.

This hypothesis is similar to the therapeutic view of grammaticalization, which 
has been shown to be wrong for grammaticalization in general (cf. Lehmann 1985; 
Haspelmath 2000). It simply cannot be the case, for a number of reasons, that 
grammatical forms first reduce and then need to be strengthened again. Thus, we 
favour the following hypothesis:

 (41) Extra-Transparency Hypothesis
In social situations with many (or even mostly) adult second-language speak-
ers, people need to make an extra effort to make themselves understood – they 
need to add extra transparency. This naturally leads to the overuse of content 
items for grammatical meanings, which may become fixed when more and 
more speakers adopt the innovative uses.

This is similar to the extravagance-based view of grammaticalization, which offers 
the best account of unidirectionality (Haspelmath 1999). Grammaticalization in 
ordinary situations is explained as due to occasional extravagant language use, 
when no special social circumstances are present. But in high-contact situations, 
no appeal to extravagance is necessary, and extra clarity can explain the stronger 
tendency to functionalize content items.

Creolists have recently tended to focus on transparency (Seuren and Wekker 
1986; Leufkens 2013), simplification (McWhorter 2001; 2007; Parkvall 2008) or 
on the uniqueness of creole languages (Bakker et al. 2011), not on particularly 
fast grammaticalization. But the idea that many of the changes observed in cre-
oles can be seen as accelerated grammaticalization has been expressed earlier (cf. 
Plag 2002), and despite some problems in distinguishing between true innovative 
grammaticalization and simple constructional calquing (cf. Bruyn 2009), we think 
that it is basically correct.

It is clear that simplification by adult learners cannot be invoked in all cases of 
analyticization, because this also occurs when the older synthetic form is simple to 
begin with (e.g. the >> that in § 4.1, faire manger Jean >> fer Zan manze in § 4.11, 
a >> para (dative marker) in Brazilian Portuguese, de >> pou (genitive marker) in 
§ 4.4). And analyticization also occurs in languages that do not have a high number 
of adult second language speakers, so something like extravagance needs to play 
a role in any event.
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If extra transparency is the explanation for the very high degree of analyticiza-
tion in creoles, then we may expect to find evidence for this also in languages that 
have undergone less extreme language contact changes, so this is what we briefly 
consider in the next section.

7. Further examples of increased analyticity in European varieties

Increased analyticity is apparently also found in some varieties of European lan-
guages that have undergone more contact influence than closely related varieties. 
In this section we give a few examples. Much more in-depth study would be re-
quired to really establish this, but we would like to include these examples because 
we believe that the creoles of APiCS are not completely unique, but are just more 
extreme cases of a kind of phenomenon that is also found elsewhere. In particu-
lar, increased analyticity is found in a range of constructions in two varieties that 
have been called “semi-creoles”, Afrikaans and Colloquial Brazilian Portuguese 
(cf. Holm 2004).

7.1 Increased analyticity in Afrikaans

In Afrikaans, the old past tense disappeared and was replaced by the ‘have’ per-
fect (42), the dative is expressed by the preposition vir (43), and the genitive is 
exclusively expressed by the preposition van (44). For discussion, see Holm (2004).

 (42) past tense
Ek het geskryf.
‘I wrote, I have written’

 (43) vir-dative
Hy het dit gister vir sy broer gewys. 
he has this yesterday to his brother shown
‘He showed it to his brother yesterday.’

 (44) possessive van 
de werken van Vondel ‘Vondel’s works’
(cf. Dutch Vondel’s werken)
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7.2 Increased analyticity in Brazilian Portuguese

Holm (2004) also discusses Brazilian Vernacular Portuguese, where independent 
pronouns regularly occur in addition to subject inflection on verbs, or even replace 
it (45), independent pronouns replace object clitics (46), and relative clauses are 
used with resumptive pronouns (47).

(45) eu parto você parte ele parte nós parte eles parte
  ‘I leave’ ‘you leave’ ‘he leaves’ ‘we leave’ ‘they leave’

(46) ela chamou eu
  she called me

‘she called me’ (cf. Portuguese chamou-me, with object clitic)

(47) o aluno que eu conheço o pai dele
  the student that I know the father of.him

‘the student whose father I know’ (lit. ‘…that I know his father’)

7.3 Increased analyticity in Bulgarian

Among the Slavic languages, Bulgarian and Macedonian show the most drastic 
changes away from the Proto-Slavic patterns. Most strikingly, genitive and dative 
case are replaced by the preposition na (originally ‘on’) (48–49), and the old com-
parative degree forms are replaced by the new particle po- (50). Hinrichs (2004) 
even claims that Bulgarian is a creolized form of Old Bulgarian.

(48) Petar dade kniga-ta na Ivan.
  Petar gave book-def on Ivan

‘Peter gave book-the to Ivan.’ (cf. Russian Ivan-u [Ivan-DAT])

(49) kola-ta na Marija
  car on Marija

‘Marija’s car’ (cf. Russian Mari-i [Maria-GEN])

(50) po-umna
  compr-smart

‘smarter’ (cf. Russian umn-ee [smart-compr])

There are probably more cases of increased analyticity in European languages. 
As mentioned briefly above, Carlier et al. (2012) link differences in the pace of 
gramma ticalization in various Romance languages (French, showing more advanced 
 grammaticalization, compared to Italian and Spanish) to language contact. The 
Eastern Scandinavian languages (notably Swedish and Danish) also show higher 
degrees of analyticization than western languages (notably Icelandic and Faroese).
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8. Conclusion

In this paper, we briefly reviewed the history of the distinction between analytic and 
synthetic patterns and observed that it cannot be based on a synchronic definition, 
because we cannot define words and affixes in a consistent way. We therefore pro-
posed a diachronic definition of an analytic pattern as a morphosyntactic pattern 
that was created from lexical or other concrete material and that is in functional 
competition with (and tends to replace) an older (synthetic) pattern. The main 
empirical observation is that analyticization is particularly frequent in European-
based creole languages, and we proposed an explanation in terms of extra transpar-
ency: in social situations with many adult second-language speakers, people need 
to make an extra effort to make themselves understood, i.e. they need to add extra 
transparency. This naturally leads to the overuse of content items for grammatical 
meanings, and thus to analyticization. It remains to be seen to what extent this 
explanation can account for differences within European languages (some relevant 
observations were made in § 7), and whether it can also account for developments 
in languages outside Europe.

The support of the European Research Council (ERC Advanced Grant 670985, Grammatical 
Universals) is gratefully acknowledged.
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A case for clustering speakers 
and linguistic variables
Big issues with smaller samples in language variation

Miriam Meyerhoff and Steffen Klaere
Victoria University of Wellington / University of Aukland

We undertake a detailed analysis of a sample of over 10,000 utterances from 18 
speakers in a corpus of Bequia English and apply constrained cluster analysis 
to discern patterns that identify the linguistic signatures for different villages 
and to see how individuals pattern in relation to the rest of their village. The 
analysis of multiple variables provides a richer picture of both group and indi-
vidual than any one variable does and holds promise for better understanding 
the mysterious mechanisms by which variation between individuals scales up 
to variation between groups.

Keywords: Bequia, St Vincent and the Grenadines, creole, group and 
individual, multiple variables, cluster analysis, scaling up, historical linguistics

1. Introduction

A number of years ago, a sociolinguistics professor was heard to reproach a class 
of graduate students in the following way. The class was dissecting someone’s re-
search paper, and they critiqued the authors for the paucity of their data in some 
areas of the analysis. The professor cut off the discussion abruptly, saying “Don’t 
tell me what this study needs is ‘more data’. Everyone can always use ‘more data’; 
the question is what can you do with the data you’ve got”.

The comment sets out challenges for all of us. It serves firstly as a reproach 
(don’t dismiss someone else’s work too quickly and easily), and secondly as a li-
cence to think big, even if the data we have may be wanting – sometimes wanting 
in more ways than one. This chapter talks about some of the senses in which vari-
ationists can go big even if they are working on small data sets. It reviews some 
promising methods for scaling up the data (even from relatively small data sets) 
by looking at multiple variables across the speech of a number of speakers. And 
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it argues in favour of doing this by addressing the need to scale up our research 
questions. If we are successful in scaling up our questions and interests, then we 
believe small data sets can make meaningful contributions to the field.

The need to scale up is important at this moment in the history of linguistics 
for several reason. First, it is important because if we can find a way to make the 
most of relatively little, it means we can benefit most fully from the datasets that 
people working on less well documented languages have. It even holds out the 
possibility that the work students undertake under the intense time pressure of a 
one year or one semester course might be able to make meaningful contributions 
to what we know about variation, language change and sociolinguistics. Second, it 
is important because there is a pressing need to draw explicit connections between 
sociolinguistic studies of variation and studies of language variation that intersect 
with phylogenetic and typological methods.

The chapter begins with some comments about some of the big issues associated 
with small numbers. Much of this is well-trodden ground. It then outlines a slightly 
larger issue, which relates to how variationist work is a small, but still crucial, part 
of the broader intellectual enterprise of understanding how languages change and 
how new ones develop. Next, the chapter turns to a big issue that requires us to stay 
true to the details of how people talk to each other but also explores how we can 
link individuals to larger levels of sociolinguistic structure. This is an old problem, 
outlined by Guy (1980), but one that remains an unsolved mystery for the field of 
variationist sociolinguistics. We suggest that a focus on how our data might speak 
to bridging the gap between individuals and groups is a productive step because 
(i) it reasserts core problems that give direction to the sociolinguistic analysis of 
variation and (ii) it makes the case for variationist sociolinguistics as an integral 
component of research that focuses on linguistic variability writ large, specifically, 
research on language evolution and language change.

Much of the last section is exploratory work, undertaken as part of ongoing 
interdisciplinary collaboration between a variationist sociolinguist and a statis-
tician. 1 We see this collaboration as being not just to add new or more complex 
statistical methods to the analysis of linguistic variation (though we are certainly 

1. This collaboration follows on from a larger interdisciplinary foray into such collaboration: 
“Methods ‘n Models: A language variation workshop” held at Victoria University of Wellington, 17–
19 February 2015. We are grateful to the other participants at the workshop for their comments and 
feedback – Richard Arnold, Andreea Calude, Aymeric Dayval-Markussen, Michael Dunn, Russell 
Gray, Evan Hazenberg, Naomi Nagy, Nancy Niedzielski, Meredith Tamminga, James Walker. We 
also thank Richard Arnold, Dick Smakman, Bodo Winter and Brian McArdle for useful additional 
discussions about quantitative methods appropriate to posing big questions with small data sets. Lily 
Trinh and Eva Maria Brammen were immensely helpful and provided great insights during their 
respective summer scholarships on the project funded by the University of Auckland.
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open to that). We see it as providing an opportunity for both fields. By drawing 
on the complex nature of natural language datasets, statistical methods and tools 
are stretched – datasets based on tokens extracted from spontaneous speech don’t 
always look like the kinds of datasets the statistics were designed to deal with. 
From the other side of the collaboration, we may be able to pose different kinds 
of questions about natural language datasets than variationists typically do when 
they analyse data using more familiar methods of multiple regression.

We are particularly interested in questions of scale and relatedness: How are 
the variable speech patterns of individuals related to those of groups? How do the 
variable patterns of groups demonstrate closeness or distance between groups? We 
will attempt to explore these questions using methods that enable us to observe 
how individual speakers pattern in relation to one another with respect to multiple 
linguistic variables. The detailed analysis of individual variables has undoubtedly 
provided variationist sociolinguistics with a solid foundation and some essential 
generalisations about the relationship between synchronic variation and change 
(Labov 1994, 2001, 2010) or between synchronic intergroup variation and the stra-
tegic choices of individual speakers (cf. Jaffe 2009 and papers therein). However, we 
believe the field is sufficiently mature that we can now afford to lift our heads from 
the detailed analysis of single variables to consider how interlocutors categorise 
each other based on multiple variables realised within a single speech event (Guy 
2013). When we talk to someone it seems highly likely that we engage with all the 
information available in their utterances, not just with the information associated 
with a single sociolinguistic variable. In order to explore the manner in which 
interlocutors might make use of the wide variety of sociolinguistic information 
contained in even a short discourse, we need new methods (cf. Hinskens and Guy 
2016) – just as new approaches were required to explore how linguistic variation 
fits in with other behaviours in a more holistic and ethnographically rich analysis 
of speaker style or stance (Eckert 1996, 2000, Levon and Holmes-Elliott 2013).

At the end of the chapter, we will outline some further big questions that are 
raised by the methods we use to explore how speakers cluster in relation to each 
other and in respect of multiple linguistic variables. In doing so, we suggest the 
broader potential inherent in these methods.

2. Going big from small (samples)

A time honoured way of extracting the maximum information from even one 
utterance or one conversational exchange is for the sociolinguist to move into 
qualitative analysis. The qualitative analysis of one token can be seen as a refunc-
tionalisation of the quantitative paradigm – as Schegloff (1993) pointed out years 
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ago “one is also a number” (1993: 101); one token is only trivial if the denominator 
is a very large number, if a variable is comparatively rare and therefore the deno-
minator is small, then it may say quite a lot.

Clearly, we would not argue that large numbers of tokens are essential for us 
to be able to comment on the ways in which variation informs us about the social 
structure of a community – Meyerhoff (1999) uses very few tokens of the lexeme 
“sorry” produced by men in Vanuatu as the basis for an analysis of language and 
gender. More recently, Buchstaller (2014) and Cheshire (2013) have shown us that 
very small numbers of tokens of morphosyntactic variables are worthwhile objects 
of study; they may capture the start of a change in progress (Cheshire 2013 on the 
use of man as a pronoun by some speakers of urban London English) or may pro-
vide vital clues to the ways in which speakers understand or analyse the variation 
underlying ongoing grammaticalisation in their speech community (Buchstaller 
2014 on the infrequent, but telling, combination of be like and complementiser 
that in British English).

As Buchstaller and Cheshire show, one or very few tokens of a variant may be 
informative not just for their ability to highlight the social, interactional or emo-
tional dimensions of sociolinguistic variation, but they also have the potential to 
provide insights that address more formal and theoretical questions.

It is not uncommon for quantitative analyses to shift into qualitative ones. 
Walker and Meyerhoff (2013) argued, in an analysis of copula presence and absence 
in the English spoken on Bequia island in the Eastern Caribbean, that whether 
speakers treat adjectives like verbs or nouns for copula deletion can be taken as 
diagnostic of community membership – the fundamental division between the 
villages was whether adjectives pattern with verbs or with nouns.

Figure 1 (Meyerhoff and Walker 2007: 356) shows the patterns of copula de-
letion in at least four grammatical contexts for three villages on the island and it 
plots one individual in each village against the group norms. These are people who 
have been away from Bequia for some period in their life, and then returned to 
their home village – the ‘urban sojourners’. By and large, the individuals match the 
patterns of their village community. The exception to this is perhaps the Hamilton 
speaker, who seems to deviate from the community norms and almost never uses 
zero copula before adjectives; he seems to be treating them like nouns, though for 
all other following grammatical categories, his pattern looks very similar to the 
other Hamilton speakers.

Walker and Meyerhoff (2013) argue, however, that the super low rate of dele-
tion before adjectives in the speech of this Hamilton person does not necessarily 
put him at odds with the community norm. They note that in his speech, the adjec-
tives are predominantly three lexemes (weak, strong, right) and they occur mainly 
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Figure 1. Percentage frequency of zero copula with different following grammatical 
category in three Bequia villages (group trends against the patterns of an urban 
sojourner in each village). Source, Meyerhoff and Walker (2007: 356).
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in a section of his interview where he was trying to persuade his listeners about 
the merits of homeopathy (Walker and Meyerhoff 2013: 192). In other words, they 
suggest that the data was marked both stylistically (topic) and formally (lexically 
restricted forms). So the quantitative divergence of the Hamilton urban sojourner 
from the generalisation about the stability of community norms across indivi-
duals must be tempered by this information about the marked quality of the data 
from him. What Walker and Meyerhoff did with this analysis is not uncommon 
in sociolinguistic studies of variation – they started out with a quantitative ana-
lysis but used more qualitative means of exploring data that in a purely statistical 
analysis might be written off as an “outlier” (this relates of course to the principle 
of accountability in sociolinguistics which requires that all applications of a rule 
should be analysed fully).

As a field, variationists come honestly by their predilection to mix up the 
quantitative and the qualitative. The foundation of variationist sociolinguistics 
involved anthropological as well as historical linguistics, and this heritage  allows 
variationists to shift comfortably from quantitative analysis into qualitative ana-
lysis and sometimes even back again. There are certainly tensions created by this 
dual heritage, but those tensions are some of the things that have made socio-
linguistics, and specifically variationist sociolinguistics, so alluring to many re-
searchers in the field.

3. Language variation in context

An awareness of this blended heritage and how the field has successively negotiated 
its legacies from historical and anthropological linguistics can be a real asset. We 
would argue that they should feed into other branches of ongoing research into 
language variation and change, some of which show little awareness of variation-
ist traditions. The specialist knowledge sociolinguists possess and our hard-won 
insights into the dynamics of language change are crucial, if poorly understood, 
components of the new research going on in historical linguistics, where people are 
drawing on insights from evolutionary biology about change in complex systems 
to pose big questions about language variation across language families.

For example, Gray, Greenhill and Atkinson (2013) posed three big questions 
that they argued historical linguistics still must address: What drives language 
diversification? What drives linguistic disparity (a measure of the overall amount 
of variation between varieties)? Can we identify cultural and linguistic homelands? 
(Gray et al. 2013: 287). Bromham et al. (2015) tackle the diversification question 
in more depth. This paper applies some of Trudgill’s claims (2004, 2011) about 
how community size and community density favour or disfavour certain kinds 
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of complexity, accelerating or retarding language change, to the facts of language 
diversification in the Polynesian language family.

Polynesian is a good test case for this, since there is a lot of well checked data 
on vocabulary relatedness, and this tells us how the Polynesian languages are 
related to each other. Scholars also very largely agree about the settlement dates 
for the language communities, and this allows us to infer how long each language 
has been developing on its own. Finally, there is good information about how big 
the geographic spread of each language’s home territory is. There is some dispute 
about the population sizes for the languages at the time of European contact, but 
even with respect to this, it is possible to define a range most scholars are happy 
with, so this gives us estimates for each language community’s size at two points 
in history – European contact and today.

Bromham et al. conduct pairwise comparisons of closely-related Polynesian 
languages – sisters on their branch of the family tree – to see what effect popula-
tions size has on the gain or loss of cognates in 210 items of basic vocabulary. They 
find a significant effect for population size when you look either at vocabulary 
gains or losses. Languages with smaller speaker populations tend to have higher 
rates of word loss in the basic vocabulary than languages with larger speaker 
populations do. Conversely, languages with larger speaker populations in the 
Polynesian language family tend to gain new words in the basic vocabulary more 
than languages with smaller speaker populations do. The modelling also factors 
in how long the languages in each pair are believed to have been separated from 
each other, thereby controlling for the amount of time required for change in a 
language’s basic vocabulary to take place. Figure 2 shows the key results.

In Figure 2, the range of expected gains for each pairwise comparison are plot-
ted on the left as normal distributions and the range of expected losses are plotted 
on the right. Then the actual attested rates of gain or loss are shown for the two lan-
guages being compared with the solid bars, yellow for the language with the larger 
population and blue for the one with the smaller populations. The generalisation 
that smaller languages tend to lose basic vocabulary more than languages with  larger 
speaker communities is very clear when we look down the graphs on the right. The 
situation is muddier when we look across the figures for vocabulary gains. 2

Bromham et al. are very clear that they just consider this a first step in the en-
quiry, not a definitive answer to the sociolinguistic and historical linguistic problem 
of how community size impacts on the long-term relatedness of languages within 
the same family. It is heartening that people outside of sociolinguistics are drawing 

2. In private correspondence, Bromham and Greenhill say that there are several reasons why we 
don’t see more of the blue lines to the right of the red lines in the figures comparing vocabulary 
gains. One is that the model factors in how long the languages have been separated.
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Figure 2. Observed and expected numbers of gains and losses of cognates from 
basic vocabulary in 10 language pairs under the best-fitting model (phylogenetically 
structured, constant population size, no founder effects). Reproduced with permission 
from Bromham et al. (2015).

on concepts and research done in the variationist paradigm to pose themselves 
new challenges, but these papers pose an implicit challenge to sociolinguistics. If 
research on historical and typological linguistics is drawing on sociolinguistics to 
pose big questions for their fields – what are the equivalent big questions for people 
working on language change within the variationist paradigm?
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In an unpublished talk at the New Ways of Analyzing Variation conference in 
Chicago, Guy (2014) outlined at least one big question that he feels is implicit, but 
unarticulated, in modern sociolinguistics. He proposed that there is an underlying 
tension between the notion of the speech community, which emphasises coher-
ence, and the analysis of individual speaker style, which emphasises individual 
agency. His resolution (Guy 2013) to this was to suggest that suites of variables 
that correlate with each other comprise the units or components of the linguistic 
system that afford us the sense of coherence that underpins the speech community, 
while the ones that are uncorrelated are the aspects of the linguistic system that 
allow for individual agency.

4. Addressing a big problem for variationist sociolinguistics

Guy correctly identifies a big problem for variationist sociolinguistics and pro-
vided a very clever resolution to it, though it is debatable whether it is primarily 
an issue about coherence versus agency. The question, it seems to us, is not: “How 
do we resolve an apparent contradiction between individual agency and group 
cohesion?”, but “What is the relationship between the group and the individual in 
sociolinguistics?”, a question dating back to a much earlier paper of his (Guy 1980).

Sociolinguists may have various understandings about the relationship of 
the individual’s linguistic repertoire and that of the groups they are part of (this 
might be a series of nesting relationships drilling down from speech community 
to community of practice to individual) but this still dodges the fundamental 
sociolinguistic problem, namely in what way does the variation occurring in the 
speech of an individual scale up to group norms? Labov (2001) argues that we can’t 
understand the individual without understanding the dynamics and structure of 
the group first. Although Labov expressly rejects the possibility that social psy-
chological approaches to the individual might be able to assist with the analysis of 
variation in the speech community, Labov’s opinion that we need to understand 
the group to understand the individual actually lines up rather well with a lot of so-
cial psychological research on individuals. Recent work in the field seems to show 
that our identification with a group enhances how good we feel about ourselves, 
and conversely, that how good we feel about our group memberships depends on 
aspects of our individual personality (Wilson, Bulbulia and Sibley 2013).

Labov’s position is a top-down approach: start with the variation within and 
among groups and you will be able to understand the variation in the individual. 
This has philosophically shaped the field’s traditional methods, specifically, the 
practice of grounding an analysis of variation in the behaviour of social groups, not 
individual speakers, that is it provides a philosophical motivation for the practice 
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of drawing quantitative generalisations over groups and then adding qualitative 
analysis of individuals’ behaviour afterwards, as mentioned earlier. It has also 
played a role in debates over the merits of using quantitative models that treat indi-
vidual speakers as a random effect. Proponents for the use of mixed effects models 
in which speakers are random effects (Baayen 2008, Johnson 2009) argue that it 
reduces the chance of Type I statistical errors (avoids stating significant  effects 
for groups such as age or sex where the influence of individual speakers on the 
variation means that such social groupings are not, in fact, significant). Recently, 
however, questions have been raised about the appropriateness of models in which 
speaker is treated as a random effect for small data sets. Roy and Levey (2014), 
drawing on research by Moineddin et al. (2007), have urged caution with this 
method of analysis for sociolinguistic datasets with few speakers or few tokens of 
the variable under investigation in any given cell. Small datasets, especially those 
based on the painstaking description of an undocumented language are almost 
guaranteed to trip these triggers. Caution and some creative thinking about the 
kinds of inferential statistics we use on such datasets are perhaps in order. The 
methods we present in the next section are an attempt to respond creatively not 
only to the big question of the group and the individual, but also to issues with 
the samples we may be working with.

Labov’s stance that the primary object for analysis is the group, not the indi-
vidual, is a good starting point for questions about how variation diffuses once it 
has acquired some kind of social meaning within a speech community. Ironically 
though, it is not clear whether it helps us “bring people back into the field of socio-
linguistics” (Labov [1966] 2006: 157), as he has exhorted the field to do. It seems 
that the mystery of the relationship between variation in the individual and in the 
group – a mystery which lies at the empirical heart of our field – is something we 
have been able to set aside for many years while we contest methodologies.

5. The missing link – a sociolinguistic Higgs-Boson particle?

Suppose we were to decide to pursue this question seriously, what would we be 
looking for? One possibility is that we will be trying to define a mechanism (e.g. a 
complex constraint on the combinatorial relationship between variables); another 
is that we will be seeking to identify an independent variable (e.g. a constant in 
the speech of an individual which maps the behaviour of individuals onto the 
behaviour of groups). These are very different goals or targets, but sociolinguistics 
is in a position to make headway in such an endeavour. We now have decades of 
descriptive variationist work which provides a rich context for our enquiry, and we 
are also seeing a growing willingness to tackle problems in language variation that 
arise from situations of language or dialect contact. If we consider how the fields 
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of historical linguistics and creolistics have been reinvigorated in recent years by 
the posing of bold and difficult questions, it seems clear that a concerted effort 
to tackle this fundamental question could only add to the vitality of variationist 
sociolinguistics.

We are essentially proposing that variationist sociolinguistics embark on a 
search for our field’s equivalent of the Higgs-Boson particle. We don’t know at the 
outset of the enquiry whether we are seeking evidence for a mechanism or variable 
that unifies the group and the individual, indeed, it may prove not to be a single 
mechanism or variable. What we are looking for may or may not be something 
that we can view directly – it might, for instance, be something the only emerges 
when several other conditions are met. The link between individual and group 
may be something that manifests itself in finite or infinite ways. At this point in 
the programme, it is perhaps less important to specify clearly what the nature of 
the end product is likely to be than it is to specify these kinds of questions about 
the end product.

A conventionally structured chapter would, at this point, have its “reveal”; per-
haps presenting a neatly organised exploration of a dataset that throws into relief 
what is still unknown against that which is known. Our purpose in this chapter is 
more modest: we propose to outline a process by which we might helpfully move 
towards identifying what constitutes the unknown.

6. Individuals and groups in Bequia (St Vincent and the Grenadines)

We approach this with a sub-corpus of the recordings from Bequia island (St 
Vincent and the Grenadines) that James Walker (York University, Toronto) and 
Meyerhoff have been working with for a number of years. The Bequia corpus 
(Meyerhoff and Walker 2013a) is both quite big and quite small. For an unde-
scribed language, for which there are next to no historical recordings, the corpus of 
transcribed recordings is non-trivial. By comparison with corpora of standardised 
and well-described languages (such as English, Spanish, Arabic), it is nugatory. As 
we noted at the start of the chapter – we could probably do with more data, but 
since that is vacuously true for all samples, the more interesting question is, what 
can we do with what we’ve got?

Walker and Meyerhoff extracted from the total corpus of interviews a sub- 
sample of 18 out of the total of 60 Bequia speakers that had been recorded. 3 For 

3. They refer to this sub-sample as a “short-fat” sample, in that it codes exhaustively for a range 
of variables in the interviews of a smaller number of speakers from the total corpus. This contrasts 
with a “long-thin” sub-sample which would sample a smaller number of tokens from all speakers 
in the corpus.
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each of these speakers, they extracted and coded heavily from each speaker’s in-
terview. This meant that although there was a small number of speakers, there was 
quite a lot of data from each of them. This short-fat corpus comprised 10,621 tokens 
of finite clauses coded for 18 linguistic variables and six aspects of social structure.

The Bequia corpus is well-suited for this kind of enquiry because there is a 
very clear sense among people living on the island that they have a distinct way 
of speaking, what they refer to amongst themselves as Dialect. A visitor from out-
side the Caribbean might not be able to differentiate the English creole spoken on 
Bequia from the English creoles spoken elsewhere in the Eastern Caribbean, but 
we have plenty of evidence from the people we worked with in Bequia, and from 
visitors from other Caribbean islands, that within the region, a distinct variety 
associated with the island is recognised.

Nevertheless, Bequians also have a strong sense of place within their island. 
Although the island is small, and the population is also quite small (at the time 
of our fieldwork in the early 2000s, the population had held steady for several 
decades at about 5000 people), people identify quite strongly with their home vil-
lage on the island. This is particularly so for the historically white village, Mount 
Pleasant, but also for some of the villages of mixed or predominantly African de-
scent. In our work, and in Agata Daleszynska’s work with teenagers on the island 
about 5 years after us (Daleszynska 2011), we focused on Paget Farm (an ethnically 
mixed fishing village on the south coast) and Hamilton (a mainly Black village 
on the former site of a plantation near the main harbour) and Mount Pleasant 
(the historically White village in the hills above the main harbour). Both Paget 
Farm and Hamilton villages are quite populous by Bequia standards, and both 
have  competing claims as representing real, or authentic, or traditional Bequia life 
and social values (Daleszynska 2013 discusses this particularly well). Given that 
Bequians attentively track village membership, and given that, as Daleszynska 
shows, the values and attributes associated with each village are actively negotiated 
in intergroup and interindividual contexts, it’s not surprising that Bequians simul-
taneously claim to all share their one speech variety, Dialect, that distinguishes 
them as Bequian, and also claim that they can differentiate amongst themselves 
and tell what village someone comes from, just from the way they speak.

Below this level of sociolinguistic structure, Meyerhoff and Walker (2007) have 
also discussed the interesting case of the people they call ‘urban sojourners’. These 
were the individuals contrasted against the larger community in Figure 1. Urban 
sojourners are people who lived in the village where they had grown up (often the 
same village that one or more of their parents and one or more of their grand-
parents had also lived and grown up in), but who had spent some time working 
overseas – in Canada or the UK. Obviously, every individual speaker on Bequia 
has their own individual speech signature in some way or another, but the ur-
ban sojourners turned out to have a particular signature that has showed up over 
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several variables examined (Meyerhoff and Walker 2007, Meyerhoff and Walker 
2013b, Walker and Meyerhoff 2013).

In general, they sound rather different from the rest of the people in their 
village and this is partly because of their pronunciation of Dialect but also partly 
because the frequencies with which they use local or supra-local variants tend 
to the extreme. That is, they show variation between the same local and supra- 
local variants that their peers who stayed in their village use, but they much more 
strongly favour one variant than their stay-at-home peers do. Nevertheless, when 
we look at how they are using the local and supra-local variants, we find that their 
use of the variants still seems to be constrained by the same linguistic factors that 
we found constrain the other speakers in their village. Meyerhoff and Walker 
conclude that speakers’ mobility may affect the raw frequencies with which a form 
occurs, but the grammar of their variation (as evidenced by the sharing of con-
straints on the variable) remains largely unaltered. 4

To recap, the short-fat corpus consists of a number of speakers from one island, 
who can further be identified according to their home village and who within each 
village can further be identified as individuals, including the people we have called 
urban sojourners. This means that we have a corpus that is well-suited to the kind 
of scaling up exercise necessary for addressing the question of how variation in 
the individual is related to variation in the group (here, the village and the island).

7. Linguistic features in the Bequia corpus

Our short-fat corpus contains 10,621 grammatically encoded lines from inter-
views with 18 speakers coming from the 3 Bequia settlements, (Hamilton, Mount 
Pleasant, Paget Farm). Individual speakers contributed between 300 and 823 lines 
to the corpus.

Apart from the community, we recorded four social variables to potentially 
explain certain observations in the data. These were age (between 42 and 100) and 
sex of the speaker, whether they left their community for a significant amount of 
time in their life (urban sojourner), and how many people were present during 
the interview.

For each encoded line, the states of 13 grammatical variables were obtained. 
Each variable had between 2 and 21 categories, making the space of potential com-
binations practically impossible to explore. Thus, we regarded only six variables: 
form of the subject, form of the copula, verbal auxiliary or modal, form of verbal 
negation, negative concord, tense-aspect marking on the verb. These variables were 

4. Whether we should speak of variation as a grammar is another big question that even small 
data sets might be applied to answering.
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selected as the test case because they should allow us to see a signature that unifies 
groups of speakers in how predication is handled. They suit our overall purpose 
well because they often multiply mark a single utterance, allowing us to grapple 
with the question of how clusters of features might characterise different speakers 
or groups of speakers on Bequia.

We treat the combinations of states of these six grammatical features as profiles, 
and wish to investigate their joint discriminative power with respect to the com-
munities. The motivation behind this comes from the idea that investigating the 
utterances as a whole rather than each by itself or in pairs will use more information, 
including information about profiles not observed. The simultaneous analysis of 
variables has been previously proposed in Guy (2013) and Oushiro and Guy (2014) 
and the differences between our approaches will be made clear in the conclusion.

The categories within each feature range between 5 and 16 levels. Assuming in-
dependence of features (which is rather naïve) we would expect 748,800 unique pro-
files. In practice, we found 908 unique profiles of which 440 occurred exactly once. 
We reduced the number of profiles further by categorising the statistics of each 
feature into one of four categories: Creole-like, English-like; one that is undeter-
mined or ambiguous with respect to its form (i.e. it occurs in both Standard English 
and English based creoles of the Caribbean); and did not apply in the  utterance 
(for example, coding for negative concord does not apply in an utterance in which 
either there is no negation or there is no indefinite NP argument alongside the ne-
gation). There was no line without a Subject Type, no Creole Form of the Auxiliary 
Modal, and no English form of the Negative Concord. Consequently, we had 3 
variables with 4 levels, and 3 variables with 3 levels, yielding an overall number of 
33 43 = 1,728 unique potential profiles. We observed 213 unique reduced profiles of 
which 61 occurred exactly once. The motivation behind this transformation is to 
generate a state space with fewer states but more frequent observed profiles.

This simplification of the data is not ideal for a whole lot of reasons – not least 
of which is the deterministic notion of Creole vs non-Creole, which a linguist 
would ultimately like to be part of the enquiry. Eventually, our goal is to be able to 
run models that incorporate the full richness of a heteroglossic speech community 
like the one in Bequia, and which allow us to identify the impact that specific forms 
have on the way in which a speech community divides up, and how this interacts 
with an individuals’ speech patterns. Unfortunately, even the short-fat sample of 
individuals on Bequia doesn’t provide enough data to extract a clear signal from 
the noise, which suggests that some questions really cannot be put except to cor-
pora that are even larger than the 10,000-plus tokens we have in this one.

Our ultimate goal is to represent each speaker by a proportion vector indica-
ting how often the speaker used any of the 213 profiles in the transformed corpus, 
and then to compare the proportion vectors to find commonalities within the 
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villages. An initial observation about these 213 signatures – very few patterns 
are unique to individuals (with the largest number being 5% of all utterances of 
Speaker 1). This is important because it tells us that the differentiation of the indi-
viduals based on these combinations of variables is mainly due to how often they 
used combinations of variables within the larger community pool, not because 
they are doing something completely on their own.

8. Clustering speakers with respect to multiple linguistic features

The approach that we adopt in analysing the data at this point is one that is not 
often used in linguistics. It is related to principal components analysis (cf. Horvath 
and Sankoff’s (1987) analysis of the Sydney speech community). Principal com-
ponents analysis is the simplest eigenvector-based multivariate transformation 
 method. It infers latent variables which capture parts of the data variation in de-
creasing order. Depending on the question asked it might simply be inadequate 
(see, e.g., Legendre and Legendre 2012, for an overview of transformation methods 
and their suitability). There are alternatives that are more widely used in other 
sciences. Latent cluster analysis, for instance, is used by Wilson, Bulbulia and 
Sibley (2013) to identify five latent categories in a sample of over 4000 people. 
These categories, which they call “faith signatures”, emerged in their responses 
to a range of statements about the paranormal, extraordinary life forms and the 
spiritual. These five faith signatures emerge independently of how respondents 
might align themselves with larger social classifications, such as religious, believers 
in the paranormal or sceptics (though naturally the data would allow respondents 
to be grouped in this manner as well if one chose to).

The individual speaker effect can overshadow the effect of location (Johnson 
2009) and reduced study sizes may make it difficult to guarantee homogeneous 
language communities (Cedergren and Sankoff 1974). Thus major sources of varia-
tion observed in the data may not be attributable to our variable of interest but due 
to individual variation, thus making unsupervised clustering like PCA unsuitable 
for our study. Constrained correspondence analysis (CCA) takes analyst-specific 
constraints into account when inferring the latent axes from the data (ter Braak 
1986; Legendre and Legendre 2012). In our case, we constrain the cluster analysis 
by village membership, since the Bequia speakers themselves have told us that 
although they perceive themselves as grouped together as speakers of Dialect, they 
can differentiate amongst themselves according to what village someone comes 
from. In other words, the speakers themselves understand the variation in their 
speech community to be constrained in this manner. The questions we can pose 
are therefore what evidence of this grouping can we find looking purely at the 
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linguistic data? And if we find evidence of clear groupings what linguistic features 
account for this structure?

We used the implementation of CCA from the R-package vegan (Oksanen et 
al. 2016) to visualise the constraint groupings within the data. Figure 3 shows the 
speakers and their numbers and ellipsoids indicating the range of the speakers for 
each settlement. We find that most speakers from Hamilton lie more or less on the 
horizontal line for CCA2 = 0, but their spread appears wider due to Speaker 27, 
who is an urban sojourner, and clusters more closely with the Paget Farm commu-
nity. There are two further urban sojourners, Speaker 24 (from Paget Farm), and 
Speaker 313 (from Mount Pleasant). Their relative location to the Paget Farm ellip-
soid leads to the speculation that Paget Farm might have the most hybrid spoken 
language of the three communities.

CCA2 seems to have more discriminative power to distinguish the Paget 
Farm community (CCA2 > 0) from the Mount Pleasant community (CCA < 0) 
than CCA1.
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Figure 3. Bequia constrained cluster analysis based on six linguistic variables related 
to predication in 10,621 finite verb phrases. Three distinct clusters labelled by village of 
speaker origin.
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We can conclude that there is a chance that our corpus contains discriminative 
information to distinguish between the 3 communities, i.e. some of our profiles 
are used at significantly different rates within the communities. 5 Similar to PCA 
we can look for the profiles by looking at a loadings chart. Figure 4 shows the chart 
for a reduced problem where we used only 5 of the 6 grammatical variables, leading 
to 5-digit profiles. The angle of labelled arrows is an indication of the correlation 
between the profile and the components while the length of the arrow is an indi-
cation of how much variation of the profile is contained in the plane spanned by 
the two constraint components. Long arrows indicate strong(er) influence. For 
instance, we observe profiles ending in “242” or “442” pointing to the bottom left 
of the graph thus following closely the trajectory of Mount Pleasant.
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Figure 4. Bequia constrained cluster direction analysis. Length of arrows indicates how 
strong an effect each combination of features has in defining the clusters.

5. An anonymous reviewer correctly notes that this shows the speakers widely distributed be-
cause we have constrained our view to Bequia only; their common ground as speakers of Dialect 
could only be shown by plotting them against some external variety, e.g. Jamaican Patwa or 
General American English.
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These final places in the five-variable coding sequence characterise utterances that 
have (in third position) a creole form of a negator or no negation at all, (in fourth 
position) the absence of a context for negative concord, and (in final position) 
a creole tense/aspect/mood marker. Hence, Figure 4 seems to be telling us that 
how speakers use negation is a very powerful marker of both inter-individual and 
inter-group difference within the Bequia speech community.

So a reasonable linguistic question might be whether negation is all we need. 
In fact, this kind of analysis already shows us that the signatures for different 
individuals and groups of speakers in the Bequia speech community depends on 
more than just negation, but for argument’s sake we can remove negation from 
the analysis and see to what extent our results differ. In Figure 5, we can see what 
happens when we constrain the data set that excludes the negative sentences.

The strong effect of negation is clear – it is a powerful index of different village 
varieties. We can see this in the realignments in Figure 5 compared to Figure 3. 
The most notable realignments are that Hamilton and Mount Pleasant seem to 
be much less differentiated from each other than they were before. In some ways, 
Paget Farm now forms a more cohesive grouping, albeit one that continues to 
intersect both the other villages. The exception to this is Speaker 19 from Paget 
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Figure 5. Bequia constrained cluster analysis, no tokens of negative utterances included.
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Farm who is peripheral to the entire plot. This is not entirely unexpected. Speaker 
19 was 100 years old at the time the fieldworkers interviewed him; in other words, 
he was at least a generation older than the next oldest speakers in the corpus.

Notice that one of the effects of omitting negative sentences in Figure 5 is that 
we no longer see the two urban sojourners from the “traditional” and “authen-
tically” Bequian villages of Hamilton (Speaker 27) and Paget Farm (Speaker 24) 
clustered close to each other (as we did in Figure 3). Remember that we noted that 
when we looked at the urban sojourners in relation to individual variables, like 
copula deletion, existentials and tense marking, we concluded that although they 
may differ dramatically in the frequencies with which they use local variants, they 
do not lose the fundamental “grammar” of the variable – the linguistic constraints 
favouring the use the local variant remain very similar to those of speakers who 
lived in the village their whole lives. Removing the negative sentences doesn’t com-
pletely divorce them from their village peers, but we seem to have lost something 
that unified them as individuals, cutting across their village membership.

However, it is also clear that the clustering of the speakers by village in Figure 3 
was not due entirely to their preferred patterns for negation. Figure 6 shows a 
constrained cluster analysis where only negative sentences have been plotted (this 
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contrasts with Figure 5 that includes only affirmative sentences). The Hamilton 
speakers form a coherent cluster based only on negation, but the same cannot be 
said for the Paget Farm and Mount Pleasant speakers.

The cumulative impact of Figures 3–6 is to indicate that the more variables 
we model at once, the more sociolinguistically informative our models will be.

9. Where this takes us and where it leaves us

What is still missing is the mysterious link between the patterns of variation in 
the individual and the patterns of variation in the group. But we suggest that its 
presence is closer to being implied by these methodologies than it is when socio-
linguists analyse individual variables in isolation. Its existence seems more clearly 
presaged when we cluster speakers based on several variables than it is by models 
of variation that work with pairwise correlations between variables, because clus-
tering provides a mode of analysis and a manner of data visualisation that enables 
us to follow the movement of individuals and groups within the larger speech 
community. It does so without losing the all-important linguistic information 
that is at the heart of the variationist enterprise because it allows us to associate 
the movements of individuals in relation to groups in terms of specific variables 
we have coded for.

An anonymous reviewer objects to the implied contrast between what we are 
doing and previous studies such as Guy (2013), and Oushiro (2016). Such studies 
(and indeed all the papers in Hinskens and Guy 2016) represent exciting models 
for new approaches to the same problem we are concerned with here, namely, 
how to get ‘beyond’ the analysis of individual variables and understand variation 
across variables as an integral component of the distinctiveness of varieties or 
styles. However, we believe that the approach we have adopted here represents a 
more holistic analysis than the ones modelled in other recent work in this vein 
which remain grounded in pairwise comparisons. We find ourselves largely in 
agreement with the approach adopted by Oushiro (2016) (who also works with 
profiles of variation across six different variables), but as she notes, her primary 
methodology is to conduct “correlation [between] all possible pairings among 
the six variables” (2016: 122), as opposed to our method which, like Horvath and 
Sankoff (1987), looks for patterns that group multiple variables. 6

6. Likewise, Guy (2013: 66) describes his method as being to “calculate correlations (Pearson’s 
r) for each pair of variables”, i.e. pairwise comparison.
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Our intent with this analysis was to identify the variables which are the main 
drivers of distinction between the different village varieties, given the realisation 
that villages are differentiated not just by speakers’ norms for individual variables 
but by the ways in which they combine variables. We are not arguing against the 
approaches adopted by other researchers to address the problem of appropriately 
modelling combinations of variables. We are presenting the results of our  approach 
and showing how we have found it to be informative in regard to explaining speak-
ers’ perceptions of difference on Bequia and which allows us to effectively visualise 
the relationship of multiple variables in creating these perceptions.

We don’t imagine that the quest for a sociolinguistics Higgs-Boson will be one 
that has a speedy resolution. This is because it describes the most fundamental as-
pects of sociolinguistic enquiry and hence is inextricably related to other essential 
aspects of the field.

This chapter has suggested that an important problem that variationist socio-
linguistics has sometimes lost sight of is how intraindividual variation scales up 
into intergroup differences. Ultimately, this variation scales up even further – into 
the dialect and language differences that have become the locus of considerable 
research energy and innovation that draws heavily on evolutionary biology for 
its methodological and theoretical inspiration. It is perhaps timely to remind 
researchers on historical and typological language variation who have sought 
inspiration from other disciplines – and to remind variationists – that sociolin-
guists can lay claim to special knowledge about how variation provides a map 
for unlocking the mysteries of language and dialect differences. Sociolinguistics 
should be able to claim a place at the table where language and dialect differ-
entiation are being discussed even from an evolutionary perspective, provided 
variationist sociolinguistics has a clear idea about how the important questions 
in the field relate to and foreshadow the important questions in evolutionary 
historical linguistics.

In this chapter, we have explored a conceptual puzzle which we believe clarifies 
the preeminence of some of the core work of sociolinguistics for any other work 
on language variation and change. We have outlined a method that we believe 
addresses this primal issue in an immediate way. We have suggested that under-
taking analyses that cluster speakers on the basis of multiple variables actually 
reflects the mechanisms by which interlocutors categorise and perceive each other 
as simultaneously members of groups and as individuals. We believe that it does so 
better than the sociolinguistic tradition of analysing one variable at a time does.

By exploring quantitative methods that are capable of reflecting the consider-
able amount of variation that is in flux, moment by moment, in the speech signal, 
we are able to approach the central mystery of how the variation in language that 
is a property of the individual speaker is amplified across speakers to become 
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recognisable as the characteristics of a group, and eventually to differentiate en-
tirely distinct languages. In addition, the methods we have explored here allow us 
to engage with another problem in variationist sociolinguistics, namely, the fact 
that not all variation is created equal. Some variation will principally be under-
stood by our interlocutors as the markers of intergroup differences but some will 
be seen as primarily markers of individual style or even character predispositions.

Recent work by Hazenberg (2017) looking at variation across the entire vowel 
space of individuals with different gender identities leads him to observe that in a 
single utterance, a speaker may be showcasing their age, their gender identity, their 
sex and their social networks past and present. This is because every utterance has 
many variables embedded within it, and even if we confine ourselves only to the 
vowels of an utterance, there are multiple instances of height and fronting differ-
ences that can signal different social and personal traits that a speaker may align 
him- or herself with. This has perhaps been able to be inferred from the analysis of 
multiple individual vocalic variables in the past, but because Hazenberg’s methods 
(somewhat different to our own) look for clusters of patterns across vowels and 
individuals, this highlights a question which cannot be posed when we consider 
variables in isolation: how do interlocutors decide which variables to pay atten-
tion to, and what does that attention amount to (is it additive, suppletive or an 
interaction of both)? These further puzzles clearly demonstrate the potential for 
fostering big questions that the analysis of multiple variables affords us. Assuredly, 
answering them will also require methods that allow us to simultaneously explore 
clusters of individuals and the cohesion and distinctiveness of groups.
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Dynamics, variation and the brain

Jürgen Erich Schmidt
Forschungszentrum Deutscher Sprachatlas, Universität Marburg

German dialects offer an unparalleled data situation for carrying out fine-
grained research on language change. On the basis of empirical data,  
phonetic-cum-phonological change can be traced back over 100 years in time 
and space. Which factors play a role in triggering the different types  
of sound change can be determined on the basis of the available data.  
It will be demonstrated how neurolinguistic methods can be applied to study 
speaker- listener constellations between language varieties in contact with one 
another. Linguistic stability, word for word phonological change and the rapid 
change of phonemes as a whole are accompanied by differing physiological 
processes in the brain for the speaker and the listener.

Keywords: linguistic dynamics, sound change, phoneme clash, 
contact varieties, chain shift, neurolinguistic processes, centralisation, 
synchronization, Bavarian, Swabian, Mosel Franconian

1. Introduction

Preliminary note: The present paper evaluates various dialectological, variationist 
linguistic and neurolinguistic studies with regard to what they can contribute to 
theories of linguistic change. The methodological details of the neurolinguistic 
studies cannot, however, be discussed here. For this reason, I would like to refer the 
reader to the respective neurolinguistic studies (Lanwermeyer et al. 2016; Werth 
et al. forthcoming).

In this contribution, I will deal with sound change, one of the oldest topics in 
linguistics. By combining a few innovative methods, new insights into language 
change can be achieved. Today we are able to observe the different types of sound 
change much more exactly than was the case in the past. We also have methods 
at our fingertips which allow for much more nuanced explanations.

William Labov once posed the following question: “Does sound change pro-
ceed one word at a time, or does it change phonemes as a whole”? (1994: 502). 
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This question has been discussed quite controversially since the time of the 
Neogrammarians (Murray 2010) and since the beginning of dialect geography 
(Malkiel 1967). Today we know that both types exist, allowing us to study both 
configurations much more closely. What are the interactive and communicative 
relationships like? What are the neurolinguistic processes like? This is where 
German dialects come into play.

German dialects offer an unparalleled data set for the study of these different 
configurations. There are historical reasons for this in the field. The first empiri-
cal collections of dialect data were undertaken by Johann Andreas Schmeller in 
Bavaria in 1821. In 1880 Georg Wenker, using the indirect method for survey-
ing, had forty Standard German sentences translated into the local dialects of 
 approximately 40,000 school villages in the former German Empire. Between 1880 
and 1920, roughly 2000 phonetically exact dialect monographs were produced. 
Beginning in the 1950s, ca. 5000 dialect recordings were produced and between 
1980 and 2000 modern dialect atlases were prepared for the Upper German and 
Central German linguistic areas based on dialect data collected by trained field 
workers.

The available data thus makes the following possible. Firstly, the historical 
data can be validated (Schmidt 2010b; Schmidt and Herrgen 2011: 107–127), and 
secondly, the changes can be traced back over a period of more than 100 years 
in space and time (Schmidt 2010a). This data has been made available for lin-
guists and non-linguists alike via the internet platform: “Digitaler Wenker-Atlas” 
(DiWA) (Schmidt et al. 2001–2009) and via its improved and expanded upon suc-
cessor system “Regionalsprache.de” (REDE) (Schmidt et al. 2008ff). What does 
our  data-laboratory yield in response to Labov’s question?

Let me begin first with one of our negative findings. We have thus far been 
unable to observe what Labov calls “chain shift”, or to put it more precisely, the 
gradual phonetic change of all vowels during which phonological distinctions 
remain the same. We can ascertain that “chain shifts” have indeed occurred in 
German dialects as in other languages (Wiesinger 1982), and we can even explain 
the prerequisites for such a change. What we cannot do is observe the process itself 
(Schmidt 2015: 245–247). For this type of phonetic change, a span of one hundred 
years is not enough to get significant results.

Second, in our window of time, we can indeed observe both types of sound 
change that Labov (1994: 502) asks about. Interestingly enough, in both cases it is 
a matter of phonological change. A few examples will be presented in what follows 
below.
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2. First type: Sound change proceeds one word at a time

2.1 Data and explanations

The first example can be demonstrated on the basis of a Wenker map from the 
year 1880. It shows how the old long /oː/-phoneme from Middle High German 
(henceforth MHG) developed in the dialects. The map in Figure 1 shows the word 
groß ‘tall, big’.

stability

sweeping
phonological

change

Figure 1. Wenker-map groß ‘tall, big’ (1880, extract)

Diphthongs have developed in many areas, in some of which they still appear 
today. This is the case for both the small southern Palatinate (region) and larger 
Odenwald. Modern recordings and modern dialect atlases attest to these two re-
gions’ complete linguistic stability in this regard for more than 100 years (Schmidt 
2010a: 209f.). Furthermore, it is important to keep in mind that in the cases where 
this dialect feature has remained stable, the borders are the same on each of the 
maps that deal with this historical phoneme. That is to say that the borders for the 
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words groß ‘big’, Rose ‘rose’, tot ‘dead’, rot ‘red’, hoch ‘high’, Brot ‘bread’, among 
others, coincide with one another in these areas.

This is completely different in the transition zone between the Bavarian and 
Swabian dialect regions. In this transition zone, the words mentioned above still 
had the diphthong /o͡a/ in 1821 and 1880 according to Schmeller’s and Wenker’s data 
collections. Since then, a word-for-word phonological change has been  occurring. 
Step by step, the old /o͡a/-diphthong has been replaced by another dialect phoneme 
that developed from the lengthened MHG short /o/. This new phoneme is realised 
in the dialects either as [oː] or as [o͡ʊ], or as something in between (a diphthon-
goid). Using red dots, the maps in Figure 2 compare Wenker’s data from 1880 
and data from the Sprachatlas von Bayerisch-Schwaben (SBS = Linguistic Atlas of 
Bavarian-Swabia) (König 1997–2009) from 1980 to demonstrate just how far the 
phonological change has progressed. Comparing the five maps, the change has 
progressed the least in the lexeme groß ‘big’ between 1880 and 1980, whereas the 
Rose ‘rose’ map from 1980 shows slightly more change, and finally between 1880 
and 1980 the furthest development can be observed in the lexeme Brot ‘bread’.

1880groß ‘big’

Brot ‘bread’ Brot ‘bread’

groß ‘big’
(Data: SBS) (Data: SBS)

(Data: SBS)

Survey point density SBS

Survey point density SBS

Rose1980 1980

19801880

Figure 2. Word-for-word phonological change in Bavarian-Swabia between 1880 and 1980

How can a similar starting point lead to sweeping phonological change in one area, 
while leaving the dialects’ phonology unchanged in another area? Our assertion 
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is as follows: It depends on whether the interactions between speakers lead to 
phonological conflicts between neighbouring dialects. I will explain this assertion 
using the area in which the phonemes underwent change as an example (cf. the 
detailed analysis in Schmidt and Herrgen 2011: 174–212).

Bavarian is an area that also has an /o͡a/-phoneme. However, /o͡a/ has a 
 different lexical distribution than Swabian. Specifically, in Bavarian /o͡a/ appears 
where MHG ei would occur historically, for example, in words such as Seife ‘soap’, 
Bein ‘leg’, Geiß ‘(female) goat’, Weizen ‘wheat’, breit ‘wide’, Reise ‘journey’. What 
happens when speakers who have two different phoneme-to-lexeme distributions 
communicate with each other? There are repeated cases of people misunder-
standing one another as well as confusion. For example, when the Swabian means 
Brot (‘bread’) and says Broat, the Upper Bavarian understands breit (‘wide’). If the 
Swabian means Rosen (‘roses’), but says Roasn, the Upper Bavarian understands 
Reisen (‘journeys, travels’). By contrast, if the Swabian says groas meaning groß 
(‘tall, big’), then the Upper Bavarian does not understand anything at all, because 
he or she lacks any such word with an /o͡a/-phoneme in his vocabulary.

2.2 … and the brain?

Can this assertion be proven? We attempted to recreate the configurations which 
can trigger phonological change, or which do not trigger it, and then measured 
the brain reactions in the mobile EEG-laboratory.

The linguistic areas and the items were chosen in such a way that they should 
correspond as much as possible to the historical data. On the one hand, we had infor-
mants from the area undergoing sound change in Bavaria/Swabia, and on the other 
hand, we had informants from Odenwald, which has been phonologically stable.

First we shall begin with the Bavarian study (see Lanwermeyer et al. 2016 for 
a detailed description of the experimental design, the statistical analysis and the 
interpretation of the ERP effects). The speaker (male, born in 1963) comes from 
Merching, which is located in the Bavarian-Swabian transition zone (see Figure 3). 
The 20 male and female listeners come from the Upper Bavarian village of Isen 
(assessable: data from 19 informants).

The listeners were presented with an audio recording of 1080 sentences from 
the adjacent dialect area. The sentences established a clear-cut context, at the end 
of which the word in question followed. 1 For example, for the Bavarian minimal 
pair /ro͡asn/̩ Reisen (‘journeys’) vs. /ro͡ʊsn/̩ Rosen (‘roses’) we find:

1. To be able to simulate empirically funded linguistic change under laboratory conditions, a 
certain degree of methodological innovation was required in this study (see Lanwermeyer et al. 
2016 for a detailed discussion of the combination of the oddball design with priming by means 
of sentences and semantic rating tasks).
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Standard German: Was wild in der Hecke blüht, sind Rosen.
English:      That which is blossoming wildly in the hedge, are roses.

Naturally, the examples were not presented in Standard German, but rather in 
the dialect of the Bavarian-Swabian transition zone. The informants then had a 
semantic evaluation task where they had to rate on a four-point scale how well the 
last word from each sentence fitted the rest of the context. The results from this 
task formed the basis of our behavioral data. The behavioral data are clear-cut and 
unambiguous: the informants state that the word with the /o͡a/-phoneme from the 
neighbouring dialect area does not fit the context. 2

In addition to the behavioral data, there is also the neurolinguistic data. While 
processing the test item, specifically the last word of each sentence, the infor-
mants’ brain waves were recorded at the same time using an electroencephalogram 

2. On a scale from 1 = acceptable to 4 = unacceptable, the word with the /o͡a/-diphthong from 
the neighbouring dialect was evaluated with 3.72.

Bavarian study

Speaker
(Merching)

vgl. www.regionalsprache.de

Listeners
(Isen)

Figure 3. Birthplace of the speaker and the listeners from the Bavarian study. The 
shaded area represents the Bavarian-Swabian transition zone.
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(henceforth EEG) with twenty-six electrodes in the frontal, central and parietal 
lobes (see Figure 4). And what do the event-related potentials (henceforth ERPs) 
tell us? ERPs are the electro-physiological reactions in the brain to a stimulus, 
which are measured by means of an EEG. The results of the ERP can be seen in 
Figure 5.

For all electrodes, we can see a blue line which shows how the correct Bavarian 
word (in neurolinguistic terminology: “standard”) is processed and we also see 
a deviating yellow line showing how the word with the incorrect /o͡a/-phoneme 
from the neighbouring dialect is processed. In neurolinguistics, we compare the 
differences between such pairs of words. The measurements in neurolinguistics 
do not come without their quirks in that positive potentials go down and nega-
tive potentials go up. At first glance, we can see a negativity, which is not very 
pronounced, approximately 100–200 milliseconds after the start of the word pro-
cessing (= N200). Roughly speaking, we can interpret this as the “perception of 
differences”. 3 In the present case, the listeners notice that the neighbouring dialect 

3. This negativity is classified by Lanwermeyer et al. (2016) as being in the so-called N200-family 
(here: a so-called N2b) and is interpreted within the context of the task thus: „The deviation 
/ro͡asn̩/ is perceived as being different from the activated standard stimulus /ro͡ʊsn̩/ and thus not 
fitting the activated memory trace.”

Figure 4. An electrode cap is attached to the informants’ head using the so-called 
10–20 system, as pictured here, to measure their brain waves.
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word does not correspond with their expectations. The cognitive reaction can be 
paraphrased as “something is not right here”. 4 Then, there is a clear positivity 
which occurs between 400–900 milliseconds (= LPC ‘Late Positive Component’). 
In the cognitive sciences, this is interpreted as an “evaluation” or as a “task-related 
evaluation process” (Bentin et al. 1999, Domahs et al. 2009, 2008). In our case here, 
it is a matter of the informant trying to integrate the word into the context in a 
meaningful and sensible way. Naturally, in this case, the attempt fails.

Let us now turn to the question as to how informants who come from a dia-
lect area (= Odenwald) where we have observed stability for 100 years react to the 
same test.

Again, the word Rosen ‘roses’ was presented here as one of the lemmata in 
the form of the listeners’ dialect (= Ober-Ramstadt) with a monophthong, and 
also in the form of the neighbouring dialect from Odenwald (= Reinheim) with 
a diphthong (see Figure 6). In total, 19 male and female listeners were examined, 

4. Notably, we do not find any cognitive reaction to a clear semantic mismatch (N400) in this 
example as in other cases, which could be paraphrased as “wrong word”.
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Figure 5. Bavarian study: Correct Bavarian form /ro͡ʊsn/̩ Rosen (‘roses’); deviant 
Swabian form /ro͡asn/̩ Reisen (‘journeys’) (Lanwermeyer et al. 2016)
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of whom 12 were evaluable. As the sentences were being presented, we used the 
same sentence contexts as for the Bavarian study.

The results from the behavioral data, however, are completely different from 
those from the Bavarian study. The informants judge both forms as appropriate 
for the context. 5

Let us take a look at the ERP from this group of informants (see Figure 7). In 
doing so, we can recognise a completely different picture of how words are pro-
cessed: the processing curves are parallel for the most part; slight deviations are 
distributed on the various electrodes. We can interpret both the behavioral data 
and the data pertaining to the physiology of the brain as follows: the informants 
do indeed perceive the phonetic differences between their own and the neighbour-
ing dialect, but they are able to process these differences on the basis of their own 
phonological system. As a result, a misunderstanding or a lack of comprehension 
is not triggered.

5. On a scale from 1 = acceptable to 4 = unacceptable, the word with the /o͡ʊ/-diphthong from 
the neighbouring dialect was evaluated at 1.30.

Odenwald study

Speaker (Reinheim)Listeners (Ober-
Ramstadt)

Figure 6. Birthplace of the speaker and the listeners in the Odenwald study
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3. Second type: Sound change affects phonemes as a whole

3.1 Data and explanations

I will now turn my attention to the second type of sound change that affects pho-
nemes as a whole. I will use centralisation as an example here. The loss of central 
vowels has been documented in various real-time studies on Mosel Franconian 
(Thomé 1908, Herrgen and Schmidt 1986, Drenda 2000, Mentz 2006), East Central 
German (Rocholl 2015: 186–193), and on the Thuringian-Bavarian transition area 
(Harnisch 2015). I will use the Mosel Franconian example here because the various 
intermediate stages of retrocession have been well-documented.

Figure 8 shows the system of long vowels of the oldest female speakers from 
a particular village called Mertesdorf near Trier in 1983 (Herrgen and Schmidt 
1986). These women (born in 1898 and 1907 respectively) spent their entire lives in 
the village. Acoustic analyses provide evidence for the fact that these women had 
maintained the same system of long vowels that was described by Aloys Thomé in 
1908. This is especially noteworthy because of the centralised, unrounded vowels 
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/ro��zә / deviant
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Figure 7. Odenwald study: Correct form from the listeners dialect /roːzə/ Rosen 
(‘roses’); deviant Odenwald form /ro͡ʊzə/ Rosen (‘roses’)
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which developed from the medieval velar (back) vowels. Standard German Blut 
‘blood’ is Blut in this dialect, and Standard German Rose ‘rose’ is pronounced Ros. 
These sounds only had phonemic status on the level of /oː/. Let us now consider 
the (intergenerational) variation within this system.

Figure 9 shows the variation within the system in the 1980s which corre-
sponds with the real-time change between 1908 and 2006; it contains the variants 
from three groups: those from the elderly women mentioned above, as well as 
variants from a group of elderly men and a group of younger informants. The 
variants from the elderly women have already been dealt with in Figure 8. The 
variants from the two elderly men from this particular village, who were born 
in 1901 and 1904 respectively, demonstrate that the centralised vowels are being 
shifted towards the back of the vowel space. Contrary to the elderly female in-
formants who never left the village, these men had regular contact with people 
living outside of the village. The variants from the younger generation (born 
around 1950) had barely any centralized vowels in their vowel system. These 
differences could hardly be detected auditorily; they could only be verified by 
measuring the formants. Today, strong centralisation no longer exists in this 
dialect (Mentz 2006).
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How can this rapid and complete change of an entire sound class be explained 
and what exactly triggered it? In the dialect itself, we cannot find any causes. To 
this day, Southern Mosel Franconian dialects do not have any umlauts, which is to 
say they do not have any front rounded vowels. There are however front rounded 
vowels in the German Standard language and in regional approximations of the 
Standard, which all speakers from this area have mastery over today. The inter-
action of the standard language and the old dialect vowel system can be demon-
strated by means of Figure 10.

In Figure 10 (the average realisations of) the Standard German umlauts – long 
/yː/, /øː/ and short /oe/ – are overlaid on top of the phoneme system from the dia-
lect. In the depiction, the formants correspond to articulatory parameters; as a 
result, we can recognise that the old centralised vowels and the umlauts from the 
standard language clash with one another with regard to tongue position.

For this particular example of sound change, a phonetic ‘evasion tactic’ was 
used to avoid a phoneme collision. We can see this by comparing the sound vari-
ants used by the elderly men with the standard umlauts (Figure 11).
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Figure 9. Phonetic variation of centralised vowels in the 1980s (Herrgen and Schmidt 
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The former fully centralised sounds had been shifted back just far enough to pre-
vent the umlauts from overlapping. This means that the older male speakers had 
modified their old dialect sound system and that they did this in such a way that 
the phonological system of the dialect remained completely intact, but at the same 
time, prevented a clash with the standard language or the regional standard. This 
change can be explained as follows: A highly complex, integrated inventory of long 
vowels was established by means of dissimilating the centralised vowels from the 
old dialect. With this inventory, speakers were able to use both varieties in their 
day-to-day life without them clashing. However, it was not until the subsequent 
generation that the centralised vowels completely disappeared from the dialect.

If this explanation is true, then this could entail a completely new perspective 
on language cognition. It could mean that – contrary to different languages – the 
varieties of a language are regulated by a sole integrated phonological system. This 
would allow for a neurolinguistic definition of varieties. In contrast to different 
languages, the varieties of a single language would be coupled cognitively.

3.2 … and the brain?

Can neurolinguistics corroborate this explanation? We were able to observe the 
loss of the centralised vowels very nicely, but unfortunately, these strong cen-
tralised vowels no longer exist in German dialects today. However, there is an 
equivalent phenomenon in present-day German dialects.

Returning to the Mosel Franconian dialect region, there is a small town called 
Mayen on the Eifel. Looking at the dialect’s inventory of short vowels, the dialect 
has a short /o/-phoneme, which is very closed. In addition, there is also a short 
/u/-phoneme. The results of an acoustic measurement are visible in Figure 12.

These two phonemes are realised very similarly. In the old dialect, the pho-
nemes were distinctive. There are a number of minimal pairs, for example – /ʃduf/ 
with the /u/-phoneme meaning Stube (‘small room’) and /ʃdof/ with the closed 
/o/-phoneme meaning Stoff (‘fabric, material’), or /dutsə/ (‘to bump’) vs. /dotsə/ ‘to 
bounce’. For our purposes here, the comparison with the standard language is of 
interest. The Standard German short /ʊ/ allows for a wide range of variants, and 
both phonemes from the dialect fall within this range of variation. This means that 
the phonemes overlap with one another – the realisation of the short /o/ from the 
dialect overlaps with the realisation of the standard language short /ʊ/. We are thus 
dealing with the same type of phoneme clash between dialect and standard here 
as we discussed earlier in Section 3.1 concerning the phonemic collision between 
strong centralisation and umlauts.
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The question now arises as to what sort of consequences this has on phonological 
processing. We set up an experiment with 25 male and female informants who 
were 51 years old on average (evaluable: 14). All of them had mastery over the 
local dialect and were familiar with the standard language due to influence from 
the media (e.g., radio, television) and communication with non-dialect speakers 
throughout their lives.

For this particular experiment, a different experimental design was employed 
from the one presented in Section 2.2. This time, the items were not presented 
in the context of a sentence, but rather isolated according to the so-called odd-
ball-procedure in its pure form. This version of the method can be applied not just 
to language, but to all acoustic stimuli. It functions in the following manner: a 
random sound is presented, and this sound is repeated again and again. A single, 
slightly different sound is then “smuggled” into this chain, this sound is referred to 
as the so-called “oddball”. When the brain notices the difference, the ERP records 
a clear negativity, which is called an MMN (N2a) or a “Mismatch Negativity”.

The stimuli we used for our experiment consisted of a minimal pair. One part 
of the minimal pair was played over and over without any accompanying context. 
It could be referred to as “normaltype”; in neurolinguistic terminology this is 
called “standard”. The “oddball” (in neurolinguistic terminology: “deviant”), in 
this case the other part of the minimal pair, was then inserted into the series at 
random.

For example, the listeners first heard the following sequence, whereby /ʃduf/ 
was the normaltype/standard.

Dialect of Mayen: /u/ vs. /o/
F2 in Hz

F1
 in

 H
z

F2 in Hz
Standard German /�/

2500 2500500 500
100

1000

�

Figure 12. The clash between Mosel Franconian short /o/ and Standard German short 
/ʊ/ (cf. Sendlmeier and Seebode 2007 for the formant values of the Standard German /ʊ/)
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ʃduf – ʃduf – ʃduf – ʃduf – ʃduf – ʃduf – ʃdof – ʃduf – ʃduf …

They then listened a second time, whereby /ʃdof/ was the normaltype/standard.

ʃdof – ʃdof – ʃdof – ʃdof – ʃduf – ʃdof – ʃdof – ʃdof – ʃdof …

We performed this test with informants who were not dialect competent and could 
only speak Standard German (male and female informants: 22, evaluable: 14). In 
each case, the listeners heard a word that does not exist in that form in Standard 
German. The result was an MMN in both directions (see Figure 13).
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Figure 13. ERP from informants without dialect competence

The listeners perceived this small phonetic difference regardless of which was the 
normaltype/standard and which was the oddball/deviant. In both cases, we found 
clear and significant MMNs as a result of brain-physiological processing.

But, what happens when this test is performed with dialect speakers for whom 
this small phonetic difference is actually distinctive? The result was surprising – we 
found an asymmetrical MMN. In the one direction, it is clear and highly signifi-
cant and in the other direction, it is weak and insignificant, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. ERP from dialect informants whose dialect phoneme distinctions clash with 
a standard language phoneme

How can this be explained? These informants hear a phonological difference with 
a language-cognitive perceptual system that consists of both varieties. When they 
hear the “normal type” /ʃduf/ Stube (‘small room’), they hear one realisation which 
can be classified under the /u/-phoneme in both varieties. Perceptually, they had 
been primed for the /u/-phoneme. When the word with the “oddball” or “deviant” 
dialect phoneme /o/ comes, then we can recognise a clear MMN. The deviation is 
recognised by the informants. Phonologically, this means that these two sounds 
are distinctive. However, when the informants are presented with the word /ʃdof/ 
Stoff (‘fabric, material’) as the normal type using the same method without any 
context, they hear a word that is realised using the /o/-phoneme in one variety 
and /u/-phoneme in another variety. They cannot classify the phoneme clearly. 
The oddball can only be perceived as a deviant sound to a limited degree; in this 
direction, the distinction is disrupted.
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4. Conclusion

To round off this paper, I would like to briefly sketch how the different types of 
sound change can be explained on a uniform basis. For this purpose, I will refer 
to the Linguistic Dynamics Approach (Schmidt and Herrgen 2011). The starting 
point of this approach “[…] is the assumption that linguistic changes arise because 
[…] speakers in interaction with other […] speakers, who have other lingual […] 
competencies, apply cognitive […] optimization strategies in keeping with their 
communicative goals“ (Schmidt 2010a: 211). At the core of the Linguistic Dynamics 
Approach is the Synchronization Theory. In every interaction, conversation part-
ners match up their linguistic competencies with one another. The feedback that 
a person gets from their conversation partner during these synchronization acts 
is crucial for whether there is stability or linguistic change. “Has the partner sig-
naled a complete lack of comprehension […], partial comprehension […] or com-
plete comprehension and fulfillment of [the] behavioral expectations” (Schmidt 
2010a: 212)? There are three types of synchronization: micro-, meso- and macro-
synchronization. A single synchronization act between two individuals, called a 
microsynchronization, is naturally not a decisive factor. What are decisive are what 
we call mesosynchronizations and macrosynchronizations, which can be defined 
as a series of parallel acts of microsynchronizations. Mesosynchronizations are 
“performed by individuals in personal contact situations” (Schmidt 2010a: 213). 
During macrosynchronizations the members of a linguistic community orient 
themselves according to a common norm (as is disseminated by the media for 
example).

On this basis, how can stability and the different types of phonological change 
be explained? Here, the necessary prerequisite is the regionalisation of communi-
cation in dialect. For the German linguistic area, people have been using dialect to 
communicate with one another even across dialect borders since about 1850. The 
phonological situation encountered by mobile speakers in their growing commu-
nication radius becomes decisive for sound change. In Odenwald, we were able to 
observe, based on behavioral and neurolinguistic data, that the two neighbour-
ing dialect areas are able to process the phonetic differences on the basis of their 
own phonological system. This situation led to linguistic stability in our 100-year 
window of observation. 6

In the transition area between Bavarian and Swabian, the growing radius of 
communication leads to a completely different situation. The same phoneme is 

6. It should be pointed out that this very linguistic situation is the prerequisite for the very slow 
chain shift which takes place over hundreds of years without being noticed by speakers.
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linked with different lexemes in the neighbouring dialect areas. Just as we saw in 
the behavioral data, this phoneme clash leads to miscomprehension as well as to a 
lack of understanding in cross-dialectal communication. The feedback from the 
conversation partners triggered a phonological change that was not documented 
in 1821 by Schmeller, but by 1880 it was already in full swing and is still progress-
ing today. Because of this situation, every generation “recodes” a few problematic 
words with alternative phonemes. Such words include minimal pairs, words that 
can be used in many situations, as well as high-frequency words – this means that 
the speakers produce variants, which then become linguistic input for the subse-
quent generation. In each generation, just a few words are recoded and this process 
of change continues on with each subsequent generation. The dialect phoneme 
system remains intact, and the cognitive “expense” remains low for each individual 
because only a few variants are frequent and salient enough to be recoded.

On the same basis, how can the rapid change of an entire phoneme or an entire 
group of sounds be explained? The cause of this second type of change is phoneme 
clashes between the two poles, standard and dialect. The phonological clashes 
between dialects in the horizontal dimension, and the failed synchronization acts 
which I discussed earlier in this section, occur in cases where individuals are mo-
bile and move around for a (short) period of time. In contrast to these phoneme 
clashes between dialects, phoneme clashes in the vertical dimension for bivariate 
speakers are ubiquitous. With the aid of the neurolinguistic data, we were able to 
recognise that the constant meso- and macrosynchronizations with the regional 
standard and standard language changed these speakers’ integrated phonological 
system. Not only does the use of certain sounds from the old dialect lead to com-
prehension problems for the listener, but they also cause problems for the speakers 
themselves. One effective evasion strategy is the phonetic dissimilation of these 
old dialect sounds by replacing them with approximations of the phonetic form 
from the dominant variety.

In this paper, I have tried to demonstrate how a longstanding dispute can be 
turned into productive research momentum with the aid of new methods and 
valid empirical data. Whether sound change proceeds word-for-word or whether 
it changes phonemes as a whole is not something that has to be disputed by two 
schools because they are not mutually exclusive; both can be attested. The prevail-
ing optimisation strategy is dependent on the specific linguistic situation in the 
area itself and the speakers’ neurolinguistic reflexes.
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Aggregate analysis 
of lexical variation in Galician

Xulio Sousa
Instituto da Lingua Galega, Universidade de Santiago de Compostela

This paper presents the results of an aggregate analysis of lexical maps from the 
Atlas Lingüístico Galego. Aggregate dialectology enables an analysis of a large 
set of data and identification of behavioural patterns in it which help to account 
for territorial nuclei of spatial distribution. Using this procedure, we were able 
to identify in the Galician linguistic territory a set of dialectal areas showing 
internal similarity. The results also make it possible to discover areas where one 
may identify linguistic proximity to other zones belonging to adjacent, closely 
related linguistic domains within Galician. This study yields conclusions that 
are sufficiently solid to suggest that the analysis of lexical variation across space 
ought to be incorporated into descriptions of Galician language variation.

Keywords: dialects, lexical variation, lexical areas, aggregate analysis, Romance 
languages, Galician

1. Introduction

When dialect areas are established within a linguistic domain, they are usually 
based on a limited set of variables that allow unique, mutually-exclusive varieties 
to be identified. In traditional dialectology the process starts with the identifica-
tion of a limited list of features considered linguistically relevant and ends with 
a set of isoglosses drawn on a map. Borders between regional varieties are deter-
mined by bundles of isoglosses, subsets of linguistic variables that display similar 
patterns of spacial variation. The proposed dialect divisions found in linguistic 
textbooks for many western languages follow just such a procedure. The variables 
chosen in order to identify and characterize regional varieties typically pertain to 
the domain of phonetics and to a lesser degree morphology. Various reasons are 
given for excluding the lexicon from this procedure, all of which have to do with 
the instability of lexical variables.
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This paper will present results from an analysis of dialectal lexical variation 
within the Galician language area. The study is based on data from the Atlas 
Lingüístico Galego (ALGa for short; García & Santamarina 1990), a linguistic geo-
graphy project begun in the early nineteen-seventies. I performed this analysis 
on the basis of a selection of its lexical data by applying principles of quantitative 
dialectology. The study reported here is based on an aggregate analysis of a fairly 
large number of lexical variables pertaining to various semantic fields. The purpose 
is to identify and characterize the main lexical areas in Galician dialects.

I shall test for correlations between the distribution of these lexical areas and 
the findings of earlier works which used traditional procedures based on mor-
phological and phonetic features (Zamora 1953; Carballo 1966; Fernández 1985, 
1990. 1994). I hope this study will also demonstrate the usefulness of quantitative 
dialectology for studying lexical data. Aggregate analysis, in the sense in which 
the term is used in modern dialectology, involves the joint analysis of multiple 
features and the application of quantitative analysis techniques (Grieve 2014). This 
 method can be used in dialectology to characterize a language or a language vari-
ety, and also to produce more robust and reliable linguistic descriptions than can 
be obtained in a single-feature-based study. The overall advantage of the aggregate 
method is that it offers a more complete and well-founded view of dialect variation 
(Nerbonne 2009).

2. Galician dialects

The Galician language area is clearly differentiated from neighbouring Romance 
varieties. Recent analysis based on data from the first volume of the Atlas 
Lingüístico de la Península Ibérica (Goebl 2013), an atlas of Romance varieties of 
the Iberian Peninsula that was produced between the 1930s and the 1950s, yields a 
well grounded general picture of these language areas in the first half of the twen-
tieth century. In the dendrogram and the cluster map presented in Goebl’s paper 
we observe that the western block, made up of Galician and Portuguese, is differ-
entiated from the central block (which comprises Leonese, Castilian, Aragonese 
and Andalusian varieties). At the same time, we notice how Galician dialects are 
differentiated from Portuguese and constitute a fairly homogeneous cluster (Goebl 
2013, images 3 and 7). Indeed, the most compact, homogeneous cluster after the 
Valencian area is that of the Galician survey points.

Earlier studies of the range of Galician geolinguistic varieties as a whole had 
already noted that the Galician language area is remarkable for its homogeneity 
and the absence of deep dialectal fragmentation such as would justify recognising 
true dialects in the sense of varieties clearly identified and named by speakers 
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(Fernández 1990). Even though the lack of a Galician standard is sometimes 
claimed to have favoured dialectal fragmentation for many centuries, 1 geolinguis-
tic research has demonstrated that the linguistic distance between varieties is fairly 
small (Fernández 1985: 92; Sousa 2006; Dubert 2011). However, their considerable 
homogeneity has not stood in the way of continued research into how Galician’s 
geographical varieties may be characterized.

The first consistent, well grounded proposal for a dialect division of the Galician 
language area was put forward by the Spanish dialectologist Alonso Zamora Vicente 
(Zamora 1953). Chiefly on the basis of one morphological and two phonological 
variables, he distinguished between two subdialects: an eastern or sub-continental 
one and a western or Atlantic one. Later studies of the dialect varieties of Galician, 
based on more thorough and rigorous field analysis, reached the conclusion that 
Galician has three main geolinguistic varieties, situated in parallel bands  running 
from north to south. Dialectologists refer to these as western Galician, central 
Galician and eastern Galician (Fernández 1985).

This proposed division is based on the traditional geolinguistic model, which 
is characterized by the use of a small number of variables that were subjectively 
chosen on the basis of what scholars consider to be especially significant. The use of 
a limited number of significant features is an overreaching principle of traditional 
dialectology, both in the identification of varieties and the determination of bor-
ders between language areas (Chambers & Trudgill 1998). An extreme instance of 
the application of this principle is found in the following suggestion of the Catalan 
grammarian and philologist Antoni Badia:

The critical moment in the division of a dialect domain comes when the criterion 
according to which the division will be made is determined; the best option is to 
adopt a single feature that is distinctive but very significant. 2

 (my translation, Badia 1950: 70)

Recent decades have seen the beginning of a period of reflection on methods of 
identifying geolinguistic varieties and the need to take advantage for this purpose 
of the large quantity of information provided by language atlases (Szmrecsanyi 
2014). Nerbonne questioned the validity of single-feature-based studies argu-
ing that, although commonplace in the history of linguistic geography, they are 

1. Present-day standard Galician came to be officially recognised in 1982 and has begun to be-
come known in society in the following decades (Ramallo & Rei-Doval 2015). For a critical review 
of the link between the lack of a standard form of the language and the Galician dialectalization 
process, see F. Dubert (2004).

2. The dialect grouping for Galician proposed by Fernández is also based on a unique feature 
(Fernández 1990: 66–67): plural of oxytone nouns ending in -n (<lat. -ŌNĒS, -ĀNĒS).
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without a doubt the least suitable tool for dealing with multi-dimensional objects 
such as language varieties (Nerbonne 2009: 176).

Techniques of traditional dialectology were applied to Galician not only in 
the earliest studies in the late nineteenth century, but also in proposals in the 
late twentieth century which are well known and widely recognised today. The 
most solid and robust of these (Fernández 1990) identifies three large dialect areas 
corresponding to the same three blocks, which are based on bundles of  isoglosses 
 running from north to south and subdivided by mainly vertical isoglosses 
(Figure 1). Crucially, this study analyses 81 phonetic and morphological vari-
ables that are “characteristic of Galician speech varieties” (Fernández 1990: 39). 
Information about the distribution of lexical and syntactic variables is appended 
at the end, but receives only incidental mention. Indeed, out of the 81 analysed 
features, only two are directly linked to lexical variation: “3.80 The lexical distri-
bution of mirar and ver ‘to see’” and “3.81 The lexical distribution of cheirar and 
ulir ‘to smell’” (Fernández 1990: 104–106).

0 25 50 km

Western Central Eastern

Figure 1. Three main dialect groups of Galician (adapted from Fernández 1990)

Notably, the geographical distribution of varieties associated with these two vari-
ables only rarely coincides with the areas identified by phonetic and morphological 
features (Álvarez et al. 2006; Dubert 2011). As the dialectometric analyses on ALGa 
data suggest, the geographical distribution of Galician varieties coincides with 
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earlier qualitative analyses (Sousa 2006) in singling out three basic groups. It is 
at the level of narrower dialect groupings where the divergences between the two 
sets of results diverge (cf. Fernández 1994 and Álvarez et al. 2006).

The practice of omitting lexical and syntactic variables from consideration 
in the identification and characterization of dialect varieties is not limited to 
Galician geographical linguistics. The recognised boundaries of large language 
areas such as Romance, and smaller ones such as Italian, Catalan, Spanish or 
European Portuguese, are all based either exclusively on phonetics, or on a com-
bination of phonetics with morphological variables (Loporcaro 2009; Veny 1982; 
García 1996; Segura 2013). It is not difficult to understand why the lexicon was 
excluded from characterizations of dialect varieties; one simple reason is im-
plied in the saying, associated with opponents of the Neogrammarian position 
and with the father of Romance geolinguistics, Jules Gilliéron, chaque mot a son 
histoire (Campbell 1998: 188).

Issues related to the history and development of words are not the only obsta-
cles to using lexical variables to identify geolinguistic varieties; there are several 
other reasons for preferring non-lexical criteria:

a. The number of variants associated with each phonological variable is much 
 lower than with lexical variables. In Galician most phonological variables 
 present two or three variants, whereas in the lexicon the range of variation is 
much greater. 3

b. Secondly, the territorial distribution of lexical variants is typically less regular 
than that of morphological or phonetic features. Where phonetic or mor-
phological variants are concerned, at least in Iberian Romance, it is usually 
not hard to find superimposed isogloss lines. We may also find bundles of 
isoglosses, which provide the basis for identifying larger dialect areas accord-
ing to traditional dialectology. Unlike phonetic and morphological features, 
lexical variants display much instability in the way they spread across territory, 
making it difficult to use the traditional isogloss method to single out compact 
lexical areas.

c. On a methodological level, traditional dialectology makes use of the identifi-
cation of isogloss bundles as a basis for classifying dialect areas or varieties, 
but this procedure is difficult to apply to a large number of variables with 
variants randomly scattered all over a territory. The isogloss map we would 
obtain would be a jumble of tangled lines.

3. Examining Dutch dialects, Heeringa & Hinskens also find that the number of varieties 
increases slightly at the lexical level and decreases at the level of morphology and phonetics 
(Heeringa & Hinskens 2014: 26).
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What is needed is another method that allows us to seek and identify regulari-
ties in the spatial distribution patterns of lexical variants. Some scholars, such as 
Goebl (1993) and Nerbonne (2009), have pointed to the usefulness of dialectome-
try for this purpose as a procedure especially apt for analysing lexical data. Since 
it allows the researcher to look at any number of variables at the same time, the 
more variables there are, the more interesting and robust the results it will yield. 
Furthermore, statistical methods combined with complex map displays facilitate 
the recognition of territorial distribution patterns. Hans Goebl describes these 
characteristics of the dialectometric method:

The statistical procedures used by DM [Dialectometry] for quantitative data synthe-
sis are also commonly used in the natural, social and human sciences. Nowadays, 
they are subsumed under the generic term of “data mining”. DM intends (with 
relatively simple statistic means) to uncover in linguistic atlas data lower and higher 
ranking structural patterns which had hitherto been hidden to the observer at first 
glance. After the statistical analysis, the patterns and structures are displayed on 
maps and discussed dialectometrically. (Goebl 2010: 64)

Indeed, it is fair to say that dialectal lexical variation is where dialectometry really 
comes into its own as a valuable and powerful procedure. Although traditional 
dia lectology still looks askance at dialectometry to some extent, recent contribu-
tions in various linguistic fields, including Romance studies, are demonstrating 
its value as a procedure that is not only useful but essential for lexical analysis 
(Nerbonne & Kleiweg 2003; Pieckl 2013; Wieling et. al. 2014).

3. The data set

The data used in this study consist of 136 lexical items pertaining to various se-
mantic fields, such as parts of the body, animal names, adjectives, verbs referring 
to things and people, weather, and so on. The data were obtained from ALGa. The 
Galician atlas project was developed in the early 1970s in line with the methods 
employed in Romance languages following Gilliéron. The atlas contains infor-
mation about 167 Galician-speaking localities within Galicia proper and border 
areas that form part of other Spanish administrative regions (Asturias, León and 
Zamora). The informants were adults aged between 50 and 70 living in small towns 
and villages. Hence the linguistic data that was collected was fundamentally rural 
and conservative. The ALGa questionnaire was made up of nearly three thousand 
items, over 75% of which were lexical in nature. The results have been published 
one volume at a time, starting in 1990; six volumes have been published to date, 
three of which are devoted to parts of the lexicon.
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The materials used for the present study come from a group of selected con-
cepts in the ALGa project’s data base relating to various semantic fields. According 
to other dialectometric studies (Goebl 1993), a hundred variables are sufficient to 
produce results that may be considered reliable and significant.

In order to abstract away phonetic and morphological variation, the chosen 
responses were lemmatized, grouping together, for example, cinza with cinsa 
‘ash’; adro with adrio ‘churchyard’; cheminea, chaminea and chiminea ‘fireplace’, 
etc. Only the first response figuring on a given questionnaire was chosen on the 
 assumption that it is the one that informants commonly use. This normalized 
representation was meant to abstract away from phonetic and morphological 
variation (Sousa 2008). Our final input data consisted of a table with 167 rows 
(representing places surveyed by ALGa) and 136 columns (for the 136 items, 
 giving 22,709 instances). All the maps that were selected indicate the existence of 
at least two variants per item, ranging from two (ver ‘to see’) to twenty-five variants 
(orballo ‘misty rain’). 4 To process the data and display the results, I used Gabmap, 
a web application specially designed to facilitate explorations in quantitative dia-
lectology (Nerbonne et al. 2011). It allows us to measure linguistic differences, 
whether categorical, numerical, or string based.

Our data were input into the application as category data so that each variant 
presenting a difference in the lemma is considered a different response (Sousa 
2008). For the quantitative analysis of the data I used weighted similarity values, 
first employed in dialectometry by Goebl and considered the most appropriate for 
the type of data in question.

Given that the present analysis focuses on identifying lexical areas, I chose two 
types of analysis: (1) beam maps, which show linguistic distances and similarities 
between localities; (2) cluster analysis, which is useful for identifying areas or 
dialect groups within the territory under consideration.

4. Results and commentary

The first analysis of the input data gives a measure of the reliability of our results. 
The local incoherence index tells us about the relationship between linguistic dis-
tance and geographical distance. As expected, the two factors correlate closely. 
The local incoherence value is low (0.24), meaning that at most locations there is a 
direct correlation between the two types of distance: the smaller the geographical 
distance between two points, the greater their linguistic affinity. The linguistic 

4. Variant values: mean 5.73, median 4.5, first quartile 3 and third quartile 7; standard deviation 
3.98.
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distances between points vary in the range 0.55 to 0.95. 5 As can be seen in the 
histogram (Figure 2), most localities have a very high index of mutual linguistic 
distance of over 0.80.

Comparing these results to earlier analyses based on phonetic and morpholog-
ical data (Dubert 2011), the differences are easy to account for. Linguistic distances 
between localities on the lexical level can be much greater than those occurring 
in terms of phonetics.
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Figure 2. Distribution of lexical distances

Figure 3. Beam map showing the strength of association between neighbouring 
locations based on aggregate lexical distances

5. Distance values: mean 0.84, median 0.85, first quartile 0.81 and third quartile 0.88; standard 
deviation 0.06.
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The third figure shows how distances between points are represented on a beam 
map (Figure 3). Neighbouring locations are linked by lines showing the strength 
of relationship between locations. A line is drawn between each pair of localities 
(points): the darker the lines, the greater the linguistic affinity. Mainly coherent 
areas are directly visible as dark groups, and linguistic borders appear as lighter-
colored bands. The map shows all the connections between places analysed and 
helps us to see which localities have the greatest proximity. This map reveals 
several areas where localities are closely related lexically.

It is easy to see that the heaviest lines are concentrated in an eastern strip 
of territory, which is where the Galician-speaking areas closest to Asturian or 
Leonese speech areas are located. The second most notable area is located in the 
northwestern corner of Coruña and Lugo province and coincides with an area that 
has been singled out in previous dialect studies as particularly conservative and 
resistant to linguistic change. The third most noticeable area in terms of line inten-
sity is located in the far north, coinciding with an area traditionally acknowledged 
as culturally and lexically special: this was formerly the diocese of Mondoñedo, 
an ancient ecclesiastical division (Fernández 1990: 130–132).

The second procedure used for analysing the lexical data is cluster analysis. 
Cluster analysis lets us associate data on the basis of linguistic proximity and 
eventually leads to the recognition of groupings of a kind which traditional dia-
lectology refers to as dialect areas; in the present case, these are lexical areas. 
Cluster analysis has been used in dialectometry for several decades now, and was 
made popular by Hans Goebl’s work on materials from ALF and AIS (Goebl 2000; 
2008). The advantage of this procedure over the traditional isogloss method is self- 
evident and has already been mentioned. Clearly it would have been impossible to 
identify lexical areas just on the basis of the 136 terms covered in this study using 
traditional methods.

The Gabmap program generates a dendrogram from the results of the cluster 
analysis: this shows places linked by their proximity and a thematic map where 
colours or symbols are used to display corresponding lexical areas. The cluster 
analysis is used in dialectometry in order to identify groupings of localities pre-
senting substantial linguistic affinity which may be interpreted as dialect regions. 
Several scholars (Kleiweg et al. 2004) have warned that care must be taken with 
this procedure since changes in the list of variables considered or the grouping 
method used have a direct effect on the results. In the present study we used 
Ward’s hierarchical clustering method, which has been tested and popularized in 
a great many dialectometric analyses and incorporated into the Gabmap options 
(Goebl 1993).

Figure 4 shows the result of dividing the language area into three regions (A, 
B and C). The dendrogram lets us check the hierarchical arrangement of the three 
well-defined divisions, which are clearly related to the results suggested by the 
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beam map discussed above. The first division separates the eastern strip (A) from 
the western area (B and C). The area called A runs from north to south parallel to 
Galicia’s eastern administrative border, comprising parts of the provinces of Lugo 
and Ourense and the Galician-speaking regions of Asturias, León and Zamora. Of 
the three lexical areas identified, this eastern area (A) appears to be the most stable 
and homogeneous; this is where the highest degree of linguistic similarity is found.

The stability of this area is confirmed by the results of successive divisions, for 
while new divisions emerge progressively in other areas, this area remains con-
stant. This constitutes a special social, cultural and linguistic zone characterised 
by close contact with linguistic varieties of the neighbouring Leonese area. In con-
trast, the centre-west area comprising B and C is less compact, and the divisions 
within it are based on less substantial differences. Nevertheless, these divisions 
are important too. B and C correspond to two regions that were referred to when 
discussing the beam map: a linguistically conservative area (B) and a third area 
consisting of a large part of the provinces of Pontevedra and Ourense together 
with parts of Lugo and A Coruña (C).

As expected, these first results of aggregate analysis of lexical data differ in 
part from the dialect divisions proposed until now. In view of the particular char-
acteristics of lexical variation noted above, the disparity between the way lexical 
areas and phonetic or morphological areas are distributed is hardly surprising. The 
factors of variation behind change and variation in each domain are quite differ-
ent. However, these findings are clearly not unconnected to suggestions found in 
earlier studies. The linguistic uniqueness of areas A, B and C have been noticed 
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Figure 4. Cluster map and dendrogram of 3 lexical areas
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by those studying Galician linguistic variation, whether with traditional methods 
(Fernández 1990) or drawing on quantitative procedures (Sousa 2006). 6

These results do not imply an end of the road for research on dialect distribu-
tion. As we just saw, the identification of lexical areas in Galicia has already pointed 
us in the direction of a possible relationship between lexical areas and ancient 
territorial divisions. Thus these findings are a stimulus to further research on the 
causes of linguistic variation and the search for possible relationships between 
the geographical distribution of linguistic phenomena and the distribution of so-
cial, cultural, historical or demographic phenomena. This study has also served 
to show that aggregate analysis of lexical data can produce findings concerning 
language variation that it would be difficult to obtain using the methods of tradi-
tional dialectology.
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1. Introduction: Bidialectism in the Dutch province of Limburg

The present study has two interrelated aims. First, in the Dutch province of 
Limburg there is both individual and societal bidialectism in which there may not 
be a clear distinction between the typologically similar standard Dutch and dialect 
varieties. We explore whether it is possible to distinguish between young mono-
lingual and bidialectal children (cf. Cornips 2014a) by analysing the responses of 
128 children between five and nine years old on a newly-developed Limburgish 
dialect word production task. Second, this study addresses the research question 
of whether children raised with a dialect 2 in Limburg experience more problems 
acquiring standard Dutch vocabulary than monolingual Dutch speaking children. 
To answer this question, the same 128 children were tested using a standardized 
receptive vocabulary test in Dutch: the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT-
NL; Dunn, Dunn, & Schlichting 2005).

The dialects spoken in the province of Limburg, located in the south-eastern 
part of the Netherlands bordering both Belgium (to the West) and Germany (to 
the East), are important to the construction of local identities (Cornips 2013). A 
recent panel study, which examined how people identified themselves, revealed 
that 42 percent of the participants residing in Limburg identified themselves pre-
dominantly as Limburgish, compared to 27 percent of the participants who iden-
tified themselves predominantly as Dutch. Moreover, 75 percent of the Limburgish 
participants “find it very important that the regional language or dialect continues 
to exist” (EenVandaag, 2014). 3

The language situation in Limburg reveals both individual and societal bidia-
lectism i.e., diglossia in the terms of Fishman (1967). Standard Dutch is taught in 
schools as a subject and is the variety for factual teacher-student and in-classroom 

2. A reviewer asks why we use the label dialect instead of the label Limburgish. The dialects of 
Dutch Limburg were extended minor recognition under the label Limburgish in 1997 by The 
Netherlands, a signatory of the 1992 European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages 
(ECRML). Minor recognition under ECRML compels the Dutch state to formally recognize the 
status of Limburgish as a separate variety without, however, being obliged to take relevant mea-
sures such as financial support. Since then, public funds have been made available for promoting 
the use of Limburgish. However, most people in Limburg, if not all, use the label dialect instead of 
Limburgish. Moreover, Limburg is divided into various dialect clusters divided by isoglosses such 
as Ripuarian, Ripuarian transition zone, East Limburgish, Central Limburgish and Kleverlands 
(cf. Cornips 2013) which differ from each other at all linguistic levels (phonetics, phonology and 
morpohosyntax) whereas the label Limburgish suggests that Limburg constitutes a homogeneous 
language area.

3. “het heel belangrijk vinden dat die streektaal of dialect behouden blijft”
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student-student communication. Standard Dutch is also used in more formal 
 settings, whereas the dialect is predominantly used for informal daily conversa-
tions within family or friendship domains. Individual language choice patterns 
depend on the context and the language background of the interlocutor; typically 
both varieties complement each other in daily life. A survey among residents of 
Limburg showed that 99 percent of the participants understand the local dialect, 
even when they do not actively use it (Belemans 2003).

For children who are raised as dialect speakers attending school means learn-
ing to speak a different language variety i.e., standard Dutch. Depending on the 
teacher and language policy of the school, this formal instruction may also in-
clude implicit or explicit discouragement from using dialect at school. Indeed, 
among educators it is sometimes assumed that speaking dialect would negatively 
affect  acquisition of Dutch: children raised with a dialect have been reported to 
experience difficulties acquiring Dutch vocabulary, (Kroon and Vallen 2004; Yao, 
Ohinata, and Van Ours 2015), completing higher education and achieving a pres-
tigious professional career (Kraaykamp 2005: 400).

A limited number of studies have investigated whether bidialectal children 
acquire the standard variety differently from their monolingual peers. These 
 studies present an inconsistent picture (Vangsnes et al. 2015). Garraffa, Beveridge, 
and Sorace (2015) compared the receptive Italian language skills of monolingual 
Italian and bidialectal Sardinian-Italian children aged six to nine years. Results 
revealed that being skilled in Sardinian does not hinder development of linguis-
tic competence in Italian. A recent study by Yao, Ohinata, and Van Ours (2015) 
 examined the effects of being raised with various dialects on standardized maths 
and language test scores throughout the Netherlands. After controlling for indi-
vidual (e.g., parental education) and environmental (e.g., school location) factors 
in a nested design, results showed that five-year-old boys experienced negative 
effects of speaking a dialect on their Dutch language proficiency. This effect was 
more prevalent among students that speak a dialect which has pronunciation that 
is relatively distinct from standard Dutch, like the dialects of Limburg. In the study 
by Yao et al. (2015), the pronunciation distances between Dutch and dialect were 
determined using the Levenshtein distance metric.

In sum, the Dutch province of Limburg contains on the one hand, strong 
 feelings that dialects should be maintained to express and construct local identi-
ties while on the other hand, it is believed that speaking a dialect might negatively 
influence a child’s Dutch proficiency and future career, especially among educators 
(Kraaykamp 2005; Yao et al. 2015).
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2. Method

2.1 Participants and procedure

The data for the present study were collected at seven primary schools in Limburg 
in the south-central region (municipalities: Beek-Elsloo, Sittard-Geleen, and 
Schinnen). The schools selected were located relatively close to one another in 
order to minimize dialect differences between the children (see Figure 1).

Venlo

Roermond

Sittard-Geleen

Heerlen
Maastricht

Weert

Figure 1. The province of Limburg and the selected research area in Limburg.

The parents of all five-to-nine-year-old children at the schools were sent a letter 
introducing the study, as well as a consent form. All children were eligible to par-
ticipate regardless of whether their parents considered them monolingual Dutch 
or bidialectal. In total, 128 children participated (see Table 1, below). They were 
tested in two sessions at their schools. Trained research assistants who were fluent in 
both standard Dutch and a Limburgian dialect tested each child individually. Both 
standardized and non-standardized vocabulary tests were administered to the chil-
dren in a fixed order using either pencil and paper (session 1) or a laptop computer 
(session 2). After testing the children, a parental questionnaire was administered 
during a telephone interview with the child’s caregiver in their preferred language.

2.2 Measures

2.2.1 Dialect proficiency
In order to examine the children’s dialect vocabulary, a production task – the 
Limburgish Word Task (LWT) – was created for the purposes of the present study. 
The test words were based on the Basiswoordenlijst Amsterdamse Kleuters ‘The 
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basic wordlist for Amsterdam preschoolers’ (BAK, Mulder, Timman & Verhallen 
2009). This list contains 3,000 Dutch words that children should know by the time 
they finish preschool, and is based on the highest frequency words and existing 
vocabulary lists used in teaching materials for preschool and the first grades of 
primary school. Thirty-three different images of everyday objects and well-known 
animals, such as ‘fork’, ‘matches’, and ‘rabbit’ were selected and translated into 
dialect. The translations were checked by native speakers of the respective dialects. 
After a pilot test, three items that did not reliably prompt the target response were 
removed, resulting in a final LWT test set of 30 items.

Mostly non-cognates were specifically selected as test items. Figure 2 shows 
two examples of non-cognates: Dutch /vɔrk/ ‘fork’ differs lexically from its dialect 
counterpart /vəʁʃɪt/, and Dutch /lysifɛrs/ ‘matches’ differs both lexically and in 
plural suffix (-s versus -e) from dialect /ʃʋɛ:ɣələ/. Each image was presented to the 
child asking her in dialect to name the object in dialect only. The answers were 
audio-recorded.

English: fork matches rabbit
vork      /v�rk/ lucifers       /lysif�rs/ konijn   /kon�in/Dutch:
versjit   /vərʃit/ zjwaegele   /ʃʋ�:�ələ / knien    /kni�n/Dialect:

Figure 2. Images and responses of the Limburgish Word Task (LWT) (permission 
granted by illustrator Nadine Tummers).

2.2.2 Dutch language proficiency
Dutch receptive vocabulary was measured with the Dutch version of the Peabody 
Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT-NL). In this task, the children had to select a single 
picture out of a set of four that matched the target word uttered by the research 
assistant (e.g., eiland ‘island’). Standard scores were calculated and used in the 
analyses. Hence, while the LWT is an expressive task the PPVT-NL is a receptive 
word task. 4

4. Note that we used an expressive task for Limburgish because the pronunciation of the lexical 
items differs between the dialects of the areas investigated (Beek-Elsloo, Sittard-Geleen, and 
Schinnen), and therefore would have required several trained research assistants to produce the 
items in each of the respective dialects. However, Laufer and Paribakht (1998) showed that in the 
context of second language learning, receptive and productive vocabulary proficiency are highly 
correlated (r = .72–.89).
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2.3 Parental questionnaire, and overview of participants and results

All caregivers were contacted for a telephone interview to conduct the Limburgish 
version of the Questionnaire for Parents of Bilingual Children 5 (PaBiQ, COST 
Action IS0804, Tuller 2015), which contains questions about parental education. 
The answers were used as an index of socio-economic status (SES).

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the children for all variables: age 
of the children, parental SES, proportion score on the LWT, and standard score on 
the Dutch vocabulary task (PPVT-NL). On average, SES was mid to high (M = 6.83, 
range = 1–9).

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of the Children in Limburg (n = 128)

 N M SD Range 
(Min – Max)

Age in years 128   6.75  1.03 4.50–9.33
SESa 109   6.83  1.60 1–9
Proportion of dialect responses LWTb 128    .24   .18 .00–.77
PPVT-NLc 125 106.34 10.56  79–134

a. Socio-Economic Status.
b. Total range: .00–1.00. This includes both the targeted dialect responses and the variation (intermediate) 
responses given by the children. This will be discussed in the next section.
c. Age-based standard scores (M = 100, SD = 15).

3. Results of the Limburgish Word Task

The results reveal extensive variation across vocabulary items as well as across 
children. Most items show varying responses between the target Dutch and the 
target dialect responses. For example, after showing the children a picture of a 
rabbit (see Figure 2), several produced the target Dutch word /konɛin/ or the tar-
get dialect word /kniːn/, but some also produced forms such as /koniːn/ which is 
somewhere in between Dutch and dialect. Therefore, instead of coding responses 
as either ‘Dutch’ or ‘dialect’, we assigned them to one of five categories (0, 1, 2, 3, 4). 
The values 0 and 4 were assigned in cases where a child produced a different target 
item than the one pictured, either in Dutch (0) or dialect (4). The values 1 and 3 

5. The PABIQ is based on an adaptation of the Alberta Language Development Questionnaire 
(Paradis, Emmerzael, & Sorenson Duncan 2010) and the Alberta Language Environment 
Questionnaire (Paradis 2011).
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were assigned to appropriate target responses, either in Dutch (1) or dialect (3). The 
value of 2 was given to ‘intermediate responses’ like /koniːn/ ‘rabbit’ (Figure 3).

Concept unknown Targeted Intermediate Targeted Concept 

unknown

Dutch Dutch

0 1 2 3 4

Dialect Dialect

response response response response response

Figure 3. Categorisation of responses within the LWT.

This scoring model allowed us to categorise each response while accounting for 
variation across items (some items yielded over ten different responses), and across 
individuals (the horizontal axis). As Figure 4 reveals, no child completed the LWT 
using only the target dialect words (shown in blue) or the target Dutch words 
(shown in red): each child within this sample reveals a unique pattern, often using 
intermediate responses (shown in light green). A significant positive correlation 
(r = .30) was found between age and proportion of dialect responses, indicating 
that older children responded more often in dialect on the LWT.
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Figure 4. LWT responses categorised by child. The x-axis shows the 128 children, and 
the y-axis the 30 utterances per child.
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Table 2 shows some examples of the intermediate responses which may be more 
closely related to either the Dutch or dialect target word (see also the Levenshtein 
distance below in Figure 5).

Table 2. Examples of intermediate responses on the Limburgish Word Task

English Dutch Dutch target Dialect target Child response

Cap pet pɛt pɑtʃ pi:t
pæt

Wheelbarrow kruiwagen krœyʋa:χə(n) ʃupkɑʁ ʃʏʁkɑʁ
kʁuʋa:ɣə

Plate bord bɔrt tɛiəʁ bɛəʁt
bʏʁt

Transcriptions of the word realizations were made for 122 of the children. 6 For 
these children, the pronunciation distance to the reference language – Dutch or 
dialect – was measured using the Levenshtein distance, which is the least costly 
set of operations needed to transform one transcription into another (cf. Heeringa 
2004). The results shown in Figure 5 indicate that the children varied substantially 
from the reference language, but that the mean responses were consistently closer 
to what is considered target Dutch (shown in red) than to target dialect (shown in 
blue). Only four speakers (the blue dots in between the red) have a pronunciation 
that is on average closer to dialect than to Dutch.

di
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0
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Figure 5. Levenshtein distance of the mean of the responses per child (n = 128).  
The given responses are on the x-axis, while the y-axis displays the weighted number 
of phonetic adjustments required to match the target Dutch (red) or dialect (blue) 
response.

6. For six children, no audio-recordings are available.
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In Figure 6, the 122 children are sorted according to their averaged Levenshtein 
distances compared to Dutch (left graph) and dialect (right graph). In the left 
graph, the left-most point in the graph represents the child whose pronunciation 
is closest to standard Dutch. The following points are increasing in distance and 
the right-most point represents the child whose pronunciation is most distant from 
standard Dutch. In the right graph we find mutatis mutandis the same for dialect. 
The two curves show an almost perfect speaker continuum. Neither of these graphs 
demonstrates a clear cut-off point that can be used to logically divide the children 
into groups based on the distance from the reference language.
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Figure 6. Levenshtein distances averaged over 30 responses per child (n = 122). 
The x-axis represents the speakers and the y-axis displays the average Levenshtein 
distances from Dutch (left) or dialect (right). Both graphs show that the speakers form 
a continuum from matching the reference language (a distance of 0) to a large distance 
from the reference language.

To summarize, each child showed a unique pattern of responses to the LWT and 
it was not possible to draw a clear distinction between the bidialectal and mono-
lingual children. Furthermore, measuring the Levenshtein distances revealed that 
the mean response per child was closer to target standard Dutch responses than 
to the target dialect responses.

4. Relationship between the extent of dialect used in the LWT 
and the acquisition of Dutch vocabulary

The data obtained with the Dutch vocabulary task (PPVT-NL) were analysed with 
a one-sample t-test in order to test whether they differ from the standardized 
mean of the norm group. All children were included in the analysis because the 
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Limburgish Word Task (LWT) responses indicated that they all used dialect words 
to some extent. The mean PPVT-NL score of the children in our study (M = 106.34, 
SD = 10.56) was significantly higher than the PPVT-NL standardized mean of 100 
(SD = 15), t(124) = 6.72, p < .01.

The association between the proportion of dialect responses on the LWT 
and standard scores on the PPVT-NL was analysed using a partial correlation 
controlling for SES and age. Using this analysis, we were able to investigate the 
relationship between LWT and PPVT-NL scores by partialling out, or removing, 
the effects of SES and age. Intermediate responses (a score of 2) and target dialect 
responses (a score of 3) were merged into one score category. We scored both the 
intermediate and dialect responses as ‘dialect’ in a broad sense (a score of 3) since 
these responses were clearly not standard Dutch. We also expected the children 
not to answer in standard Dutch since the instructions for the LWT were given in 
dialect, and the children were asked to name the images displayed in dialect (see 
also § 6 Discussion).

Table 3 presents the correlation matrix of the relevant outcomes. Since the 
PPVT-NL is age-corrected, no correlations between age and PPVT-NL were cal-
culated. However, testing for a relationship between SES and the PPVT-NL scores 
resulted in a marginally significant positive correlation (r = .19, p = .051) showing 
that children with higher SES had larger vocabularies in Dutch. Crucially, the 
correlation (r = −.022) between the proportion of dialect responses on the LWT 
and scores on the PPVT-NL was very small, indicating that there is no significant 
relationship between the children’s vocabulary in Limburgish and their vocabu-
lary knowledge in Dutch. 7 Thus, the use of dialect does not hinder or facilitate the 
knowledge of standard Dutch vocabulary.

Table 3. Correlation matrix of measures of the children in Limburg

 Age in months SES Prop. of dialect 
responses

PPVT-NL

1. Age in months –    
2. SES −.14 –   
3. Proportion of dialect responses  .30** .08 –  
4. PPVT-NL  .19* −.022 –

* p = .05.
** p < .01

7. The partial correlation to examine the correlation between the two language measures while 
controlling for effects of SES and age of the children was too small (r = .062) to reach statistical 
significance.
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5. Discussion and conclusion

The present study had two interrelated aims. First, we investigated whether we 
could classify 128 children between five and nine years old who were growing 
up in the bidialectal Dutch province of Limburg as monolingual or bidialectal 
children. Second, we examined whether children using dialect vocabulary would 
expe rience more problems acquiring standard Dutch vocabulary than their mono-
lingual Dutch peers. To these ends, all the children were tested using a standard-
ized receptive vocabulary test in Dutch, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 
(PPVT-NL), and a dialect vocabulary task, the Limburgish Word Task (LWT).

The outcomes of the LWT demonstrated (i) that the children produced many 
intermediate responses between Dutch and dialect – no children gave responses in 
only Dutch or only dialect, – and (ii) each child demonstrated a unique response 
pattern. These findings indicate that in the Limburg context, it would be a mis-
representation to categorise these children solely as monolingual or bidialectal.

It is possible to account for the large amount of variation between the chil-
dren and across items in the LWT as follows. First, the intermediate responses 
may indicate that these children have not yet reached an adult-like stage in their 
dialect. This may be due to the fact that dialect vocabulary is not formally taught 
in school like Dutch vocabulary. Second, the intermediate responses may indicate 
that this young generation is involved in linguistic innovation, which suggests 
that using dialect in Limburg is a dynamic process undergoing language variation 
and change (cf. Cornips 2014b). Third, a task-effect may be present due to the fact 
that children are discouraged from speaking dialect while at school, and testing 
was administered in school settings. This may have unintentionally suppressed 
the children’s use of the dialect during testing. In all likelihood, all three of these 
factors played some role in the outcome of the present study by contributing to 
great inter-speaker variation and variation across test items produced by the young 
children taking the LWT.

In their studies analysing spontaneous speech data of bidialectal children, 
Smith and Durham (2011) found extreme inter-speaker variability among the 
youngest speakers. They argue that this type of variability is typical of dialect 
obsolescence in which supralocal features replace distinctive local features. Smith 
and Durham (2012) re-examined these findings, and concluded that their results 
actually may not indicate rapid dialect obsolescence per se, at least not for all their 
participants, but could actually be reflecting style-shifting between the standard 
language and dialect. They argue for a single grammar approach to evaluating 
bi dialectal children by which the two ‘dialects’ – the local and the standard lan-
guage – “bleed” into one another in everyday use (2012: 32). Our case, howev-
er, concerns a productive elicitation task in which style-shifting is implausible, 
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supporting the argument that children at a young age demonstrate an extreme case 
of dialect-levelling. However, older children produced significantly more dialect 
words than the younger ones suggesting that acquisition of dialect vocabulary 
continues at least until 9 years of age. Hence, Table 3 shows a positive correlation 
(.30**) between proportion of dialect responses and age (variable 1).

No significant correlation was found between the proportion of dialect re-
sponses on the LWT and PPVT-NL (the PPVT-NL was controlled for SES and 
age). Thus, we found no evidence for the idea that raising a child with a dialect 
may negatively affect their standard language vocabulary, nor lead to lower perfor-
mance of dialect-speaking children compared to their monolingual Dutch peers. 
On the contrary, this group of children scored significantly above the standardized 
mean of the PPVT-NL.

These results are consistent with previous research by Driessen (2006: 8), who 
found that children in Limburg who used more dialect also scored higher on 
Dutch language proficiency tests (PRIMA), in contrast with dialect speaking chil-
dren in other parts of the Netherlands (2006: 8). However, these results contradict 
Yao et al. (2015), whose results revealed that speaking a dialect affects the language 
proficiency of Dutch, at least for five-year-old boys. One explanation for the con-
trasting results is that in the current study we, like Driessen (2006), focused on 
children speaking dialect in Limburg, while Yao et al. (2015) included all children 
using dialect throughout the Netherlands without considering their actual dialect 
use as we did using the LWT.

Our finding that children in Limburg scored relatively well on the Dutch vo-
cabulary task might be related to a high degree of metalinguistic awareness of the 
differences between standard Dutch and the various dialects of Limburg. From an 
early age, children in Limburg are aware that people in different locations speak 
different dialect varieties. This language awareness might have an effect on their 
Dutch language proficiency, as suggested by Kroon and Vallen (2004). The present 
study suggests that growing up in a vital bidialectal community in Limburg may 
be advantageous for vocabulary acquisition in standard Dutch. It is important 
to note, however, that the SES of the children who volunteered for our study was 
relatively high, and this may have had an impact on their Dutch vocabulary scores. 
The correlation between SES and PPVT-NL was marginally significant. Therefore, 
we recommend that further research try to incorporate children from lower SES 
backgrounds as well.
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The unruly dialect variant [a]
The case of the opening of (ɛ) in the traditional 
Torsby dialect

Jenny Nilsson and Lena Wenner
Institute for Language and Folkore, Sweden

We investigate the realisation of the variable (ɛ) (as either the dialect variant [a] 
or the standard variant [ɛ]) in the Swedish county of Värmland, with special 
attention to the small rural village of Torsby. Our analysis shows that dialect 
variants that are infrequent in recordings made in this area in the 1940s are 
generally absent in data from 2011. However, the dialect variant [a] deviates 
from this pattern. Even though it is used infrequently in some consonantal 
contexts in older data, it has increased significantly over the last 70 years, both 
language-internally as well as in the speech community. We present an acoustic 
analysis of the vowel pronunciation and discuss the social meaning this feature 
has in contemporary Torsby.

Keywords: dialect change, dialect stability, sociophonetics, rural Sweden, vowel 
change, social meaning

1. Introduction

As in many parts of Europe, the dialects in Sweden tend to level towards a stan-
dard variety (see e.g., Nilsson 2009; Svahn & Nilsson 2014; Thelander 1979). In 
the small rural village of Torsby in Northern Värmland, levelling is quite slow 
but is nevertheless taking place at a steady pace (Nilsson 2015). When comparing 
newly recorded data with data collected in the mid-twentieth century, the general 
trend is that dialect features that are infrequently used in the older data are not in 
use today. However, one dialect feature deviates from this pattern. An analysis of 
the variable (ɛ) (which is either realised as the dialect variant [a] or the standard 
variant [ɛ]), shows that the dialect variant [a] behaves in an unruly way in our 
data. Even though informants born in the nineteenth century only use the dialect 
variant [a] in front of liquids (/l/ and /r/) sporadically, i.e. /jɛlp/>/jalp/, <hjälp> 
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‘help’, informants in the newer data use it very frequently in front of all phonemes. 
In this article, we investigate this unruly dialect variant.

The article begins with a brief overview of processes of dialect levelling in 
Europe, with special attention to how dialects have levelled towards the standard 
in Sweden since the beginning of the twentieth century. In Section 3, the data 
and locations discussed in this article are introduced, followed by an account of 
the dialect situation in Torsby and how it has changed over the last 70 years in 
Section 4. In Section 5, the use of the dialect variant [a] in the data is presented. In 
the final section, we discuss our findings, with focus on where this unruly dialect 
variant comes from and what it entails.

2. Background

In the past few decades, a number of studies have found that traditional dialects 
in many European countries are levelling towards more prestigious standard vari-
eties, for example in Denmark (Pedersen 2005), England, Germany, Greece, the 
Netherlands, Poland, Russia and Spain (Auer 1998; 2005). The same tendency is 
also found in Sweden, where a significantly smaller proportion of the population 
speak traditional dialects today compared to speakers born around the turn of 
the twentieth century (e.g. Nilsson 2009; Svahn & Nilsson 2014; Thelander 1979). 
When dialects level towards the standard, local linguistic features tend to disap-
pear from the dialect system first, which results in what Auer refers to as basilectal 
regiolects or basilectal regional standards (Auer 2005). This is the case in many 
Swedish locations, for example in parts of West Sweden (Svahn & Nilsson 2014). 
In other locations, such as the village of Stenungsund on the Swedish West coast, 
contact with urban Gothenburg (Sweden’s second largest city) has resulted in a 
dialect shift towards the Gothenburg variety (Svahn & Nilsson 2014). There are 
other new linguistic features in West Sweden as well; these new features, such as 
the opening of the long vowels /ɛː/ and /øː/, signal urbanity or modernity, and some 
seem to be an ongoing change in the Swedish vowel-system (see e.g. Leinonen 
2010; Wenner 2010).

However, not all Swedish dialects are levelling with such momentum. For 
example, the Torsby dialect investigated here is quite stable (Nilsson 2015). Other 
recent studies from the Nordic countries also report on similar stability (or rather, 
less rapid change) in Finland, Norway and especially Iceland (Friðriksson 2008; 
Ivars 2003; Røyneland 2005; Sandøy 2004). This stability has been explained in 
terms of the dialects’ prestige and a strong sense of local identity (Røyneland 
2005), as well as close-knit social networks and conservative language policies 
(Friðriksson 2008). We will return to this in our discussion.
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3. Data

The data used in this study is derived from four separate projects. Most of the 
data comes from Torsby, which is a small rural village in the northern parts of 
Värmland with approximately 4,000 inhabitants (see Figure 1). The closest urban 
centre, Karlstad (pop. 61,600), is 100 km away, or 1 hour and 15 minutes by car. 
From a European perspective, Sweden is relatively sparsely populated and these 
are typical Swedish villages.

S. Finnskoga

Dalby

Torsby

GåsbornGräsmark

Köla

Skillingmark

Karlstad

Hammarö

Figure 1. Map of Värmland with the locations discussed in this article.

Torsby is, and has been, quite isolated, and the traditional dialect has been de-
scribed as homogeneous and relatively uninfluenced by other varieties (see e.g. 
Broberg [1972] 2001). The Karlstad dialect, on the other hand, has most likely 
been influenced more by contact with other varieties (as Karstad is larger and 
more urban than Torsby), with a rather levelled variety as a result (see e.g. Broberg 
[1972] 2001).

The oldest data used for this study are three recordings from Torsby, made 
in 1946 and 1948. The Institute for Dialect and Folklore Research in Uppsala 
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conducted these interviews in order to document Sweden’s traditional dialects. The 
speakers are therefore typical NORMs (Chambers & Trudgill 1980: 29): three local 
men (one born in 1872 and the other two in 1889) sought out for their traditional 
speech. In this article, we refer to these sources as NORM informants.

The majority of the Torsby data discussed in this article was collected by the 
project Dialect change in rural Sweden (see Nilsson 2015). 1 In this study, we fo-
cus on eighteen interviews with six adolescents and twelve adults from Torsby. 
Fourteen of these informants were recruited to represent different ages, genders 
and social backgrounds. The remaining four (adults) were recruited in the same 
way as the 1940s informants: by asking around for the most traditional speakers in 
Torsby. These informants are also referred to as NORM informants in this article; 
however, in our case, two of them are female. All the informants from Torsby were 
born in the area, or moved there at an early age, and their parents were usually 
from the area as well. From the interviews and fieldwork conducted in the area (as 
well as background questionnaires answered by the newly recorded informants), it 
seems that these informants generally have close-knit social networks and identify 
with local values.

For comparison, we have also included sixteen informants from Karlstad, 
recorded by the project Interaction and Variation in Pluricentric Languages – 
Communicative Patterns of Sweden Swedish and Finland Swedish in 2013 (see e.g. 
Norrby et al. 2015). 2 We have also investigated 28 short speech samples from seven 
other locations in Värmland (Gåsborn, Köla, Hammarö, Dalby, Södra Finnskoga, 
Gräsmark and Skillingmark, see Figure 1), recorded in 2000 and available at the 
Swedia 2000 project webpage (http://swedia.ling.gu.se). These interactions are too 
short for analysing the informants’ realisation of a large number of linguistic vari-
ables, but the short [ɛ] is a frequent feature and each informant produces several 
tokens. For comparison, we have also recorded one very standardized speaker.

4. Dialect change in Torsby

For each informant in the Torsby datasets, 54 linguistic variables were analysed to 
identify whether they were realised as the traditional dialect variant or the stan-
dard variant. The analyses resulted in a description of each informant’s linguistic 

1. The project ran from 2011–2016 and was funded by the Swedish Academy with support 
from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation, as well as the Swedish Research Council 
(Vetenskapsrådet, VR).

2. The project runs from 2013–2020 and is financed by Riksbankens Jubileumsfond (Grant ID: 
M12-0137:1).

http://swedia.ling.gu.se
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repertoire (see Nilsson 2015), and for each informant it was noted how many tra-
ditional dialect variants and standard variants he or she used. The NORM in-
formants recorded in the 1940s realised between 41 and 52 of the 54 variables as 
the traditional dialect variant; the other variables were realised as the standard 
variant. Interestingly, the newly recorded NORM informants were just as dialectal 
and used between 46 and 50 dialect variants. The other adults recorded in 2011 
used between 26 and 45 and the adolescents between 13 and 28. This is illustrated 
in Figure 2.

0 10

Adolescents
Adults

NORM informants 1940s

NORM informants 2011

20 30 40 50 54

Figure 2. The span of the number of linguistic variables realised as the traditional 
dialect variant by the four groups of Torsby informants.

Even though the overall situation can be said to be characterised by stability com-
pared to other parts of Sweden (there are several informants recorded in 2011 who 
use as many dialect variants as informants recorded 70 years earlier), the dialect 
system in Torsby seems to be levelling towards standard Swedish. Apart from the 
NORM informants, who would best be described as basilectal speakers, most of 
the 2011 informants’ repertoires could be described as somewhere in between 
basilectal regiolects and basilectal regional standards (c.f. Auer 2005). Moreover, 
the adolescents are more advanced in their levelling.

The dialect seems to level rather systematically. This change can be illustrated by 
the use of the dialect variant uvular r [ʀ]). Traditionally, this variant is used word 
initially (/ʀuːlɪt/ ‘fun’), after stressed vowels (/dœʀː/ ‘door’), in front of stressed 
vowels (/bəˈʀɛtːa/ ‘tell’) as well as in compounds (/jɛtːəʀuːlɪg/ ‘really funny’). All 
NORM informants recorded in both the 1940s and 2011 use these traditional 
variants. Among the newly recorded adults, only two use /ʀː/ after stressed vowels. 
As for the /ʀ/ in compounds, all adults but two use them, and all but one use /ʀ/ 
in front of a stressed vowel. All adults use /ʀ/ in word initial position. The adoles-
cents, however, have no tokens of /ʀ/ at all in the data. The same is true for three 
other dialect variants that most of the adults use, but are absent from the adoles-
cents’ repertoires (i.e. [ʉ] > [Y] and [ɑː] > [aː]. Also, in the adolescents’ speech the 
adjective agrees with the subject in number and gender as in standard Swedish, 
whereas it does not in the speech of the adults). Furthermore, dialect variants with 
few tokens in the data, e.g. /sl/> /ʃ l/, i.e. /slʉːta/> /ʃ lʉːta/, <sluta> ‘stop’, and the 
prefix /ʉː/, i.e. /uːlik/> /ʉːlik/, <olik> ‘different’ (standard Swedish /uː/), are only 
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used by the NORM speakers (recorded in the 1940s and 2011). In other words, 
the general tendency is that variants used infrequently by the more traditional 
speakers are used only sporadically, or not at all, by the more standardized and 
especially the adolescent speakers. Overall, it seems that the dialect repertoire in 
Torsby is shrinking.

5. The unruly [a]

The dialect variant [a] has a long history in the area: it is found in legal texts from 
the 13th century in western Sweden (Collin et.al. [1827] 1976:IV; Broberg [1972] 
2001: 76 and dialect maps 5:7, 8:3; Götlind & Landtmanson 1940–41: 260). In our 
1940s data, informants use it sporadically, and only in front of liquids (/r/ and /l/). 
It thus seems that this dialect variant was undergoing change towards the stan-
dard variant in the mid-20th century. If this variant followed the same pattern as 
the other dialect variants investigated in this paper, it should be replaced by the 
standard variant [ɛ] in the newer recordings, at least among the adolescents. This 
was predicted in the 1970s: Broberg ([1972] 2001) notes that this dialect variant 
was undergoing change in Värmland, and that the short (ɛ) in front of /l/ and /r/ 
was realised more like the standard Swedish pronunciation [ɛ], rather than the 
dialect variant [a].

However, as was stated in the introduction, this dialect variant appears to be 
behaving in a rather unruly fashion. Not only has it not disappeared, its use has 
increased significantly and all speakers in the 2011 recordings use it frequently. 
Adding to the picture of what could almost be described as a ‘phonetic explosion’ 
is the fact that speakers use it in front of all phonemes, an expansion of which we 
found no trace in the recordings from the 1940s, nor Broberg in the 1970s. Some 
time between 1970 and 2011 something must have happened to this dialect variant.

In order to investigate the use of (ɛ), words that contained the vowels /ɛ/ and 
/a/ were measured in all informants’ speech. In total, we have measured approx-
imately 150 tokens of the variable short (ɛ) and for comparison approximately 80 
tokens of the variable short (a) (in order to see how similar the realisations of the 
two variables are) in the three datasets from Torsby and Karlstad. The measure-
ments were made in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2013). Figure 3 illustrates the 
vowel phonemes of standard Swedish, and how /ɛ/ opens towards /a/. In Figure 4, 
a NORM speaker recorded in Torsby in the 1940s illustrates the traditional system, 
i.e. the phonemes are kept apart except from in front of /l/ (and for some people 
/r/) where the phoneme /ɛ/ sometimes opens towards /a/.

Although the NORM informants recorded in the 1940s use the dialect variant 
only to a small extent in front of /r/ and /l/, all the newly recorded informants use 
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it frequently. It is very noticeable and it is not only found in front of /r/ and /l/, but 
in all consonant contexts, i.e. /f/ (/hɛftit/>/haftit/, <häftigt> ‘cool’), /g/ (/vɛgː/>/
vagː/, <vägg> ‘wall’), /j/ (/sɛʝəɹ/>/saʝəɹ/, <säger> ‘says’), /k/ /slɛkt/>/slakt/, <släkt> 

i�
u�

o�

�
ѳ

a

�

α�

��

�

e�
ø�

œ

y�

YI

u��

Figure 3. The vowel phonemes of Central Standard Swedish, after Engstrand 
(1999: 140). The arrow illustrates the opening of /ɛ/ towards /a/.
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läpparna ‘lips’

järpen ‘hazel hen’

snäll ‘kind’

i stället 
‘instead’

rädd 
‘afraid’

järpen ‘hazel hen’

hjälp ‘help’

fallet ‘case’ hade ‘had’
hjälp
‘help’

aldrig 
‘never’

arbetet 
‘work’

alltså ‘you know’

Standard /ε/

Comparison /a/
Dialect /ε/>/a/

kälke 
‘sledge’ hjälp 

‘help’

F1

F2

800
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Figure 4. One NORM-informant’s pronunciation of /ɛ/ and /a/ illustrates the 
traditional system in Torsby in the 1940s.
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‘relatives’), /m/ (/ɛmnən/>/amnən/, <ämnen> ‘subjects’), /n/ (/çɛnstən/>/çanstən/, 
<tjänsten> ‘the position’), /ŋ/ (/tɛŋt/>/taŋt/, <tänkt> ‘thought’), /s/ (/hɛst/>/hast/, 
<häst> ‘horse’) and /t/ (/lɛtː/>/latː/, <lätt> ‘simple’).

In Figure 5, a 24-year old woman serves as an example of the realization of 
(ɛ) and (a) in Torsby in 2011. The pronunciation of the word promenadhäst ‘re-
creational riding horse’ and the name Anna are displayed and illustrate how close 
the dialect realisation of /ɛ/ in häst is to that of the open /a/ in Anna in the dialect. 
The dialect speaker is marked with a square in the vowel chart. For comparison, 
we have made a recording with a standardized speaker’s realisation of the same 
words. As the vowel chart shows, the distance between /ɛ/ and /a/ is shorter in the 
speech of the Torsby informant than for the more standardized speaker.

600

800

1000

F1

F2

1200

2000 1900 1800 1700 1600 1500 1400

Standard
Dialect�

promenadhäst

�
promenadhäst

a
Anna

a
Anna

Figure 5. Vowel chart illustrating the distance between the pronunciations of /ɛ/ and /a/ 
for a dialect speaker (recorded in 2011) and a standardized speaker (recorded in 2015).

We have also listened to data from Karlstad as well as some smaller villages in 
Värmland (see Section 3). In Köla, Gräsmark and Skillingmark, all within a 100 
km radius of Torsby, we found frequent use of this variant among all ages (regard-
less of gender or social background). In Karlstad, we have also found some speak-
ers who open /ɛ/ very clearly (again without any correlation to any social variables). 
In locations further away from Torsby (i.e. Södra Finnskoga, Dalby, Gåsborn and 
Hammarö), we found no trace of the dialect variant [a] and it seems this dialect 
variant is restricted to an area between Torsby, Skillingmark and Karlstad (see 
Figure 1 above).
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6. Discussion

In this article, we have described the increased use of the unruly dialect variant [a]. 
It is unruly in the sense that it does not follow the typical pattern for traditional 
dialect features: in our data, dialect variants that are uncommon in older data are 
used even less frequently, or are absent, in today’s speech in Torsby. However, the 
dialect variant [a] is used more frequently today than 70 years ago, and is found in 
front of all phonemes, in contrast with the 1940s when it was only used in front of 
/r/ and /l/. In the newly recorded data, informants of all ages use the [a], regardless 
of how much traditional dialect they speak, and regardless of age, gender or social 
background. As a comparison, we have also investigated the use of [a] in a dataset 
from the area’s largest village, Karlstad, as well as in short speech samples from 
seven small villages in Värmland. In Karlstad, Köla, Skillingmark and Gräsmark, 
we also found this unruly variant, but not in locations further away in the region.

In Karlstad we also found single cases of the opening of the variable (ɛ), i.e. 
[ɛː]. As mentioned in Section 2, previous research has described the opening of 
/ɛː/ towards /aː/ in Swedish, and has suggested that this is an ongoing change in 
the Swedish vowel system in general, as this can be noted in large parts of Sweden 
(Leinonen 2010; Svahn & Nilsson 2014). As it is thought to spread from urban 
areas, it can be said to signal urbanity. Could it simply be that /ɛ/ follows the 
same pattern as /ɛː/? The answer to this must be no. We have found no evidence 
of the open /ɛː/ in Torsby, nor any other traces of other new urban linguistic fea-
tures, regardless of age or how levelled towards the standard the informants are. 
Furthermore, Torsby informants do not seem to orient towards urban lifestyles to 
any great extent, indeed it is rather the opposite. As was mentioned in Section 3, 
the interviews and questionnaires reveal that these informants have close-knit 
social networks and identify strongly with local values.

Instead, we believe that the long /ɛː/ and short /ɛ/ are two separate process-
es with separate social meanings (see also Figure 6): The opening of long /ɛː/, 
we suggest, indexes (Silverstein 2003) modernity and urban lifestyles, whereas 
the opening of short /ɛ/ rather expresses tradition and authentic local identity 
and is linked to place (see also Johnstone et al. 2006; Johnstone & Kiesling 2008; 
Johnstone 2009, 2014).

The motivation to signal tradition and local identity in Torsby may be an 
effect of increasing contact with other Swedish varieties over the past 70 years, 
similar to the processes Labov found in Martha’s Vineyard where his informants 
diverged from tourists by speaking more traditional dialect and thus marking 
their sovereignty as locals (c.f. Labov 1972). Even though Torsby is homogenous 
and isolated compared to many other locations in Sweden, citizens of Torsby of 
course have more contact with other parts of the world today than 70 years ago, 
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and linguistically signalling who is in-group and who is out-group may be of im-
portance (c.f. Giles & St Clair 1979: 11, Silverstein 1998, Johnstone et al 2006). From 
the fieldwork, interviews and questionnaires, it is apparent that Torsby citizens in 
general are proud of their heritage, and that speaking dialect is a very important 
part in maintaining an authentic local identity. Studies by Røyneland (2005) and 
Johnstone et al (2006) (see also Johnstone 2009) demonstrate similar trends in 
eastern Norway and Pittsburgh, USA.

The question remains how this dialect variant gained such ground in this area, 
both language internally as well as in the speech community. Why this variant 
and not another? Did this variant at some point in between 1940 and 2011 have 
certain indexical values (Silverstein 2003) that would speed up this process? From 
our data, it seems it did not in the 1940s, and from Broberg ś ([1972] 2001) report 
it did not in the 1970s either. Unfortunately, we only have access to data from 
NORM speakers from the 1940s, and no data from the 1970s–1990s, which could 
have shed some light on where this use emerged, as well as who used it. However, as 
the traditional dialect variant [a] was used in a much larger geographical area (see 
e.g. Götlind & Landtmanson 1940–41), and was not typical for Torsby ( opposite 
to several other traditional salient dialect variants), it is hard to see what this spe-
cific variant would have indexed in the 1940s. It is possible that [a] at some point 
in between 1970 and today did have certain indexical values (c.f. Johnstone et al 
2006). According to the data from 2011, it is apparently used by most in the speech 
community in question today, and it is possible that this traditional dialect vari-
ant has become enregistered (Agha 2007, Johnstone 2009). A potential meaning 
(Eckert 2008) could then be “authentic local citizen”. This is however only one pos-
sible interpretation, made by outsiders, and in order to fully understand the social 
meaning of this marker for the users of it we would need to further investigate 
the Torsby citizens’ perceptions and attitudes towards different realizations of (ɛ).

In the meantime, we can at least conclude that the linguistic variable (ɛ) is very 
common in Swedish speech, and the frequency with which this dialect variant is 
used adds to the impression of an individual being a traditional dialect speaker, 

/��/ [æ:] or [a:]

standard and neutral modern / urban 

/�/ [a]

standard and neutral traditional / local 

Figure 6. The social meaning of opening /ɛː/ and /ɛ/.
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which we suggest is perceived as positive by most in Torsby. The frequency in itself 
may also partly explain the rapid spread in the speech community; as speakers 
would be exposed to it in almost any short conversation, convergence processes, 
and ultimately change, could be faster than for a less frequent variant (see e.g. 
Auer & Hinskens 2005; Giles & Smith 1979). Other reasons for why the use of the 
traditional dialect variant [a] has increased so rapidly, and not another previously 
more locally salient dialect variant, remain a mystery.
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Vowel raising and vowel deletion as 
sociolinguistic variables in Northern Greek

Panayiotis A. Pappas
Simon Fraser University

The research reported here is part of a longitudinal case study into the linguis-
tic effects of de-urbanization, which is occurring in Greece due to severe eco-
nomic recession. The overall aim of the analysis is to explore the way in which 
de-urbanization is affecting the evaluation and production of dialects in rural 
communities. In this paper, I present evidence that the features of unstressed 
vowel deletion and vowel raising are socially embedded in Northern Greek. 
Even though the usage of standard variants is very close to categorical, a quan-
titative comparison of the linguistic patterns of urban in-migrants who have 
returned to the rural community against the usage of speakers who have never 
left reveals that the use of standard variants indexes more advanced education 
and an orientation towards the urban lifestyle.

Keywords: high vowel deletion, mid vowel raising, rural dialects, dialect 
contact, de-urbanization, Modern Greek

1. Introduction

One of the major causes of language change has been the large movement of popu-
lations. For example, Labov (2001: 342) credits the vast mobilization that was the 
result of WWI as the cause for changes in the vowel system of Philadelphia. Other 
than the two world wars, the demographic process that has undoubtedly shaped 
the linguistic map of the developed world the most in the 20th century is urbani-
zation. Bailey and Maynor (1989) argue that the rise of the automobile industry 
in Detroit was a catalyst in the divergence of African-American English from its 
Anglo-American origins, as the creation of thousands of jobs in the northern  cities 
in the early 1900s attracted many members of these communities, both Anglo 
and African. In the new urban environments of Detroit, Chicago, and Cleveland, 
however, these workers lived in segregated communities, and the ensuing deepe-
ning of the geographical and cultural separation led to the divergence of the two 
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varieties of English. Similar effects of population movement have been noted in 
other regions such as Tennessee (Fridland 2003), Ohio (Dodsworth 2008), and in 
the U.K. (Britain and Trudgill 2005).

Labov (1963) showed that the process of urbanization can result in the weak-
ening of rural dialects, since younger dialect speakers who aspire to find success 
in the urban environment perceive the urban variety as prestigious and begin 
to adopt it, while at the same time aspects of the rural dialect are stigmatized. 
Hence, local varieties begin to give way to more urban forms of speech, through 
the process of dialect contact (Chambers and Trudgill 1998, Britain and Trudgill 
1999, Kerswill and Williams 2000). This type of language change has been con-
firmed by several studies, (Trudgill 1972, Nichols 1983, Trudgill 1986, Kerswill 
1993, Wolfram and Schilling-Estes 1995, Britain 1997, Hazen 2002), and has been 
labeled by Labov (2006: 203) as “change from above.” Hazen (2002) classified resi-
dents in a rural county of North Carolina into two categories: those who identified 
with their local community only, and those who identified both with the local 
community and with the urban communities surrounding it. He shows that the 
latter tend to use stigmatized features of their dialect less frequently, and argues 
that this is correlated with their attitudinal orientation. On the other hand, some 
studies (Bailey et al. 1993, Fridland 2003) have demonstrated that when speakers 
of a standard variety move en masse into a community where a non-standard va-
riety is spoken, local speakers may resist this change by preserving a few dialectal 
features as markers of an authentic local identity. Wolfram and Schilling-Estes 
(1996) have shown that this can also be the case for smaller communities as they 
transition into a post-insular phase.

According to Bourdieu (1977), such phenomena of dialect shift or mainte-
nance are viewed as the linguistic expression of power struggles within a commu-
nity, because language is imbued with symbolic capital. Typically, urban life is 
associated with a higher standard of living, better education and more symbolic 
capital than life in rural areas. As a result, urban varieties have overt prestige when 
compared to rural ones.

An important question that has not been investigated, however, is whether 
this process of dialect attrition through urbanization can be reversed if a change 
in the socioeconomic conditions renders life in urban centers less desirable than 
life in rural communities. The reason for the lack of such investigations is that 
there have not been many such cases of de-urbanization in the developed world, 
until the last decade.

In this project, I intend to conduct a study that examines the effects of such 
a reversal in urbanization in Greece. After WWII, Greece, like many European 
countries, underwent a long period of urbanization that did not abate until a few 
years ago. By the beginning of the 21st century, the two major urban centers of 
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Greece (Athens and Thessaloniki) comprised 50% of the population of Greece 
(roughly 5 million inhabitants, HRMI 2006). This period of urbanization led to 
the decrease of dialect speakers and the emergence of an urban Greek verna-
cular (based mostly on the Athenian koiné), which quickly became the prestige 
variety in the first decade after the restoration of democratic rule in the country 
(1974–1984, cf. Frangoudaki 1992). Pappas (2008) explores the different attitudes of 
speakers in a rural community in Greece towards their local variety and especially 
towards the palatal pronunciation of the sounds /l/ and /n/, which is stigmatized in 
popular culture. The study reveals that this stigmatization was affecting younger 
speakers the most, particularly those who planned to pursue education and ca-
reer opportunities in Athens or Thessaloniki. These speakers used the standard 
pronunciation almost exclusively and expressed negative attitudes both towards 
their local community and their dialect.

However, since the beginning of the economic crisis in 2008, unemployment 
in Greece has reached 25.6% for the general population, and over 53.2% for work-
ers under the age of 24 (ELSTAT 2015). As expected, the urban workforce has 
been much more affected by this turn of events. In rural communities, especially 
in areas where the tourism industry is very robust, the effect is mitigated. News 
articles (Shorto 2012) have documented the exodus of young city dwellers to their 
ancestral villages in search of better job opportunities. Α study published by the 
Greek government (Kapa Research 2012) shows that 19% of the participants were 
exploring ways to move out of the two major cities, while 68% thought that such 
a move would be beneficial to their standard of living. The press release for the 
study comments that this is “a period of reversal of the process of urbanization” 
(HRΜDF 2012), whose biggest effect is that young people in rural Greece no longer 
desire to move to a city to seek employment.

The larger project to which this study belongs is a longitudinal study which 
aims to assess whether in-migrants who are returning to rural communities con-
verge back to rural dialect norms over time, or if they continue to use the standard 
at the same rate as when they first arrived. The research questions guiding this 
project are as follows:

i. Will the pronunciation of speakers who have returned from the cities converge 
over time with that of speakers who have not left the village?

ii. Will their attitudes towards the local variety change over time?

In order to answer these questions I plan to: (i) Analyze speakers’ usage and eval-
uation of certain diagnostic variables in order to establish what differences, if 
any, exist between the two groups, and whether gender and education play a role; 
(ii) Repeat interviews after a period of five years with as many speakers as possible 
and determine what changes, if any, have occurred.
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The first set of interviews took place in 2012 in a rural community in Northern 
Greece (the village of Limenaria on the island of Thasos), where I recorded 
semi-structured interviews with two groups of speakers: eleven speakers between 
the ages of 25 and 35 who had never left their community, and thirteen speakers 
of the same age group who had lived in an urban center but returned. The former 
group includes five women and six men, while the latter has seven women and 
six men. In terms of education, all those who have not left the island completed 
high school only, while of the in-migrants nine have some form of post-secondary 
education.

The island of Thasos was chosen because: (i) There are published descriptions 
of the traditional dialect (Tompaidis 1967), confirming the presence of defining 
characteristics of Northern Greek; (ii) While tourism is vigorous and the local 
economy is robust, the island also maintains a stable population during the off- 
season months, so it would be easy to find participants; (iii) It is located near the 
mainland, so while there is a certain degree of isolation, travel and contact with 
urban centres is quite frequent.

The first necessary step in the project is to verify that the in-migrant speakers 
have indeed adopted a more standard pronunciation. I will present evidence that 
there is a significant difference between speakers who have remained on the island 
for the most part and those who are returning after a substantial period of living 
in a major urban centre and that, furthermore, education and gender play a role.

Thasos Greek (Contossopoulos 2001: 61–71, Trudgill 2003: 53) belongs to the 
Extreme Northern variety in which unstressed high vowels are deleted and un-
stressed mid vowels are raised in all word positions. Typically, one hears [piˈði] for 
/peˈði/ (‘child’), [ˈtosu] for /ˈtoso/ (‘this much’), [ˈpaʎ] for /ˈpali/ (‘again’), or [ˈkti] 
for /kuˈti/ (‘box’).

Phonologically, the rules are arranged in a counter-feeding order (Newton 
1972: 186): [piˈði] (‘child’) does not also undergo deletion to become [pði]. In terms 
of acoustic studies, there is only Topintzi and Baltazani (2012), which examines the 
deletion pattern of one elderly speaker from Kozani in northwestern Greece. They 
find that /i/ is much more resistant to deletion than /u/ and that in both cases the 
deletion is gradient and variable. However, their findings are based on only one 
speaker, who is performing dialect (Schilling-Estes 1998). He is reading a story 
that he himself has written based on local experiences and in which he attempts 
to represent the vowel deletion orthographically. As performance speech tends to 
exaggerate the occurrence of dialectal features, a direct comparison of the results 
of Topintzi and Baltazani (2012) with the results of this report would not be par-
ticularly informative.
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2. Methodology and results

All speakers were recorded during semi-structured interviews, in which the main 
topics were family and relatives, life on the island vs. life in the city, the impact 
of the economic crisis, and unique features of Thasos, including its dialect. Each 
interview was at least 25 minutes long. For each vowel, 20 tokens were extracted 
from the portion of the interview ranging after the fifth minute and before any dis-
cussion of dialectal features, in order to avoid, as much as possible, self-conscious 
speech. If a word contained more than one possible instance of deletion or raising, 
only the first vowel was examined in order to mitigate any effects of priming (cf. 
Tilsen 2009). For the vowels /i/, /e/ and /o/, which are very frequent, I restricted the 
selection by imposing a maximum of one token for each type (word) per speaker in 
order to ensure the lexical variability of the dataset. This was not possible for /u/, 
because, as Topintzi and Baltazani (2012: 393) note, Protopapas et al. (2010) have 
shown that /u/ is the least frequent among vowels in Greek (4% only). As a result, 
the bulk of unstressed /u/ tokens come from six types, most notably the pronoun 
/mu/ (indirect object or possessive, 1st sg.) at 27% (127/480), and the noun /ðuˈlia/ 
(‘work’) at 16% (67/480). For the raising of unstressed mid vowels, several words 
with /e/ and /o/ in word final position were excluded from the dataset because the 
vowels in question were not raised but deleted. A word was excluded if at least two 
speakers demonstrated this pattern of deletion, which is mostly seen in the ending 
of the 1st person plural active of a verb. For example, /ˈpame/ (‘let’s go’) is frequent-
ly realized [ˈpam] instead of the expected [ˈpami]. For this reason, I excluded all 
instances of a 1st person active verb form; the form /ˈine/ (3rd singular or plural 
of ‘be’), which often is pronounced [ˈin] as well as [ˈini]; and the adverbs /ˈkato/ 
(‘down’) pronounced [ˈkat] as well as [ˈkatu], and /ˈpano/, [ˈpan] as well as [ˈpanu]. 
All tokens were coded impressionistically as to whether the pronunciation of the 
vowel was dialectal or standard. Spectrograms of a sample of the tokens (10%) 
were examined in Praat 5.4.2 (Boersma and Weenink 2015) in order to verify the 
accuracy of the coding.

Overall, 1920 tokens were extracted and coded, 480 (24 speakers X 20 tokens) 
for each variable. Table 1 shows the results for use of the two variants for each of 
the vowels. The frequency of standard usage for /i/ is 86.5%, 89.6% for /e/, 81% 
for /o/, while for unstressed /u/ it is the highest, at 99%. For this reason, /u/ is not 
included in the regression analysis.

Although these results show that standard usage is at near categorical levels 
for all variables, I will show that there is still significant social embedding at play 
(consider Meyerhoff, this volume, for a discussion of how to deal conceptually 
with low frequency forms). A preliminary Goldvarb (Sankoff et al. 2015) analysis 
demonstrates that ‘type of vowel’ is indeed a significant factor group in terms of 
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probability of standard pronunciation (see Table 2). Furthermore, a ΔG (difference 
of deviance) comparison of the model with the three vowels as separate factors (log 
likelihood = −535.4) against the model in which vowels /e/ and /o/ are grouped to-
gether (log likelihood = −542.4), is significantly better, with a x2 value of 14, which 
is significant at p < 0.005. Based on this result, separate Goldvarb runs were imple-
mented for each vowel but with the same non-linguistic factor groups. Migration 
status, while not significant in the model that combines all vowels, is significant 
for the pattern of variation of specific vowels when they are considered separately.

Table 2. Goldvarb model of standard pronunciation

Total N = 1440, Log = −535.4, Input = 0.89

 Weight % Total

Vowel /e/  0.59 90 480
/i/  0.51 86 480
/o/  0.4 81 480
Range 19   

Education post-secondary  0.73 96 540
high school  0.35 79 900
Range 38   

Gender Women  0.55 90 720
Men  0.45 82 720
Range 10   

In-migration Migrants [0.53] 92 780
Locals [0.47] 79 660

The Goldvarb analysis for /i/ in Table 3 shows that gender and in-migration are 
significant factor groups: Women favour the standard, while men do not. The stan-
dard is also favoured by returning in-migrants but not by locals. Education is not 
significant for this variable (0.56 and 0.46 probability weights for post secondary 
and high school education respectively).

Table 1. Distributional results for vowel deletion and raising in Thasos Greek

 Vowel Pronunciation  

Standard Northern Greek

/u/ 99% N = 475  1% N = 05
/i/ 86.5% N = 415 13.5% N = 65
/e/ 89.6% N = 430 10.4% N = 50
/o/ 81% N = 389 19% N = 91
 Total N     1709     211
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Table 3. Goldvarb model of standard pronunciation of /i/.

Total N = 480, Log = −174.793, Input = 0.89

 Weight % Total

Gender Women  0.61 92 240
Men  0.39 81 240
Range 22   

In-migration Migrants  0.60 93 260
Locals  0.38 79 220
Range 22   

For /e/ the results are different, as the only significant factor group is education, 
with speakers who received post-secondary schooling favouring the standard, 
while those who only completed high school disfavour it (Table 4). Gender and 
in-migration are not significant as main effects. Women as a factor have a weight 
probability of 0.55 and men 0.44. For migrants the weight is 0.47, while for locals 
it is 0.52. Importantly, however, there is an interaction between migration and 
gender: in-migrant women use the standard variant significantly more than in- 
migrant men (97% vs. 89%). The Pearson post-hoc test performed in a contingency 
analysis (JMP v. 12.01) returned a significance value of p = 0.0095. For locals, the 
difference between women (88%) and men (83%) is not significant (p = 0.25).

Table 4. Goldvarb model of standard pronunciation of /e/.

Total N = 480, Log = −141.713, Input = 0.94

 Weight % Total

Education post-secondary  0.85 99 180
H/S  0.25 84 300
Range 60   

Finally, for /o/, we see the same pattern as for /e/ (Table 5), as the only main effect 
is that of education, where those with advanced education favour the standard 
whereas those with basic education do not. The probability weights for women and 
men are 0.5 and 0.49 respectively, hence n.s.; for migrants and locals also 0.5 vs. 
0.49. Crucially, the interaction pattern is the same as for /e/, as in-migrant women 
again lead in-migrant men (93% vs. 82%, Pearson test p = 0.005, performed in JMP 
v. 12.01), while the difference between local women and men (69% vs. 75%) is not 
significant (p = 0.32).

The finding that the deletion of /u/ is in effect proscribed, is surprising be-
cause Topintzi and Baltazani (2012) find that /u/ deletes more frequently than /i/ 
in Kozani Greek. This apparent contradiction can be resolved if we consider that 
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in the case of Kozani Greek, we have a 60-year old man who is performing dialect 
and is thus favoring non-standard features. In the present study we have 20-year 
olds in the more free-flowing but still formal register of the sociolinguistic inter-
view, a setting in which stigmatized stereotypes are expected to be avoided. Thus 
the contradicting patterns may be two sides of the same coin, namely the high 
prominence of /u/ deletion as a stereotype of Northern Greek.

In the deletion of /i/, on the other hand, and the raising of /e/ and /o/, we see 
a more complex pattern, one that I will attempt to explain by hypothesizing that 
deletion is more heavily stigmatized than raising. The first key observation is that 
education is not significant for deletion, but it has a very strong effect on raising, 
where the range between post-secondary and high school speakers is 60 for /e/ 
and 44 for /o/. I surmise that this is the case because the stigma against raising is 
less pronounced and thus only relevant to those who wish to pursue a white-collar 
profession.

The second key observation is the behavior of in-migrants, which provides 
further support for this explanation. Notice that even though both in-migrants 
and locals have high input values for standard usage, in-migration is a significant 
factor for all three vowels. But while migration status has a straightforward main 
effect on /i/ deletion, in the raising of /e/ and /o/ it is masked by the interaction 
between in-migration and gender.

Both patterns can be explained by hypothesizing that deletion carries more 
stigma than raising. It is reasonable to expect speakers who have moved to an 
urban center to be more positively oriented towards the standard, and, conse-
quently, to be the ones who lead in the avoidance of the most stigmatized feature 
of the dialect, namely deletion. If we assume that the stigma against raising is not 
as strong, then it is also expected that raising will be avoided the most by those 
speakers who, typically, lead in the adoption of the standard. Women who are less 
attached to their local community have been shown to be such leaders of change 
(cf. Labov 1972, 2001).

Finally, for the raising of vowels, it is interesting to note that they do belong 
to the same pattern as the phonological rule predicts. Thus, even though the input 
values of usage for /e/ and /o/ are different, the raising of /e/ and /o/ is unified in 

Table 5. Goldvarb model of standard pronunciation of /o/.

Total N = 480, Log = −211.632, Input = 0.84

 Weight % Total

Education post-secondary  0.77 95 180
H/S  0.33 73 300
Range 44   
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that they have the same ranking of social constraints and, as a result, they do the 
same kind of indexical work (in the sense of Johnstone et al 2006).

3. Conclusion

In this report, I have presented the theoretical background and overall objec-
tives of a longitudinal study into the linguistic effects of de-urbanization, which 
is  occurring in Greece as a result of the severe and prolonged economic recession. 
More specifically, my project aims to explore the effect this process may be having 
on the Northern Greek dialect of Thasos, as former in-migrants are returning to 
the rural community. As a first step in documenting any future changes that may 
occur, I have examined the variation patterns of two groups of young adults: those 
who had left the island in search of economic gain but were forced to return due 
to the crisis, and those who had not left the island.

The variables examined are the deletion of unstressed high vowels and the 
raising of mid vowels. Even though there is a high rate of adoption of the standard 
variants in both cases, it was shown that there is still a significant difference be-
tween the two. While the deletion of /i/ is influenced by gender and in-migration 
status in a straightforward and unsurprising manner, the sociolinguistic pattern 
for raising is more complex, evincing a strong effect for education, and interaction 
between gender and in-migration status. The more pronounced stigmatization of 
deletion was offered as a possible explanation for this difference.

The repeat interviews of this longitudinal study, scheduled for 2017, will reveal 
whether the usage pattern of returning in-migrants, especially men, is reverting 
back to the local norms, or if the variables maintain the same pattern of indexation.
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Between local and standard varieties
Horizontal and vertical convergence and divergence 
of dialects in Southern Spain

Juan-Andrés Villena-Ponsoda and Matilde Vida-Castro
Universidad de Málaga

The aim of this chapter is to show evidence of the formation of an intermedi-
ate regional variety between, on the one hand, central and standard Castilian 
Spanish and, on the other, southern innovative dialects. This new variety, 
which has gradually been emerging in the urban centres of east Andalusia, is 
a sort of koine melting innovative non-standard phonological traits with stan-
dard features.

This paper presents data and results from a research project on the Socio-
linguistic Patterns of Castilian Spanish (Pasos), as part of an International 
Research Project on the American and Castilian Urban Varieties of Spanish 
(Preseea-Project). Pasos currently deals with dialect convergence and diver-
gence affecting both central conservative and southern innovative varieties. 1

Keywords: koine, convergence, divergence, Castilian Spanish, Andalusian 
varieties

1. Introduction

Research on dialect attrition and vitality in Spain has particularly focused on pho-
nology. Such research has revealed that the original separation between two sets of 
regional varieties of Castilian Spanish, namely the northern/central conservative 
dia lects including the standard variety (Madrid) and the southern innovative dia-
lects (Andalusia and particularly Seville and its surrounding area, consider Figure 1), 
is being filled up through the formation of an intermediate regional variety acting as 
a buffer between them (Hernández-Campoy and Villena-Ponsoda 2009).

1. Data and results this chapter deals with are based on the DGICYT Research Project on the 
sociolinguistic patterns of Castilian Spanish (PASOS, FFI2011-29189-C05-01 and ECOPASOS, 
FFI2015-68171-C5-1 and FEDER funds).

doi 10.1075/silv.19.08vil
© 2017 John Benjamins Publishing Company
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This new variety has gradually been emerging in the urban centres of east 
Andalusia (Granada, Malaga), particularly among young educated speakers, and 
is gaining prestige in the media. Actually, it has been seen as a sort of koine of cen-
tral and southern varieties, melting (1) southern nonstandard phonological traits 
affecting consonants in syllable-final position with (2) standard features related 
to obstruents in onset position. The most salient feature of this new variety is the 
split of the old merger between coronal fricatives (/s/ = /θ/) through reallocation 
of geographically and socially distributed sibilant [s]̪ and non-sibilant [θ] variants 
of the merged /θˢ/ (3.1–3.2, see Villena-Ponsoda 2008).
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Figure 1. Innovative and conservative varieties of Spanish in Spain

The most interesting issues regarding this intermediate variety are as follows:

1. Southern varieties converging towards the national standard accept salient 
and phonologically marked conservative features in onset position from 
northern and central dialects (e.g. the contrast between /s/ and /θ/, known as 
“standard distinction”) and slow down older ongoing changes characteristic of 
Andalusian vernacular varieties (e.g. rural patterns resulting from the merger 
of coronal and velar obstruents, known as “heheo”).

2. At the same time this variety maintains nonstandard features involving ero-
sive changes (e.g. deletion of both intervocalic approximant obstruents and 
syllable-final consonants) that are shared by central Castilian and Andalusian 
dialects, as well as by transitional varieties (Murcia, Extremadura). So, a sort 
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of mixed variety with near-standard conservative prominent features (see 
3.1–3.2) and innovative unmarked variants (see 3.3–3.4) is being formed.

3. Though this intermediate variety can be detected among educated speakers 
in formal styles from every part of southern Spain, it is urban middle-class 
speakers from eastern Andalusia who seem to have advanced and stabilised it. 
Meanwhile, urban working-class and rural speakers resist these changes and 
are relatively loyal to their vernacular varieties (Villena-Ponsoda and Ávila-
Muñoz 2014).

4. The new intermediate variety is perceived as normal or natural since, in fact, it 
existed beforehand, particularly among urban working-class and rural speak-
ers from Central Castile and the transitional dialect areas. So, central Castilian 
dialect use represents a transition stage between standard and Andalusian 
varieties (see 2). Nevertheless, young urban middle-class speakers from this 
area tend nowadays to follow the standard norms of use (see 3.5), which is 
consistent with some Middle-Age reactions against certain trends of weak-
ening and deletion of prevocalic and syllable-final consonants that took place 
in northern areas of Castile but were radically stopped (Ariza-Viguera 1997; 
Pascual 1998). This is fully in line with most of the reported outcomes from 
urbanisation and the emergence of urban varieties (see Hinskens, Auer and 
Kerswill 2005).

2. Dialect convergence and divergence in Castilian Spanish

Recent trends of koineisation and convergence, favoured by urbanisation and mi-
gration in large cities (Madrid) and medium-sized towns in central (Alcalá de 
Henares, Toledo, Getafe) and southern (Granada, Malaga) Spain have produced a 
noticeable change in the traditional constellation of varieties, as would have been 
expected (see Auer and Hinskens 1996; Britain, Vandekerckhove and Jongenburger 
2009). The long-established diglossic constellation between Madrid and Seville is 
apparently being interrupted by the emergence of a relatively new intermediate 
variety (Auer 2005) that is commonly spoken by urban middle-class speakers 
from eastern Andalusia. Processes of levelling do not uniquely lead to vertical 
convergence towards the standard, but can also bring about horizontal conver-
gence between varieties (Siegel 1985; Trudgill 1986; Hinskens 1997; Hinskens, 
Auer and Kerswill 2005; Cerruti and Regis 2014). Such a new variety, far from 
being an arbitrary collection of variants, is expected to show systematic patterns 
of co-occurrence (Auer 1997) and coherence (Guy 2013; Guy and Hinskens 2016). 
The basilectal features of the dialects tend to be removed and a sort of lingua franca 
incorporating features from the converging dialects is formed (Kerswill 2001).
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2.1 Standard-dialect constellation

Coherence and correlation between variants is apparent with regard to the Spanish 
intermediate koineised variety in formation, where the most localised Andalusian 
vernacular features become less frequent and some standard variants are  acquired, 
without abandoning features characteristic of the supra-regional “southern 
 accent”, such as syllable-coda cluster reduction. Consequently, an interesting 
picture emerges where evolution and divergence intertwine (Figure 2). First, the 
southern, more innovative, dialects converge towards the central, more conserva-
tive varieties and hence towards the near-standard area. Second, as commented on 
above, some working-class central-Castilian varieties move closer towards these 
convergent middle-class Andalusian varieties. Therefore an intermediate variety – 
where different degrees of convergence should be considered – becomes apparent 
and represents gathering (or even reunion) of the two most relevant ways of speak-
ing Spanish: on the one hand, northern conservative near-standard Castilian and 
on the other, southern innovative Andalusian.

Middle-Age Castilian

National standard

Extremadura dialects Working-Class Castilian varieties Murcia dialects

koine 

Regional standard (Seville)
Canary Islands varieties

Middle-Class Andalusian
varieties (Granada, Malaga)

Andalusia vernacular varieties

Figure 2. Standard-dialect constellation in contemporary Spain.
Source: adapted from Villena-Ponsoda and Vida-Castro (2015)
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2.2 Varieties

The well-known standard-dialect continuum constellation – where intermedi-
ate varieties emerge between the standard and traditional dialects poles (Auer 
2005: type C) also labelled as diaglossia (Bellmann 1997) – results here in two 
different forms depending on the area (western or eastern Andalusia). The three 
partially focused varieties discernible here are as follows (see Figure 2).

Firstly, the so-called Andalusian minority patterns (Villena-Ponsoda 2008). 
Andalusian urban working-class and rural vernacular varieties are the most in-
novative with regard to Middle-Age Castilian and preserve the most diverging 
systems vis-à-vis the current national standard. They are stable, show strong local 
loyalty and covert prestige and only become diffused when they are involved in mi-
gration and subsequent koineisation (Lasarte-Cervantes 2010). Notwithstanding, 
the loosening of rural network ties and neighbourhood solidarity, along with in-
creasing urbanisation, enhance convergence and dialect attrition (Bortoni-Ricardo 
1985; Kerswill 1994; Mattheier 2000).

Secondly, the Andalusian majority patterns. Urban middle-class speakers tend 
to diverge from those focused dialects and adopt more diffused varieties. However, 
western Andalusia and eastern Andalusia have been in sharp contrast so far. On 
the one hand, western Andalusia has traditionally developed a spoken regional 
standard variety based on the urban dialect of Seville, which played a relevant 
role in the formation of American Spanish (Penny 2000). This regional standard 
is noticeably stable, competing with the national standard from Madrid as it in-
dexes identity values which cannot be symbolised through vernacular (too rural) 
or standard (too formal) varieties (Auer 2005, Villena-Ponsoda 1996). Seen from a 
diachronic perspective, this spoken regional standard has restrained, to a certain 
extent, the revolutionary trends characterizing the Andalusian drift (i.e. the ones 
leading to the above mentioned “minority patterns”) but, at the same time, gave 
way to a standardised form of innovative Spanish that moved on to the Canary 
Islands and developed as the base of the initial American koine (Tuten 2003). 
However, some recent evidence of current changes even in this part of Andalusia 
is apparent (García-Amaya 2008; Regan 2016).

On the other hand, urban eastern Andalusian varieties, being far from the 
influence of Seville, have been observed to converge towards the national stan-
dard, so that a sort of continuum has been detected between the basilectal ver-
nacular dialects and the national standard. The fact that it is currently difficult to 
ascertain where a young middle-class speaker comes from in a vast area covering 
eastern Andalusia, central Castille, Murcia and Extremadura (including zones of 
north Andalusia as well), suggests that a koineised variety is being created which 
mixes features from northern conservative and southern innovative varieties 
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(Hernández-Campoy and Villena-Ponsoda 2009). The emergence of a “common 
Spanish” between both traditional poles – the most evolved one (Seville) and the 
most conservative one (Madrid) – is particularly exciting (see 2.1). On the whole, 
levelling can thus be considered as one of the expected consequences of younger 
urban speakers’ increasing participation in weak social networks (Siegel 2001; 
Tuten 2003; Kerswill and Williams 2005) and the gradual emergence of underlying 
social meanings of urbanisation, standardness and globalisation, particularly after 
the Franco era (1939–1975).

Thirdly, urban central-Castilian working-class speakers’ varieties have been 
reported to be strongly affected by contact with innovative varieties in the context 
of massive migration and settlement from south to north (Recaño-Valverde and 
Roig-Vila 2003). These speakers have been using most of the features character-
izing the “southern accent” (consonant lenition in coda position, among others) 
but young middle-class speakers strenuously react against these patterns (Martín-
Butragueño 1991; Blanco-Canales 2004; Molina-Martos and Paredes-García 2015).

3. Linguistic constraints on cross-dialect variation

Two different types of changes affecting the phonemic inventory of Spanish can be 
observed: (1) changes from above (notably, the northern and standard marked /s/ 
vs. /θ/ contrast) promoted by young middle-class speakers from eastern Andalusia, 
which appear to have occurred to avoid or even to reverse mergers (3.1–3.2) and 
(2) unconscious erosive changes from below affecting obstruent consonants both 
in intervocalic and in coda position (/-d-/ weakening and /-s/ lenition, among 
others) and shared by both sets of converging varieties: on the one hand, work-
ing-class central Castilian, as well as wider areas of the Murcia and Extremadura 
transitional dialects and, on the other hand, eastern Andalusian dialects (3.3–3.4).

3.1 Mergers and demergers

As shown in Table 1, word-sets with Middle-Age Castilian obstruent consonants 
<caça> [ˈkatsa], <casa> [ˈkas ̺a], <cacha> [ˈkaʧa], <caxa> [ˈkaʃa], have been firm-
ly maintained up to now among both northern and central conservative near- 
standard dialects (row 1), while merger of old /ts/ and /s̺/ took place in Andalusia 
(rows 3–6) by the late Middle Ages, giving way also to variable lenition of /ʧ/ and 
/x/ and licensing the innovative southern varieties, including not only the most 
prestigious urban Seville variety (row 3) but also rural and urban low-status vari-
eties (rows 4–6). While the former variety was the basis of the American Spanish 
koine and is currently used as a spoken regional standard, the latter shows the 
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most extreme outcome of a set of change-shifts affecting Andalusian coronal and 
velar obstruents.

Among these low-status or minority varieties (rows 4–6), firstly, vernacu-
lar “ceceo” (row 4) includes non-sibilant [θ] merger (<caÇa> = <casa>), which 
is quite frequent but indexed as male, rural and tough (see Villena-Ponsoda 
2008). Secondly, back realisation [h] (row 5) of dental fricatives or ‘heheo’ 
brings about virtual merger of dental (<caÇa> = <casa>) and velar (<caxa>) 
fricatives and the subsequent near-categorical deletion of velar /h/. Thirdly, 
merger of sibilant [s]̪ (<caÇa> = <casa>) and fricative palatal realisation of [ʧ] 
(<caÇa> = <casa> = <cacha>) is not a stable pattern but occurs in areas where 
the sibilant pattern “seseo” dominates (row 6). The first reaction against these 
revolutionary changes (rows 4–6) came from Seville, where the regional standard 
(row 3) emerged. Finally, the eastern koine (row 2) represents the most recent trend 
of convergence towards the national standard and includes phonemic split and 
reallocation of the previous merged contrast of caÇa = casa through sibilant /s/ 
vs. non-sibilant /θ/ contrast. 2

2. The Eastern Andalusian convergent variety restores the standard /s/ vs. /θ/ contrast through 
apico-dental sibilant [s ̪] vs. laminal non-sibilant [θ], instead of the Castilian standard palato- 
alveolar sibilant [s ̺] vs. interdental [θ̟]. So, both varieties are slightly different in syllable-onset 
position.

Table 1. Consonant mergers (3–6) and splits (2) among Andalusian dialects. Source: 
adapted from Villena-Ponsoda (2001)

Varieties Middle-Age
Castilian 
Wordsets

<caça>
[�kaʦa]

<casa>
[�kas�a ]

<cacha>
[�kaʧa]

<caxa>
[�kaʃa]

1. Castilian and
standard varieties

Standard
distinction

[�kas�a] [�kaʧa] [�kaxa]

2. Eastern koine Southern
distinction

[�kaθa]

[�kaθa]

[�kas�a] [�kaʧa] [�kaxa]~[�kaha]

3. Regional standard
“seseo”

Sibilant merger [�kas�a] [�kas �a] [�kaʃa] [�kaha]

4. Vernacular
“ceceo”

Non-sibilant
merger

[�kaθa] [�kaθa] [�kaʃa] [�ka·a]~[�kaha]

5. Vernacular
“heheo”

Backed merger [�kaha] [�kaha] [�kaʃa] [�ka·a]

6. Vernacular
“extended seseo”

Triple merger [�kas �a] [�kas �a] [�kas�a] [�ka·a]

Gloss hunting house butt box
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3.2 Demerger of dental /θˢ/. A case of change from above

The koineised eastern-Andalusian urban middle-class variety thus shows co-
herent patterns of /s/:/θ/ contrast, where strict co-occurrence restrictions are 
apparent (Villena-Ponsoda 2001), and indexes social meanings related to stan-
dardness. Bearing in mind that the main conflict site between both (Andalusian 
and Castilian) phonological inventories involves one unique dental phoneme /θˢ/ 
(rows 3–6 in Table 1) against two contrasting phonemes, one palatal /s/ and one 
dental /θ/ (row 1), respectively (Alarcos-Llorach 1950; Hualde 2005), it seems clear 
that phoneme split (row 2 in Table 1) entails rearrangement of the Andalusian 
phonemic inventory (see Figure 3).

labial dental palatal velar labial dental palatal velar

tense p t ʧ k p t ʧ k

lax b d � g b d � g

fricative f θ s� x f θs h

Castilian Andalusian

Figure 3. Phonemic inventories of obstruent consonants in standard Castilian and 
Andalusian varieties. Source: adapted from Villena-Ponsoda (2001)

As stated, the new variety involves split of the traditional Andalusian dental pho-
neme /θˢ/ (Figure 4), as well as some unprecedented co-occurrence restrictions, 
as most of the current vernacular patterns become infrequent and consonant 
chain-shifts involving mergers tend to be blocked up. It is not only the case of the 
so-called “minority patterns” (Table 1, rows 4–6), but also the relatively frequent 
fricatisation of the palatal affricate /ʧ/ – which is fairly accepted as regional-stan-
dard pronunciation (Table 1, row 3) and, incidentally, deletion of velar /x/, as in 
[ˈka·a] instead of [ˈkaha].

labial dental palatal velar

tense p t ʧ k

lax b d � g

fricative non-sibilant

sibilant

f θ h

s�

Figure 4. Phonemic inventory of obstruent consonants in the eastern Andalusian 
koine. Source: adapted from Villena-Ponsoda (2001)
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Results of several research projects on Malaga and Granada varieties focusing on 
age-grading and social class have shown that urban split of the Andalusian dental 
fricative has speedily progressed since the mid-fifties of the last century, when 
 according to both geolinguistic and dialect monograph data (Navarro-Tomás et al. 
1933; Alvar 1974), no traces could be found of consistent use of this overt-prestige 
pattern (Moya-Corral and García-Wiedemann 1995; Villena-Ponsoda 1996, 2001, 
2005; Lasarte-Cervantes 2010). In spite of their contrasting local patterns (non- 
sibilant in Malaga vs. sibilant in Granada), current similarities between both towns 
are amazing (Table 2). In less than twenty years, use of the standard contrast has 
risen in more than 20 points in both towns (20.8 in Malaga and 24.4 in Granada) 
as observed in recent paralleled real-time research projects.

Table 2. Percentages of /s/:/θ/ split, sibilant and non-sibilant patterns of use in two 
different real-time studies in Granada and Malaga. Source: Moya-Corral and Sosiński 
(2015), Villena-Ponsoda and Vida-Castro (2015)

 Date /s/:/θ/ split Sibilant merger Non sibilant 
merger

Granada 1990 55.0 40.0  5.0
2010 79.4 13.1  5.7

Malaga 1990 61.5 11.1 27.1
2010 82.3  6.5  8.9

As illustrated in previous research using data from 1990 (Villena-Ponsoda and 
Ávila-Muñoz 2014), it is probably true that young (mostly female) university- 
educated speakers, born between 1945 and 1970, moved the dental split forward, 
so that the next generation (born after 1970) acquired this prestige feature. Results 
from a research project conducted in 2010 show that the age-group that initiated 
the change and the one that moved it forward steadily maintain their scores, while 
the youngest speakers reach almost 90.0% of demerger (Table 3).

Table 3. Effect of age and education on dental split/merger in Malaga town. Source: 
adapted from Villena-Ponsoda and Vida-Castro (2015)

Age group Primary Secondary University Total

 N % N % N % N %

I
(20–34 years)

Split   466 83.4  8137 87.6  4129 95.7 19732 87.5
Merger  1488 16.6  1151 12.4   187  4.3  2826 12.5
Total  8954   9288   4316  22558  

II
(35–55 years)

Split  1286 62.3  2907 85.7  2445 87.6  6638 80.5
Merger   777 37.7   487 14.3   345 12.4  1609 19.5
Total  2063   3394   2790   8247  

(continued)
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Age group Primary Secondary University Total

 N % N % N % N %

III
(>55 years)

Split  2021 62.8  1633 80.5  2764 74.0  6418 71.5
Merger  1195 37.2   395 19.5   972 26.0  2562 28.5
Total  3216   2028   3736   8980  

Total Split 10773 75.7 12677 86.2  9338 86.1 32788 82.4
Merger  3460 24.3  2033 13.8  1504 13.9  6997 17.6
Total 14233  14710  10842  39785  

Results from Granada, as discussed by Moya-Corral and Sosiński (2015), are par-
ticularly striking and support the hypothesis of a nearly accomplished change 
among the youngest and most educated speakers (Figure 5).

100

I: 20-34
Age

II: 35-55
III: >55

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

University

I II III I II III I II III

Secondary school Primary school

2014
1995

Figure 5. Effect of the speaker’s age and education on dental split in Granada town.
Source: Moya-Corral and Sosiński (2015: 56, translated from Spanish)

3.3 Erosive changes

Though obstruent consonants in onset position are relatively stable in central- 
Castilian dialects (with the apparent exception of intervocalic /d/), this is not true 
with regard to obstruents in the coda (Table 4). Actually, lenition and deletion of 
both syllable-final /s/ and intervocalic /d/ are old changes from below, variably 

Table 3. (continued)
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affecting every variety of Spanish. Even though both varieties – central-Castile and 
Andalusia dialects – seem to share the same constraints on /d/ and /s/ variation, 
changes are less frequent and act more slowly in the former than in the latter. In 
fact, frequency and social spread of these changes follow the same order as the one 
shown in Table 4 (standard >> Castilian >> Eastern >> Western).

Table 4. Erosive changes. Dialect lenition and deletion of syllable-final /s/ and 
intervocalic /d/. Source: adapted from Villena-Ponsoda and Vida-Castro (2015)

Word sets Standard Castilian 
dialects

Eastern Western Gloss

niñ-o-s/niñ-o [ˈniɲos̺ ] [ˈniɲos̺ ] 
[ˈniɲɔh]

[ˈniɲɔ] [ˈniɲo] kids/kid

com-e-s/
com-e

[ˈkomes ̺ ] [ˈkomes ̺ ] 
[ˈkomɛh]

[ˈkɔmɛ] [ˈtu ˈkome] you eat/(s)he 
eats

pata/pasta [ˈpas̺ta] [ˈpas ̺ta] 
[ˈpahta]

[ˈpatːa]
[ˈpatha]
[ˈpatsa]

[ˈpatha]
[ˈpatsa]

leg/dough

castillo/
cachillo

[kas̺ˈtiʝo] [kas̺ˈtiʝo] 
[kahˈtiʝo]

[kaˈtːiʝo]
[kaˈthiʝo]
[kaˈtsiʝo]

[kaˈthiʝo]
[kaˈtsiʝo]

castle/little 
piece

hablado [aˈβlaðo] [aˈβlao] 
[aˈβlaðo]

[aˈβlao] [aˈβlao] spoken

comido [koˈmiðo] [koˈmiðo] [koˈmio] [koˈmio] eaten
dedo [ˈdeðo] [ˈdeðo] [ˈdeðo] [ˈdeðo] finger
   [ˈdeo] [ˈdeo]  

3.4 Cross-dialect variation. Syllable-final /s/

The increase of weakened and deleted syllable-final /s/ reveals a northern to south-
ern geolinguistic continuum where some implicational relationships can be ob-
served (Table 5). Variation includes sibilant (Castilian) or aspirated allophones 
with several stages of assimilation and resyllabification (Andalusian) – as well as 
deletion. Thus, deletion of syllable-final /s/ is very advanced among Andalusian 
and Canary Islands varieties overall, where sibilant allophones are almost non- 
existent, whereas it is unusual among central Castilian varieties.

However, retention or deletion of /s/ is not only a matter of geography. Linguistic 
constraints, including either word position (final or internal) or gramma tical sta-
tus, strongly affect /s/ variation. For instance, syllable-final /s/ tends to be realised 
in a different way depending on whether it occurs word-internally or in word-final 
position (see 3.4). Bearing in mind that as we head south, frequency of sibilant [s] 
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pronunciation decreases and aspirated [h] and deleted variants increase, it is also 
apparent that external and internal factors interact (Table 6). Retention of seg-
mental allophones ([s] and [h]) of /s/ in word-medial position ([ˈpahta], [ˈpatha], 
‘dough’) vs. deletion in word-final position ([loˈniɲo], [lɔˈniɲɔ], ‘the kids’) typically 
occurs in the innovative areas, whereas conservative dialects make no such sharp 
difference between both environments.

Table 6. Effect of word position in syllable-final /s/ variation. Source: adapted from 
Vida-Castro (2004), Molina-Martos (2015) and Tejada-Giráldez (2015)

Areas  Word 
position

s h 0 Retention

Conservative Madrid downtown Internal 87.0 11.0  2.0 98.0
(Molina-Martos 2015) Final 80.0 15.0  2.0 97.0
Alcalá de Henares Internal 81.0 18.6  0.5 99.6
(Blanco-Canales 2004) Final 64.0 34.0  2.0 98.0
Getafe Internal 62.4 36.4  0.3 98.8
(Martín-Butragueño 1991) Final 20.0 69.8  8.5 89.8
Toledo Internal 56.0 43.0  2.0 98.0
(Molina-Martos 2008) Final 52.0 35.0 12.0 87.0

Innovative Granada Internal  1.1 90.5  8.4 91.6
(Tejada-Giráldez 2015) Final  1.5  7.3 91.2  8.8
Malaga Internal  0.3 90.1  9.6 90.4
(Vida-Castro 2004) Final  1.8 14.8 83.4 16.6
Las Palmas Internal  0.5 96.2  2.6 96.7
(Samper-Padilla 1990) Final  3.6 53.6 42.6 57.2

Table 5. Syllable-final dialect variation in Spain. Source: adapted from Vida-Castro 
(2004) and Molina-Martos (2015)

Areas   s h  0

Conservative Madrid downtown (Molina-Martos 2015) 82.0 16.0  1.0
Vallecas (Molina-Martos 2015) 67.6 29.5  2.8
Alcalá de Henares (Blanco-Canales 2004) 64.0 34.0  2.0
Getafe (Martín-Butragueño 1991) 59.0 35.0  6.0
Toledo (Molina-Martos 1998) 52.0 36.0 12.0

Innovative Las Palmas (Samper-Padilla 1990)  3.0 64.3 32.7
Linares (Jaén) (Gómez-Serrano 1994)  2.0 48.1 49.9
Malaga (Vida-Castro 2004)  1.5 31.1 67.5
Granada (Tejada-Giráldez 2015)  1.4 28.1 70.5
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3.5 Near-Andalusian Castilian

Since the converging Andalusian variety could be qualified as “near-Castilian” 
due to its increasing acquisition of standard features (3.1–3.2), the inverse might 
also be true. Near-Andalusian Castilian varieties resist trends of standardness 
and reinforce the use of non-standard features. Urban southern Castilian work-
ing-class speakers and, particularly, speakers with a migrant background follow 
patterns of /s/ and /d/ pronunciation that are close to those from the southern 
areas. Moreover, data from transitional dialects shows that this is also the case 
for Murcia and Extremadura (Hernández-Campoy and Villena-Ponsoda 2009). 
However, this trend is not uniform and young speakers from central Castile lead 
a reaction against southern pronunciation, not only in Madrid (Molina-Martos 
2015) but also in its surrounding area (Martín-Butragueño 1991). This pattern of 
resistance is possibly motivated by local loyalty and a reaction to the alleged ex-
cessive migration from southern areas (Blanco-Canales 2004). This conservative 
change seems to have progressed considerably in recent years.

Martín-Butragueño’s (1991) study of Getafe supports this idea of a reaction 
against the southern patterns by young speakers including young migrants with 
an Andalusian background (Table 7). More recent studies have confirmed his 
results (Molina-Martos 2015).

Table 7. Effect of background and age on sibilant /s/ retention among immigrants and 
native speakers in Getafe. Source: adapted from Martín-Butragueño (2002)

 Immigrants  Natives

I II III IV I II III IV

N 413 738 985 213  387 809 954 507
% 72.0 64.0 57.0 25.0 68.0 70.0 58.0 59.0
Probability .640 .555 .484 .188 .594 .624 .496 .500

4. Conclusion

Social and demographic changes occurring as a consequence of urbanisation, glo-
balisation and intensive migration have affected dialect use all over Europe and 
given way to local dialect attrition. Local dialect features disappear as local identi-
ties vanish and, at the same time, regional varieties emerge where features of wider 
geographical dispersal have greater potential for survival. However, levelling does 
not necessarily lead to convergence towards the standard variety, but may also pro-
duce koineisation towards supra-local, non-standard norms (Hinskens 1997; Auer 
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2005). The emergence of relatively stable and coherent regional varieties in the 
standard/dialect continuum (Auer’s 2005 type-C constellation) is common today.

Horizontal levelling of varieties in urban Andalusia has resulted in conver-
gence towards the national standard – particularly in Eastern Andalusia, which 
is far from the influence of the urban regional standard from Seville. However, at 
the same time, this vertical process has brought Andalusian and central Castilian 
varieties – as well as the transitional dialects – closer, by eliminating the strongest 
vernacular features. Some of the mergers, which are common among the most di-
verging vernacular varieties, become unusual as co-occurrence restrictions within 
the reorganised phonemic system avoid them (see 3.2).

The ongoing resulting intermediate variety maintains some of the Andalusian 
phonological unmarked features affecting codas but diverges from the Seville re-
gional standard since it adopts overt-prestige marked features from the national 
standard. This intermediate variety is nowadays relatively stable and coherent.
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Syntactic doubling and variation
The case of Romani

Aurore Tirard
Inalco & Lacito-CNRS, Paris

This paper analyses a case of syntactic doubling in Romani: the full doubling 
of the definite article in NPs including an adjective. This structure (dnda) 
is  similar to the Greek polydefiniteness and displays the same grammatical 
optionality. A task was designed to trigger its use and submitted to Albanian 
Romani native speakers. The results show that an evolution in the nominal 
constituent order has taken place in contrastive contexts, whereby the 
community is still split into subgroups experiencing different patterns of 
language change. This doubling (dnda) has been used as a kind of bridge from 
the canonical word order (dan) to a new one (dna). Social factors show that 
this process has been favoured by contact with Albanian and/or Greek.

Keywords: syntactic variation, language change, language contact, doubling, 
polydefiniteness, Romani, Balkans

1. Introduction

This paper deals with variation in nominal morphosyntax in the Romani varieties 
spoken in Albania, involving different constituent orders and the optional full 
doubling of the definite article in NPs involving an adjective.

Romani is a minority language of Indic origin spoken on all continents and 
especially in Europe. It shows substantial dialectal variation because of its geo-
graphical extension and, given the absence of monolingual speakers, because of 
the multiple language contact scenarios in which it is involved. The language has 
not yet been standardised: various attempts have been made in different countries, 
leading to the emergence of competing norms (Matras 2005, Leggio 2013: 36–44).

Definiteness is marked in Romani by a definite article, a free morpheme placed 
in the first slot of the nominal phrase (Table 1).
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The positioning of the Romani adjective has not yet been extensively discussed. 
The descriptions of individual varieties (e.g. Tenser 2005) generally assert that 
a is placed before n. This is indeed the case in most varieties – and it is also the 
canonical word order in Indic languages (Masica 1993: 370). Therefore, we can con-
sider the dan sequence the inherited and canonical word order. A dna structure 
is documented in varieties spoken in the Balkans (e.g. former Yugoslavia) or in 
contact with Romance languages (Romanian, Italian, Spanish). Some authors ex-
plain its occurrence as a particular semantic and/or pragmatic device: the adjective 
“is exposed as an afterthought” (Matras 2002: 167) or as a “comment” (Boretzky 
1993: 41). Others explain it as a consequence of language contact with a language 
postposing a (Soravia 1972: 38).

However, another non-canonical structure is attested in some Balkan varie-
ties: two identical definite articles determining a unique head noun in presence 
of a postposed a, as in example (1).

(1) Istanbul, kaj ćer-ena o film-e o bar-e?
  Istanbul where make-3pl def.art.pl film-pl def.art.pl big-pl

‘Istanbul, where they make the great films?’ 
 (Female Arli speaker, age 16, Korça, July 2014)

This structure is very similar to a phenomenon labelled Determiner Spreading 
(Androutsopoulou 1995) or polydefinite NP (Kolliakou 2004). Lekakou and Szendrői 
(2012: 108) define it as “instances of an adjective modifying a noun where the noun 
and the adjective are each accompanied by their own determiner”. In Romani, this 
third syntactic variant, dnda, involves a “focus” (Boretzky 2000: 42) or an “appo-
sitional function” (Matras 2002: 97). dna and dnda can be considered innovations 
because a is postposed to n, being thus placed within the postnominal ‘option’ slot. 
The question remains what can trigger such an optional threefold variation?

2. Data and method

Because of the rarity of dnda (28 tokens in 28 hours of conversational speech), 
an experiment was designed by Evangelia Adamou to elicit this construction by 
adapting the Static Localization Task n°8 of the QUIS (Skopeteas et al. 2006: 93). 
Pairs of native speakers were asked to manipulate culturally appropriate real-life 
objects and to describe this manipulation. All informants were given 28 objects 

Table 1. Linear layout of the noun phrase: principal slots (Matras 2002: 166)

[preposition] + [determiner] + [quantifier] + [adjective] + noun + [options]
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contrasting in shape, colour and size. The aim was to lead the speakers to contrast 
the objects through a restrictive use of attributive adjectives (a feature of Greek 
polydefinites according to Campos and Stavrou 2004: 141, Lekakou and Szendrői 
2012: 125–129).

The task was mostly conducted at the participants’ houses in Korça, Albania, 
in 2014. Since the investigated structure seems to exist only in the Balkan varieties, 
those spoken in this border region (Figure 1), in the heart of the Balkans, were 
perfect candidates for this study.

The task was submitted to thirty-four Romani native speakers stratified by 
gender, age, education and linguistic variety. Twelve of them can speak Greek 
because they live/d in Greece or work/ed with Greek people. Twenty-two of them 
do not know Greek but some have relatives (mostly grand-parents) who do/did.
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Figure 1. Location of the fieldwork for this study, Korça, Albania
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Little is known about the Roma in Albania. Bakker (2001) estimated their num-
bers at about 90,000 during the 1990s. Only 8301 persons declared themselves as 
Roma in the 2011 census in Albania, whereas the Council of Europe estimated 
them at between 80,000 and 150,000, i.e. 3.59% of the total Albanian popula-
tion (CAHROM 2012). 1 It is not possible to select a representative sample of the 
Albanian Roma population because the demographics of the population in terms 
of mean age and age pyramid, professions and differences between the groups 
remain unknown. I could thus only attempt to get a representative sample of the 
community as I observed it during my fieldwork (Table 2).

Table 2. Overview of the sample stratification

Variables Levels N of informants Comments

gender Women 16  
Men 18  

age ≤ 15 y. old  4 Speakers who are not married, do not work 
and are considered “children” by Roma and 
non-Roma societies.

16–39 y. old 16 Speakers who tend to be married, work and 
are considered young adults by the Roma 
society.

40–59 y. old  8 Speakers who are married, usually work, have 
grandchildren and are considered older adults 
by the Roma society.

≥ 60 y. old  6 Speakers who are considered seniors by Roma 
and non-Roma societies.

education 0–5 years 13 Speakers who received primary education or 
no education at all.

6–12 years 14 Speakers who received junior high education 
or high-school education (secondary school).

12+ years  7 Speakers who received higher (post-
secondary) education.

variety Mečkar  6 (see Section 3.2)
Arli 15
Čergar  2

1. For further sociological information about the Roma in Albania, see De Soto, Beddies and 
Gedeshi (2005).
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3. Results

3.1 Linguistic factors

Definite NPs containing an attributive adjective were counted according to the 
following three categories:

 – monodefinite NP with preposed adjective (dan)
 – monodefinite NP with postposed adjective (dna)
 – polydefinite NP (dnda)

Table 3 shows the overall distribution of the definite NPs: the three structures 
appear in roughly equal proportion. This finding confirms the optionality of the 
dnda structure. The proportion of 38% dnda is very high, which suggests that the 
pragmatic requirements of the task are indeed highly conducive to the realisation 
of dnda.

Table 3. Distribution of the definite and indefinite NPs including an adjective

 dan dna dnda Total (def) ind a n ind n a ind n ind a Total (ind)

N tokens 337 316 411 1064 18 32 0  50
Percentage  32  30  38  100 36 64 0 100

On the other hand, the absence of polyindefinite constructions (with indefinite 
NPs) is striking. This could of course stem from the task itself: since all the ob-
jects were on the table, the speakers were more prone to use definite articles. 
Nevertheless, among the few indefinite NPs that were produced, no polyindefinite 
structures occurred. Nor did they occur in the spontaneous speech I  collected – this 
corresponds to the pattern observed in Greek (Lekakou and Szendrői 2012: 109). 
definiteness is therefore a relevant linguistic factor.

Regarding the monodefinite NPs, the similar proportion of dan (32%) and dna 
(30%) is of particular interest. 2 Postposition of the adjective is thus not marked in 
Albanian Romani. Moreover, if we include the polydefinite NPs, which also rely on 
a postposed adjective, postposition represents more than two thirds of the tokens 
(68%). This suggests that postposition is the unmarked position of the adjective, at 
least in the context of the task. This finding is also striking for indefinite articles: 
ind n a represents 64% of the indefinite NPs.

A salient difference with Greek (allowing both dadn and dnda) is that the 
adjective must be postposed in Romani polydefinite NPs (allowing dnda but not 

2. This count excludes the NPs with both preposed and postposed adjectives (dana).
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*dadn). This suggests a strong correlation between nominal constituent order and 
polydefiniteness. Thus, contrary to Greek (allowing dan but not *dna), the Romani 
adjective is less flexible in polydefinites than in monodefinite NPs (allowing both 
dan and dna).

3.2 Social factors

The distribution of the definite NPs including an attributive adjective according 
to gender is represented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the definite NPs within each gender

Women mostly used polydefinite constructions (51%, N = 294) followed by mono-
definite constructions with preposed adjectives (31%, N = 179). They produced 
very few monodefinites with postposed adjective (18%, N = 106). Men on the other 
hand mostly used monodefinites with a postposed adjective (43%, N = 210). On the 
whole, women used as many monodefinites as polydefinites, which suggests that 
they preferred to postpose their adjectives. Men used more monodefinites than 
polydefinites but postposed their adjectives as much as women did.

The distribution of the definite NPs including an adjective according to age 
is represented in Figure 3.

We can see that the youngest speakers almost exclusively used the supposedly 
non-canonical dna (84%, N = 128), while the oldest speakers almost exclusively 
used the canonical dan (80%, N = 125). Speakers in the middle age range (15–59 
years old) show a more balanced usage but favoured dnda (with 43%, N = 112 
and 52%, N = 259). On the whole, the youngest and the oldest age brackets al-
most exclusively used monodefinites. Speakers in the middle age range tended to 
 employ as many mono- as polydefinites, hence postposing rather than preposing 
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the adjective. While dan was used by all speakers over 15, those under 15 hardly 
used it. dna was equally used by all speakers under 60, whereas those over 60 
hardly used it.

The systematic decrease in the use of the canonical dan from the oldest 
to the youngest speakers is striking, as is the systematic increase in the use of 
non-canonical dna from the youngest to the oldest speakers. This finding can be 
interpreted as evidence of a change towards increasing postposition of the adjec-
tive. Polydefinites, crucially, are most frequently used by middle-aged speakers. 
Moreover, with the exclusion of the youngest generation, the data reveal a clear 
slope with age, whereby younger speakers use increasingly more of the dnda con-
struction. The data could be explained following Sankoff and Blondeau (2007: 562) 
as any of the following scenarios:

1. The slope with age could be interpreted as an indication of age grading, 
whereby change occurs across the life-time of individuals and is cyclical in 
character: speakers are unstable across their life-time, but no long-term change 
takes place across the whole community.

2. The findings could be indicative of a generational change, whereby “in-
dividuals may retain their childhood patterns” and a long-term change takes 
place across the community.

3. Finally, the pattern could reveal lifespan change, whereby “individual 
speakers change over their lifespans in the direction of a change in progress 
in the rest of the community”. Such individual patterns mirror an ongoing 
historical (long-term) change in the community.

The distribution of the definite NPs including an adjective according to educa-
tion is represented in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Distribution of the definite NPs within each age level
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Figure 4. Distribution of the definite NPs within each education level

Speakers with lower education mostly used dan (55%, n = 173). Middle- and 
 highly-educated people, however, used all three structures equally, preferring 
 respectively dna/dnda (both 39%, N = 212 and N = 211) and dnda (45%, n = 95). 
On the whole, low-educated speakers favoured monodefinites more than poly-
definites, and preposed rather than postposed adjectives. Middle-educated speak-
ers also used monodefinites more than polydefinites, but they preferred to postpose 
the adjective. Highly-educated speakers equally used mono- and polydefinites, 
hence postposing more than preposing their adjectives. The overall pattern is thus 
for more educated speakers to use polydefinite NPs more frequently.

Albanian Roma are split into several communities, but no research is available 
on the internal differences within those communities. The following description 
is therefore based on my own field observations and ethnographic interviews. 
The three main varieties of Romani spoken in Albania correspond to three main 
sub-groups:

 – The Mečkar were the first group to settle in Albania several centuries ago, 
 according to informants from all groups. Their variety has been in contact with 
Albanian longer than any other Romani variety. Greek also greatly influenced 
the language during a previous stage. Mečkar are said to be generally well off 
and educated.

 – The Čergar are supposed to have arrived later in the country, namely between 
the 19th and early 20th centuries. Their variety shows less Greek influence 
but Balkan Romance and extensive South-Slavic lexical influence. The Čergar 
are far less numerous than the other two groups and are generally considered 
well off and educated.

 – The Arli also arrived between the 19th and early 20th centuries from Greece 
and – formerly – from a Turkish speaking area of the Balkans. The Arli variety 
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thus shares an important Greek and Turkish lexical legacy. Indeed, some older 
people still know Greek but not Turkish. The Arli are said to be less wealthy 
and educated than the other two groups.

All three varieties have been in contact with Greek at various times in the past 
and are now in contact with Albanian. As far as I know, the three main groups 
are spread all over Albania and inter-marry with each other.

Only those speakers whose parents speak the same variety as themselves were 
taken into account. Eleven bivarietal speakers were excluded from the sample. 
The distribution of the definite NPs including an adjective according to variety 
is represented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the definite NPs within each variety.

Mečkar and Čergar speakers strongly favoured dnda (65%, N = 116 and 51%, 
N = 25) but hardly used the canonical dan (3%, N = 6 and 6%, N = 3), unlike the 
Arli who mostly used it (56%, N = 205). Mečkar and Čergar almost never preposed 
the adjective. Arli speakers used more monodefinites than polydefinites (30%, 
N = 111) and slightly preferred to prepose the adjective (56%, N = 205). Indeed, 
it seems that dan is almost exclusively used by Arli. dna and dnda are used by 
every group – but less so by Arli.

4. Discussion

In order to understand such syntactic variation, we first have to determine why 
the repetition of d has been adopted. Here too, we can postulate two different 
hypotheses:
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A. The pattern was borrowed from Greek (which is prestigious and displays a 
similar polydefinite structure) or from Albanian (the current dominant con-
tact language).

B. It is an internal innovation that fills a communicative gap.

In the following, I will briefly explore both hypotheses.

4.1 The language contact hypothesis

Roma everywhere are a minority and Romani is always in a subordinate position 
outside their community: it is not used by the majority (Non-Roma) and their 
institutions (police, school, etc.). Historical and recent migrations have there-
fore exposed the varieties spoken by the different sub-groups to the influence of 
 different languages. Matras (2002: 195) proposes a threefold layering of the contact 
languages (L2) that influence any given Romani variety:

 – the older L2 has heavily influenced the forerunner of the variety but is no 
longer spoken by the community.

 – the recent L2 is only used by the parent or grandparent generation.
 – the current L2 is the main language of everyday interaction with the non-Ro-

mani majority and often within the family alongside Romani.

On the basis of my fieldwork observations and my informants’ declarations, I have 
reconstructed the L2s distribution presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Contact history of the three Albanian Romani varieties 3

 Mečkar Čergar Arli

Older L2 Albanian
Greek
(South-Slavic) 3

Romance Turkish
Greek

Recent L2 Albanian
(Greek)

South-Slavic
(Greek)

Greek
(Turkish)

Current L2 Albanian
(Greek)
(Italian)

Albanian
(Greek)
(Italian)

Albanian
(Greek)
(Italian)

Importantly for the present discussion, the adjective occurs in different positions 
in those contact languages:

3. Contact with languages in brackets was occasional and, for Current L2, due to contemporary 
migrations and/or media exposure.
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Table 5. Possible word orders in definite NPs in the various contact languages 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

 0 d 4 1 d 2 d +

Albanian   n=d aclass 1 5
n=d det aclass 2  6
(aclass 1=d n) 7
(det aclass 2=d n)

Greek  d a n d a n
d n d a

Turkish a n 8   
Romance  n=d a 9

(a=d n) 10
n=d det a 11

(n=d a=d,  
n=d det a=d) 12

South-Slavic a n (Serbian) 13 a=d n
(Macedonian, 
Bulgarian) 14

 

4. d stands for definiteness morpheme.

5. The Albanian definite article is a (second-position phrasal) postposed suffix/clitic (Lyons 
1999: 71, 75–76) or ending (Androutsopoulou 2001: 162).

6. det, originally a definite article (Lyons 1999: 79–80), is an adjectival article/determiner ob-
ligatorily occurring before class-2 adjectives in definite and indefinite NPs (see Campos (2008) 
for an extensive account on Albanian det).

7. Structures in brackets are possible only with certain adjectives or in particular contexts.

8. Turkish has no definite article (Enç 1991: 9, see also Lyons 1999: 50, 96).

9. The Romanian definite article is a postposed clitic (Lyons 1999:74–75) or suffix (Cornilescu 
and Nicolae 2012: 1075–1076). The same holds for Megleno-Romanian (Tomić 2006: 153) and 
Aromanian (Tomić 2006: 168).

10. See Lyons (1999: 75) and Tomić (2006: 127–128) for Romanian, Tomić (2006: 155) for 
Megleno-Romanian. Aromanian is the only Romance language that unmarkedly preposes the 
adjective (Tomić 2006: 169).

11. See Lyons (1999: 80–82), Campos and Stavrou (2004: 161) and especially Cornilescu and 
Nicolae (2012) for an extensive account of Romanian det, originally a demonstrative that is 
today a free-standing adjectival article. See Tomić (2006: 156) for Megleno-Romanian and Tomić 
(2006: 171) for Aromanian.

12. Only in Aromanian (Campos and Stavrou 2004: 138).

13. Serbian has no definite article (Tomić 2006: 108).

14. Macedonian and Bulgarian definite articles are postposed clitics (Lyons 1999: 73–74). For an 
extensive account of this topic, see (Tomić 2006: 55–63, 88–94).
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Table 5 shows that both Greek and Albanian can display a structure with two de-
terminers: 15 in Greek through full doubling of d, and in Albanian through a mixed 
structure involving a postposed clitic and an adjectival article. Albanian adjectives 
are almost always postposed to the noun (Androutsopoulou 2001: 163–164) and 
most of them require the presence of an adjectival article (Campos 2008). I suggest 
that Mečkar prefers to postpose a since it has been in contact with Albanian for a 
longer period than the other varieties. Čergar’s similar preference can be seen as 
the effect of Romance influence that unmarkedly postposes a. 16 Arli’s lower fre-
quency of postposition is probably a consequence of longer contact with languages 
that mostly prepose a (Turkish and Greek): its presence could also be due to the 
recent influence of Albanian.

4.2 Socio-linguistic account of the variation

Table 6 predicts which kind of speaker is more prone to favour which variant.

Table 6. Socio-linguistic profile of the most plausible speaker for each syntactic variant

 gender age education variety

dan (equal) ≥ 60 y. old 0–5 years Arli
dna men ≤ 15 y. old 6+ years Čergar, Mečkar
dnda women 15 to 59 y. old 6+ years Mečkar, Čergar

The hypothesis that dan is a retention of an older form is confirmed by its higher 
frequency amongst older speakers. Speakers in the middle age range had more 
 opportunity to attend school during the “communist” era than older Roma. 
Schooling results in deepening the speaker’s contact with Albanian (which pre-
fers postposed adjectives), because it is not Romani but Albanian that is taught 
and practiced at school. That is why less-educated people (regardless of age) are 
 expected to behave like older speakers (favouring dan). The more educated a person 
is, the more intensive contact they have with the dominant language. Since the lev-
el of education has severely decreased since the regime’s fall (De Soto, Beddies and 
Gedeshi 2005: 53–61), we would expect younger people to favour dan – but they do 
not. A possible explanation is the impact of television that dramatically increased 
the exposure of all the speakers (regardless of gender, age and education) to 

15. The similarity between Greek and Albanian structures has been discussed by Androutsopoulou 
(2001), Campos (2008: 1024–1027) and Alexiadou (2014: 84–90).

16. The South-Slavic influence seems to have been less significant on the syntactic than on the 
lexical level.
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Albanian (Foulkes and Docherty 1999, the papers in Androutsopoulos 2014). 
Internet and cell/smartphones may today reinforce this effect.

Contact with Albanian must also be differentiated according to gender, a 
complex construction that “interacts with other social identities” (Meyerhoff 
2011: 232). Almost all women 40+ years old in my sample did not attend school; 
many women work/ed as housewives and do not often go out of their house. 
Consequently, they generally use Albanian only in occasional or commercial in-
teractions with Non-Roma people. Men, on the other hand, usually have a broader 
use of Albanian, experiencing it in more informal situations. For these reasons, I 
expected women to favour conservative dan – but they did not. A possible expla-
nation is that “women seem to lead men in the use of the incoming, non-standard 
variant” (Meyerhoff 2011: 225). The fact that women favour dnda instead of dna 
may be explained by the larger geographical distribution of dnda (which occurs 
with most Albanian adjectives and in Greek polydefinites) than dna (which  occurs 
with few Albanian adjectives). According to Foulkes and Docherty (1999: 16), 
women tend to be sensitive to the geographical extension of the forms, preferring 
non-local to local (here conservative Romani) ones.

In order to explain how dnda has emerged and why it is used more by Mečkar, 
Čergar and speakers in the middle age range, I propose the scenario described in 
Figure 6: a change in the nominal constituent order seems to have taken place in 
Albanian Romani. The initial word order was dan for all communicative func-
tions and is still used by older/low-educated/Arli speakers. dnda was probably 
borrowed from Greek, a language that displays an identical structure with the 
specific function of restricting the set of the noun’s denotation. It is a case of 
pattern replication (Matras and Sakel 2007, Matras 2009) in contrasting contexts: 
full doubling of the definite article and postposition of the adjective are its pivotal 
features. This resulted in a long-term change in the replica language Romani, en-
riching its structural inventory with a calque-like dnda. dnda may also have been 
borrowed from Albanian, in which case the pivotal features were a blank second 
determiner and adjectival postposition.

The more innovative order, dna, is used in my data by younger/educated/
Mečkar and Čergar speakers. Dna was probably a further pattern replication from 
Albanian – rather than from Greek, which does not display any dna at all. The 
pivotal feature is the mere postposition of the adjective, available in both Albanian 
class-1 and class-2 adjectives and in Romani dnda structures. The full doubling of 
the definite article could thus have been used as a kind of bridge from dan to dna. 
If dna then extends from its primary contrasting function to other communicative 
functions, it would be a case of pragmatic unmarking, a contact-induced gramma-
ticalisation process “from pragmatic to syntactic marking” (Heine 2008: 54).
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Balkanic Romani

Synthesis: Diachronic scenario

Stage 1

In
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nt
ex

ts

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

Transition stage Albanian Romani

Arli (middle-aged)
Mečkar (all)     
Čergar (all)

Arli (younger)Arli (middle-aged)Arli (older)

D A N DOMINANT
D N D A rare 

D N A rare

D A N frequent
D N D A frequent

D N A rare

D N A rare
D N D A frequent

D A N frequent

D N A rare
D N D A rare 

D A N DOMINANT

Figure 6. Overview of the diachronic scenario

5. Conclusion

Albanian Romani displays polydefiniteness whereby full doubling of the article 
is possible only with definite articles. The analysis of the contact history of the 
Albanian Romani varieties shows that a change in the nominal constituent order 
has taken place. The community appears to be split into sub-groups:

 – Mečkar and Čergar experience a pattern of stability since they have already 
completed a change from dan toward dnda and dna.

 – Older Arli also experience a pattern of stability since no change has occurred.
 – Arli speakers in the middle age range seem to exhibit a pattern of lifespan 

change (scenario 3), since the speakers of this cohort have individually 
changed in the direction of the rest of the community (Mečkar and Čergar).

 – Younger Arli seem to be experiencing a change that can be either interpreted 
as an age grading (scenario 1) if, by getting older, they increase their use of 
dnda – or as a generational change if the next generation follows them 
by preferring dna (scenario 2).

Since such a synchronic study can only provide a snapshot of Albanian Romani, 
future longitudinal restudies are needed to check this analysis.

I have suggested that the canonical sequence dan ceased to be appropriate 
in contrastive contexts or did not trigger a restrictive interpretation any more. 
To better suit their communicative needs in contrastive contexts (hypothesis B), 
Mečkar and Čergar speakers innovated by using dna. This was possible because 
dnda was available and took over a bridging function between initial dan and 
target dna. Polydefiniteness in Romani is a case of pattern replication from Greek 
that then enabled a second pattern replication from Albanian, a new order dna 
(hypothesis A).
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Variation in style
Register and lifestyle in Parisian French

Aria Adli
Universität zu Köln

This study presents a sociolinguistic analysis of two linguistic variables of 
French, subject doubling and subject-verb inversion in wh-questions. First, 
factor and cluster analyses led to a grouping of the sample into four distinct 
lifestyle types. Then, statistical tests show that lifestyle, gender, and age are 
significant external factors, and that lifestyle exhibits the most salient effect. 
While the lifestyle associated with orthodoxy correlates with a high inversion 
rate (formal linguistic style) and low doubling rate (informal linguistic style), 
the group associated with heterodoxy demonstrates the inverse pattern. It 
stands to reason that sociolinguistic studies can uncover more patterns of vari-
ation if they go beyond the standard sociodemographic variables (such as age, 
gender, etc.) and a ‘narrow’ concept of class.

Keywords: French, subject doubling, subject-verb inversion, wh-question, 
dialogue data, lifestyle, social class, norm, factor analysis, cluster analysis

1. Introduction

It is well-known that the operationalization of social class remains an important 
challenge in variationist sociolinguistics (Kerswill 2007). Sociolinguists mostly 
use single demographic or economic indicators such as neighborhood, educa-
tion, income, occupation, etc., or rely on somewhat ad-hoc indices (e.g. the socio- 
economic class index in Labov 1966, 2001). While these measures capture certain 
basic elements of an individual’s social position, they are far from reflecting a 
broader picture, for example in terms of social and cultural standing. The distinc-
tion between ruling and non-ruling classes includes many factors beyond econom-
ic and socio-demographic facts (this objection might even be more pronounced in 
some European societies as compared to North America).

doi 10.1075/silv.19.10adl
© 2017 John Benjamins Publishing Company
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One framework that addresses the social changes from early capitalist to 
post-industrialized Western societies is Bourdieu’s (1979) sociocultural theory 
(see Bourdieu 1984 for the English translation). Essentially, Bourdieu argues that 
taste and lifestyle are key elements of social power, which leads him to postulate 
an extended, post-Marxist notion of (economic, social, and cultural) capital and 
an exchange mechanism between these different forms of capital. The notion of 
lifestyle and its embedding in a theory of capital combines micro- and macroso-
ciological perspectives in an interesting way: a person’s choices that reflect her/
his taste, for example in the fields of leisure, media, clothing, and values, build 
her/his cultural capital, which translates into differences in terms of social and 
finally economic capital. In this chapter I will demonstrate the usefulness of this 
theory by considering two linguistic variables: subject doubling and subject-verb 
inversion, which are interesting test cases for the relation between linguistic style 
and lifestyle. 1

2. Data

Sgs (www.sgscorpus.com) is a multilingual sociolinguistic project started in 
2004, which includes data from three Western- and Non-Western metropolises 
(essentially megacities): Paris (European French), Barcelona (Catalonia Spanish 
and Catalan), and Tehran (Persian). The data has been collected using the same 
protocol: first, spontaneous speech data was recorded in a specifically-designed 
game between interviewer and interviewee, 2 in which the interviewee had to solve 
a fictive murder case by speaking freely with the native and well-trained interview-
er. Generally, interviewees chose a rather colloquial, non-formal register during 
this task. Unlike the classic sociolinguistic interview, which results in a mostly 
declarative set of sentences, this approach elicits both declarative and interrogative 
sentences from the interviewee. Second, the interviewees gave gradient acceptabili-
ty judgments on selected constructions. Third, they filled out a sociocultural ques-
tionnaire, inspired by Bourdieu (1979: 599–605), and adapted to contemporary 
society in the respective metropolis. The present chapter relies on the recordings 
from Paris with 102 French native speakers, gender balanced (56% women, 44% 
men) in the age range 19–49 (average 29), which resulted in a corpus of 27 hours 
of transcribed and annotated speech.

1. I want to thank Josina Gausepohl, who gave me valuable comments on the interpretation of 
the factors and the clusters and who proof-read the manuscript.

2. Spontaneous speech data was not collected for Catalan, which is not reported on here. 
Instead, a game task was conducted with the Catalan participants.

www.sgscorpus.com
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3. Subject-verb inversion in wh-questions and subject doubling in French

The first variable investigated in this chapter is subject-verb inversion in wh-ques-
tions. In syntax research, this word order has been called ‘stylistic inversion’ 
when co-occurring with an inverted non-pronominal subject as in (1a) (Kayne 
and Pollock 1978; Drijkoningen and Kampers-Manhe 2008), while it is often 
referred to as ‘subject-clitic inversion’ with an inverted weak subject pronoun 
as in (1b) (Auger 1994; Elsig 2009). (2) is the variant in which the interrogative 
pronoun remains in its canonical position (declarative word order) and which 
is considered as colloquial, (3) is the variant with the optional polar question 
particle est-ce que, and (4) is the variant without subject inversion, which is also 
considered as colloquial.

(1) a. où va ton mari?  [whVSlex]
  where go your husband  

‘Where does your husband go?’

 b. où vas -tu?  [whVSclit]
  where go -you  

‘Where do you go?’

(2) tu vas où ?  [wh-in-situ]
  you go where  

(3) où est-ce que tu vas?  [wh-ESQ]
  where est-ce que you go  

(4) où tu vas?  [whSV]
  where you go  

This study includes (1a) as well as (1b), the two of them are stylistically marked as 
formal interrogative variants.

Both elliptical or otherwise incomplete wh-questions, and questions with 
non-referential subject pronoun (mainly expletives) were excluded from the en-
velope of variation. The dependent variable is the relative frequency of subject-verb 
inversion (which consists of all tokens of whVSclit and whVSlex, i.e. variants (1a) 
and (1b)). It is calculated as in (5) for each interviewee i, taking into consideration 
all four interrogative variants productive in contemporary spoken French. Other 
forms such as clefts or so-called complex inversion that hardly occur in sponta-
neous speech (see also Elsig 2009), are not included. The total rate of subject inver-
sion for the entire corpus is given in (6) and it builds on a total of 1477 extracted 
wh-questions. The low average frequency of 8% is in line with the formal stylistic 
value of the inverted variants. Given the normativity pressure in French (there is 
a long tradition of astonishing stigmatization of colloquial grammatical forms), 
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subject-verb inversion in wh-questions is a suitable sociolinguistic variable (for 
other studies on this variation, see also Druetta 2008; Elsig 2009; Coveney and 
Dekhissi 2013). Indeed the variable has even been used as a diagnostic for  diglossia: 
based partly on well-known stylistic differences between French interrogative vari-
ants, French native speakers have been argued to be diglossic (Zribi-Hertz 2010) 
or even bilingual (Meisel et al. 2011).

 (5) hwhVSi = NwhVSi+Nwhinsitui+NwhESQi+NwhSVi

NwhVSi

 (6) hwhVStot = = = 0.08
NwhVStot+Nwhinsitutot+NwhESQtot+NwhSVtot

NwhVStot

112+873+242+250
112

The second variable investigated is subject doubling. The dialogue fragment from 
sgs in (7) shows the variation between the simple weak subject pronoun (elle) and 
the sequence of adjacent strong and weak subject pronoun (elle elle).

(7) A: la porte était entre-ouverte. Il y avait pas eu d‘effraction.
   the door was half open. there had not been break-in.

B: donc, a priori, elle l’ a ouvert?
 so a priori sheweak it has opened

A: ouais, ouais.
 yeah yeah

B: et elle elle était où?
 and shestrong sheweak was where

Doubling is generally considered to be colloquial. Subject doubling has been amply 
discussed in variationist studies (among others Nadasdi 1995; Nagy et al. 2003; 
Coveney 2005; Culbertson 2010; Zahler 2014), which have mainly concentrated 
on sentences with a lexical subject, with or without an optional coreferential weak 
pronoun, as in (8a).

(8a) et la voisine elle était où?
  and the neighbour sheweak was where

In the present study the decision to exclude lexical subjects and to concentrate 
on pronominal referents has been made, i.e. sentences with a weak subject pro-
noun, with or without an optional coreferential strong pronoun: (moi) je1sg, (toi) 
tu2sg, (lui) il3sg,masc, (elle) elle3sg,fem, (nous) on1pl, (nous) nous1pl, (vous) vous2pl, 
(eux) ils3pl,masc, (elles) elles3pl,fem. Circumscribed in this way, variable doubling in 
French is functionally similar to the much investigated variable subject pronoun 
in Spanish. This will allow cross-linguistic variationist studies (in future work).
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Instances of doubling in which strong and weak subject pronouns are not ad-
jacent as in (8b) have also been excluded. These cases require a different syntactic 
analysis (Culbertson 2010) and might not be variants of simple pronominal forms.

(8b) et elle, hier soir, elle était où?
  and shestrong yesterday evening sheweak was where

Elliptical, fragmentary, or otherwise incomplete utterances were excluded. The 
dependent variable is again the relative frequency of pronominal subject doubling 
for each interviewee. The overall doubling rate in the entire corpus is 3%.

 (9) hdoubltot = = = 0.03
Ndoubltot+Nsimpletot

Ndoubltot

238+7434
238

At first sight, one might ask whether the inversion and doubling rates are suffi-
ciently high to be considered sociolinguistically relevant. However, these vari-
ants are markers that do not require higher rates to show consistent style effects. 
Furthermore, their frequency should not be underestimated either. Given that 
questions and subjects are frequent in everyday discourse, the low rate of the 
respective marked variants does not mean that they represent sparse, barely pro-
duced constructions.

4. Lifestyle and Bourdieu’s sociocultural theory

Theories of class were predominant among sociologists in western societies, most 
notably the class theory of Karl Marx. The lifestyle concept used in this chapter 
emerged from the shortcomings of the traditional notion of class which does not 
have the same explanatory power in postmodern societies as it had in continental 
European societies of the 19th century. Bourdieu’s (1979) sociocultural theory has 
the merit of reconnecting social theories of inequality with cultural sociology. 3 
One of the fundamental principles in Bourdieu’s theory concerns the relation 
between the individual and society. The characteristics of the social structure 
shape collective representations and social classifications which, in turn, become 
manifest in apparently genuine individual patterns of personality, such as cultural 
preferences, judgments of taste, and lifestyle.

3. More details of Bourdieu’s theory (including on his predecessors, the nation of capital, as well 
as the concept of habitus) can be found in the web-appendix at http://sociolab.phil-fak.uni-koeln.
de/index.php?id=26329.
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Choosing according to one’s tastes is a matter of identifying goods that are objec-
tively attuned to one’s position and which ‘go together’ because they are situated 
in roughly equivalent positions in their respective spaces, be they films or plays, 
cartoons or novels, clothes or furniture; this choice is assisted by institutions – 
shops, theatres (Left Bank or Right Bank [of the river Seine, which divides Paris]), 
critics, newspapers, magazines – which are chosen on the same principles and 
which, being defined by their position in a field, have to exhibit themselves dis-
tinctive marking. (Bourdieu 1984: 232) [revised translation, A.A.]

Bourdieu develops a system of sociologically relevant ways of cognition. He dis-
tinguishes between different perceptions and attitudes towards the environment 
on the one hand, and systematic forms of misperceptions on the other. He calls 
doxa ordinary, non-scrutinized schemas of thought, perception, and judgment 
which are typically perceived as natural. Bourdieu (1993: 51) describes them as 
“everything that goes without saying, and in particular the systems of classifica-
tion determining what is judged interesting or uninteresting, the things that no 
one thinks worthy of being mentioned, because there is no demand”. Two other 
ways of perception, orthodoxy and heterodoxy, express deviation from the natural, 
non-scrutinized doxa. Orthodoxy stands for a systematic, scrutinizing and con-
scious cognition, claiming legitimacy and normativeness. Orthodoxy represents 
a conservative view based on a value system supporting and calling for norma-
tive agreement. Heterodoxy also presupposes a systematic, scrutinizing cognition. 
However, in this type of perception, the cognition is used to corroborate an alter-
native interpretation, opposed to the orthodoxy. It stands for the deviating, critical 
voice, which is, similarly to orthodoxy, capable of sophisticated judgment. Both 
orthodoxy and heterodoxy build on a sufficient amount of cultural capital and are 
therefore a privilege. A distinguished lifestyle representing special social position 
and success, contains a smaller proportion of doxa. The fine-grained differences 
between different forms of distinguished lifestyles decide whether distinction is 
primarily realized by orthodoxy, heterodoxy, or by a skillful, unique and therefore 
particularly individual combination of both ways of cognition. Bourdieu’s close 
relation between class and lifestyle is expressed by the fact that in the Paris area of 
the late 1960s, he attributes orthodoxy primarily to social and cultural climbers, 
and heterodoxy to the established bourgeoisie. Both possess an aesthetical com-
petence which builds on the knowledge of form and style.

The lifestyle dimensions used in the present study, namely leisure, media (con-
sisting of the subdimensions book genres, newspapers, magazines, TV, music, 
internet, radio, preferred news sources), clothing, and values. Although I am aware 
that lifestyle has more aspects than these four dimensions (see Bourdieu 1979: 599–
605), they represent core information on lifestyle which are presumably suitable 
for populations of numerous post-industrialized metropolises around the world.

http://sociolab.phil-fak.uni-koeln.de/index.php?id=26329
http://sociolab.phil-fak.uni-koeln.de/index.php?id=26329
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5. Operationalization of lifestyle

The essence of the operationalization of lifestyle is a meaningful data reduction 
of the multitude of information encoded in the answers to the single items of the 
sociocultural questionnaire. Figure 1 summarizes the data reduction process.

45 items on leisure
- visiting friends
- doing sports

…

113 items on media
- newspaper XYZ
- TV channel XYZ

…

28 items on clothing
- brand name cloth
- perfumes

…

18 items on values
- religious values
- partner choice

…

7 factors 16 factors 3 factors 3 factors

lifestyle 
cluster 3

lifestyle 
cluster 2

lifestyle 
cluster 1

lifestyle 
cluster 4

items (204)

reduce to

reduce to

clusters (4)

factors (29)

Figure 1. Data reduction of lifestyle

5.1 Data reduction

In a first step, four different factor analyses are calculated (one each for leisure, 
media, clothing, and values), reducing the original number of 204 lifestyle items 
to 29 factors. In a second step, these 29 factors are taken as the input for the cluster 
analysis. The rationale for data reduction is that it is not feasible to interpret the 
complex result pattern of 204 items and give equal importance to each item (if 
one was to interpret this complex result pattern, one would inevitably opt for a 
heuristic that would give emphasis to some elements while ignoring others). At the 
initial stage, each of the 102 subjects of the study is thus characterized by her/his 
answers on 204 questions. Mathematically, each subject is a (uniquely identifiable) 
point in a 204-dimensional (hyper)space.

5.2 Factor analysis

Factor analysis, also known under the label PCA, helps us to find a representation 
with which p variables can be expressed by q factors, with q < p. We obtain a re-
sult in which each subject is characterized by her/his values on 29 factors, i.e. s/he 
represents a point in a space reduced to 29.

Table 1 shows the interpretations of the factor analysis for leisure items. Leisure 
is a classic core element of lifestyle. It builds on very diverse areas like visiting 
friends, doing sports or engaging in political or social activities. Table 2 shows 
the interpretation of factor analysis for media items. They cover preferences for 
book genres, newspapers, magazines, TV programs (and video), music, internet, 
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radio, and speakers’ preferred sources of information for daily news. The items 
on newspaper and radio constitute a selection of different, partly high circulation 
media. Media are granted a proportionally high weight in this operationalization: 
I assume that this weighting corresponds to a general social trend towards an 
increasing relevance of media preference for lifestyle. Table 3 resumes the inter-
pretation of the factor analysis for clothing items. It is based on questions about the 
speakers’ attitudes concerning clothing and fashion, on the functions of clothing, 
on expenses for selected accessories (such as perfume, underwear, shoes), and on 
preferred sources of supply. Finally, in Table 4 are the factors for value items. They 
cover criteria for partner choice, social perception regarding the social position of 
others, and religiosity. 4

Table 1. Lifestyle factors for the leisure dimension

F1 leis. Sociability and going out
F2 leis. Activities promoting health, well-being and uplift
F3 leis. Cultural, political, and intellectual (elite) activities
F4 leis. Activities requiring low initial effort (e.g. eating fast food, sedentary activities) 

and fictional entertainment (games, computer, comics)
F5 leis. Pastime activities with the family (mainly inside one’s home)
F6 leis. Relaxing during mental stimulation (especially reading)
F7 leis. Internet-abstinent, practical/aesthetic pastime activities (e.g. handicrafts, theatre)

Table 2. Lifestyle factors for the media dimension

F1 med. Entertainment on TV
F2 med. Downloading documents/music, E-Commerce, and online information (Internet)
F3 med. Political media (mainly newspapers)
F4 med. Information-oriented, popular radio
F5 med. Sports media
F6 med. Mainstream music (radio)
F7 med. Classical music and intellectual radio
F8 med. Literature and art media
F9 med. Sex and erotic media, computer game magazines, techno music
F10 med. Free newspapers; satellite TV
F11 med. Multiple news sources, independently syndicated radio and newspaper
F12 med. Confidence in internet and foreign media; radio
F13 med. Diversion and coziness (e.g. detective novels, women’s magazine, decoration, 

talk radio)

4. Technical details on the selected factor and cluster solutions, one factor matrix (which served 
as the basis for the leisure factors) and some background on these techniques are given in the 
web-appendix at http://sociolab.phil-fak.uni-koeln.de/index.php?id=26329.

http://sociolab.phil-fak.uni-koeln.de/index.php?id=26329
http://sociolab.phil-fak.uni-koeln.de/index.php?id=26329
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F14 med. Orientation towards practical application and applied topics (e.g. economy, 
cooking, information technology)

F15 med. Pop/rock/mainstream music
F16 med. Trivial entertainment (TV shopping-channels, love (dime) stories, internet chat, 

music videos)

Table 3. Lifestyle factors for the clothing dimension

F1 cloth. Fashion as a tool for distinction
F2 cloth. Frequency of purchasing accessories (perfume, underwear, shoes, sun glasses)
F3 cloth. Spending money for clothes and accessory

Table 4. Lifestyle factors for the values dimension

F1 val. Obvious status symbols as an indicator for a person’s social position (place of 
residence, appearance, furniture and decoration)

F2 val. (Acquired) social status as criteria for partner choice (socio-economic status, 
education, common roots, beauty)

F3 val. Religiosity

5.3 Cluster analysis

In the second step, cluster analysis finds the best possible grouping solution for 
the subjects according to the criterion of highest within-group homogeneity and 
 highest between-group heterogeneity. It takes the (hyperdimensional)  scatter-
plot consisting of 102 points in the 29-dimensional space and suggests a way 
of  separating this scatterplot of points in a limited number of non-overlapping 
clouds, which are the clusters. Figure 2 shows a solution with the prototype of four 
clusters (i.e. the centers of the four clusters). Factor values that are clearly above 
or below the sample mean of 0 are characteristic features of a lifestyle cluster. 
For example, lifestyle cluster 2 shows a high value on the fifth media factor (F5 
med.) which means that the persons belonging to this cluster are consuming sports 
media much more often than the sample average. Further details on the cluster 
analysis can be found in the web-appendix.

The first cluster consists of 22 persons and is interpreted as a lifestyle oriented 
towards social conventions and conservative values. The speakers rarely engage 
in activities requiring low initial effort or in fictional entertainment (F4 leis.), but 
prefer internet-abstinent, practical/aesthetic pastime activities (F7 leis.). They rare-
ly use the internet for downloads, e-commerce, and online information (F2 med.), 

Table 2. (continued)
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which is probably also due to their low confidence in internet (and foreign media, 
F12 med.). Compared to the other clusters, this group spends most money on 
clothes and accessories (F3 cloth.) and shows a high religiosity (F3 val.). The mean 
age is 27, and the majority are women (82% women, 18% male).
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2. Excitement-seeking, but down-to-earth lifestyle (oscillating between welcoming 
     change and searching for security)
3. Educated, liberal lifestyle
4. Lifestyle marked by internet-a�nity, conservative values, and and low estimation 
     of aesthetics

1. Lifestyle oriented towards social conventions and conservative values

Figure 2. Four lifestyle prototypes based on the factor values

The second lifestyle cluster contains 18 persons and is interpreted as an excitement- 
seeking but down-to-earth lifestyle, oscillating between welcoming change and 
searching for security. Speakers in this cluster often engage in activities geared 
towards the promotion of health, well-being and uplift (F2 leis.), but are much less 
often involved in cultural/intellectual activities (F3 leis.) and activities that require 
low initial effort (F6 leis.). They often consume sports media (F5 med.) and listen 
to information-oriented popular radio (F4 med.) as well as mainstream music 
radio (F6 med.), but they stay away from literature and art media (F8 med.). These 
speakers frequently purchase accessories (F2 cloth.) but do not use fashion as a 
tool for distinction (F1 cloth.). They rely on (acquired) social status as criteria for 
partner choice and have an above-average religiosity. The mean age is again 27, but 
this time, the majority is made up by men (78% men, 22% women).

The third cluster contains 33 persons and exhibits an educated, liberal lifestyle. 
This group is the one which most often practises cultural, political, and intellectual 
(elite) activities (F3 leis.) and likes to relax during mental stimulation, especially 
by reading (F6 leis.). They also have the highest consumption of political media, 
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mainly newspapers (F3 med.) and classical music and intellectual radio (F7 med.). 
The speakers who make up this cluster clearly employ fashion as a tool for distinc-
tion (F1 cloth.) although they do not have higher than average expenses for clothes 
and accessories (F3 cloth). They are rather unreligious (F3 val.). In this cluster, we 
find the highest average age (mean value 33) and its gender distribution is balanced 
(56% women, 44% men).

Cluster 4 contains 29 persons and is interpreted as a lifestyle marked by in-
ternet-affinity and low estimation of aesthetics and conservative values. This 
subgroup rarely engages in activities geared towards the promotion of health, 
well-being and spiritual uplift activities (F2 leis.) and internet-abstinent, practical/
aesthetic pastime activities, such as handicrafts or theatre (F7 leis.). They are much 
more prone to be involved in download, e-commerce, and online information (F2 
med.) but rarely consume media oriented towards practical application and topics, 
such as economy, cooking or information technology (F14 med.). The speakers in 
this group rarely purchase accessories (F2 cloth.) and spend only little money on 
clothing and accessories (F3 cloth.). They do not rely on (acquired) social status 
and common points as criteria for partner choice (F2 val.) and they are not very 
religious (F3 val.). The average age of this cluster is 29 and it is relatively gender 
balanced (59% women, 41% men).

Reflecting these findings in the light of Bourdieu’s sociocultural theory, the 
educated, liberal lifestyle (cluster 3) is the critical, deviant voice endowed with 
cultural capital and can be interpreted as the heterodoxy in the sense of Bourdieu 
(1993: 51). Based on commonplace stereotypes, it might seem that the lifestyle 
oriented towards social conventions and conservative values represents orthodoxy. 
However, in order to be part of this lifestyle group it does not suffice to have con-
servative values for being orthodox – as is the case for both the first and the fourth 
lifestyle group. Rather, mere orientation to social conventions and less scrutinized 
orientation towards conservative values represents the doxa (clusters 1 and 4), 
which in Bourdieu’s (1993: 51/52) words: “What is most hidden is what everyone 
agrees about, agreeing so much that they don’t even mention them, the things 
that are beyond question, that go without saying. […] It is what informants don’t 
say, or say only by omission, in their silences.” The excitement-seeking, down-
to-earth lifestyle (cluster 2) represents more clearly the orthodoxy pattern. These 
 individuals are guardians of the norms. Their purpose and strategies of conserving 
the status quo are based, according to Bourdieu (1984: 426), on their incorporated 
characteristics of distinction and culture: “They have spontaneously the bodily 
hexis, diction and pronunciation to suit their words; there is an immediate, perfect, 
natural harmony between the speech and the spokesman”.

Both orthodoxy (cluster 2) and heterodoxy (cluster 3) are privileged groups 
with a relative high level of cultural capital. The level of education of the persons 
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belonging to lifestyle 2 and 3 is on average one year above the persons belonging 
to lifestyle 1 and 4, and their revenue after taxes is also more than 200 Euro higher 
per month on average.

6. The effect of lifestyle and other social variables on inversion and doubling

6.1 Statistical results

In order to choose meaningful values for the error probabilities α and β, and the 
effect size ε for the given sample size, I calculated power analyses using G*Power 3 
(Faul et al. 2007). Balanced error risks have been employed with α = β = 0.1, which 
allows for achieving an effect size in the range between medium and large. 5 In 
a first step, I calculated two one-way ANOVAs with lifestyle, two with gender, 
and two with occupational category. The occupational category was created by 
reco ding the French office of statistics (INSEE 2003) output into 3 categories 
(i.  farmer, intermediate occupation, employee or worker, to which n1 = 29 indi-
viduals belong, ii. executive, intellectual activity, trader or artisan, comprised of 
n2 = 40  individuals, iii. non-working, e.g. student but not retiree, comprised of 
n3 = 28  individuals). Two bivariate correlations (Pearson-R) were calculated with 
age (which is a metrical variable). Education, which has been measured in years 
of schooling/educational qualification, has been analyzed by two Kendall’s τb cor-
relation tests for rank orders (because it is an ordinal variable).

Table 5. Results of inversion and doubling for five social variables (stars denote significance)

 inversion rate doubling rate

Lifestyle p < 0.011* p < 0.09*
Gender p < 0.013* p < 0.918
Occupation p < 0.860 p < 0.493
Education p < 0.949 p < 0.239
Age p < 0.779 p < 0.097*

5. Essentially statistical tests are conducted with parameters that ensure a plausible application 
of the test, avoiding for example scenarios in which one would not have had a reasonable chance 
to detect an existing effect due to high β error probabilities. More concretely, smaller error proba-
bilities such as α = β = 0.05 would have led to an unacceptable loss in test sensitivity, and an 
uncontrolled β would have been unreasonably large at medium effect size. According to Cohen 
(1988: 284–288), medium effect size corresponds to f = 0.25 and a large effect size to f = 0.4. The 
ANOVA with lifestyle (4 groups) can be calculated at f = 0.35, with occupation (3 groups) at 
f = 0.32, and with gender (2 groups) at f = 0.29.
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Figure 3. Lifestyle with inversion rate (left y-axis) and subject doubling rate (right y-axis)

Table 5 reveals that lifestyle shows the clearest effects, correlating with both inver-
sion rate and subject doubling rate. Gender is also significant for inversion since 
women tend to have a lower inversion rate (0.04) than men (0.1), i.e. they make 
less frequent use of this marker of formality. At the same time, age correlates with 
subject doubling, i.e. the speakers make more frequent use of this marker of in-
formality with rising age (within the first half of life). Education and occupation 
alone, however, do neither have a significant effect on inversion nor on doubling.

Figure 3 illustrates the results separated by the four lifestyles. The left y-axis 
applies to the line for inversion questions and shows the inversion rate, the right 
y-axis applies to the line for subject doubling and shows the doubling rate.

6.2 Discussion

The representation in Figure 3 reveals a complementary pattern of inversion ques-
tions and subject doubling. Recall that I have interpreted the first and fourth life-
style as the doxa, the second one as orthodoxy, and the third one as the heterodoxy 
in the sense of Bourdieu (see Section 4). These concepts allow for a consistent 
explanation of the different uses of inversion and doubling. The doxa clusters have 
a rather low inversion rate and a medium doubling rate. The orthodoxy cluster 
shows a high inversion rate and a low doubling rate. The heterodoxy cluster, finally, 
displays a low inversion rate and a high doubling rate. Doubling distinguishes be-
tween doxa, orthodoxy, and heterodoxy, while inversion distinguishes orthodoxy 
from the rest. Both variables together allow a clear distinction between the groups.
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While the excitement-seeking, down-to-earth lifestyle (orthodoxy) defends 
the norms of standard French, refraining from doubling and making frequent use 
of the formal inverted interrogative variant, the educated liberal lifestyle (hetero-
doxy) does the contrary. These persons exhibit a behavior opposed to the norm, 
affirming the legitimacy of doubling and reducing inversion as a marker of for-
mality. Heterodoxy requires, just as orthodoxy, sufficient possession of cultural 
capital. This means that this group is very well aware of the normative pressure of 
French language but does not bow to it. These speakers are precisely not linguistic 
dilettantes, but rather those who master the subtle and complex game of a distinc-
tive linguistic style which builds on a skillful mixture of complex, advanced lin-
guistic style which consciously includes simple style. This subtle game combines, 
according to Bourdieu (1991: 63),

[…] confident relaxation and lofty ignorance of pedantic rules with the exhibi-
tion of ease on the most dangerous ground. Showing tension where the ordinary 
speaker succumbs to relaxation, facility where he betrays effort, and the ease in 
tension which differs utterly from petit-bourgeois or popular tension and ease: 
these are all strategies of distinction (for the most part unconscious) giving rise 
to endless refinements, with constant reversals of value […].

The results reported here suggest that an approach that relies on Bourdieu’s notions 
of lifestyle, cultural capital, orthodoxy, heterodoxy, and doxa, and submitting data 
with a sufficiently large sample to an analysis which operationalizes lifestyle is 
worthwhile. Overall, my analysis confirms the findings of a similar sociolinguistic 
study conducted in the Southern French metropolis Toulouse, in which lifestyle 
showed up as the most significant external factor (Adli 2013). The fact that neither 
education nor occupation were selected as significant variables in an ANOVA 
 suggest that if the present study had been confined to the standard sociodemo-
graphic variable set and a concept of class of narrow meaning, we would not have 
found such salient patterns of variation.
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A corpus-based study of concessive 
conjunctions in three L1-varieties of English

Ole Schützler
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This paper presents an analysis of the concessive conjunctions although, though 
and even though in three varieties of English from different world regions: 
British, Canadian and New Zealand English. The analysis, which is based on 
the International Corpus of English, reveals that although and though are typi-
cally used to mark concessives of the semantic type referred to as speech-act 
concessive, while even though prefers another type, defined as content concessive. 
Notably, these semantic properties of conjunctions are very similar not only in 
the three varieties under investigation, but also in speech and writing. The paper 
thus highlights underexplored semantic characteristics of different concessive 
conjunctions and demonstrates their inter- and intra-varietal stability.

Keywords: varieties of English, British English, Canadian English, New 
Zealand English, corpus linguistics, concession, syntax, subordination, 
subjectivity

1. Introduction

The semantics of concessive clauses have been widely investigated (e.g. König 1985; 
Azar 1997; Hermodsson 1994). There are also several studies that approach con-
cession from a discourse-analytic perspective (e.g. Couper-Kuhlen & Thompson 
2000; Barth-Weingarten 2003). What is lacking, however, are corpus-based  studies 
(exceptions being Aarts 1988 and Hilpert 2013), particularly ones that take a quan-
titative approach to the semantic variability of concessives, within or between 
varieties of English. This paper aims to fill this gap by presenting a corpus-based 
approach to the three conjunctions although, though and even though in British, 
Canadian and New Zealand English (BrE, CanE, NZE), on the basis of data from 
the International Corpus of English (ICE). The three varieties were chosen so as to 
provide a broad perspective on variation in three different world regions.
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The three conjunctions are grammatically interchangeable and etymologi-
cally related. They introduce subordinate clauses of concession that may be finite, 
non-finite or verbless, as shown in examples (1a–c), respectively:

 (1) a. Though he is a hard worker, Pete earns very little.

  b. Though working hard, Pete earns very little.

  c. Though a hard worker, Pete earns very little.

In all three sentences, though can be replaced by although or even though without 
compromising the grammaticality of the sentence. This is not true for sentences 
using the conjunct though (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 632), as shown in (2):

 (2) Pete works hard. He earns very little, though.

This kind of sentence adverbial is etymologically related to the conjunctions and 
will therefore be included in general assessments of frequencies of occurrence. 
However, since it cannot be substituted by although and even though, the con-
junct is excluded from many analyses in this paper, whose focus is on functional/
semantic differences between syntactically equivalent forms.

Section 2 is dedicated to the discussion and illustration of the different se-
mantic types of concessives that are central to this paper. Section 3 summarises 
the limited previous quantitative research on although, though and even though 
and formulates the research questions. Methodological aspects are discussed in 
Section 4, results are presented in Section 5, and the final section summarises the 
findings and points to possible future research.

2. Three semantic types of concessives

Sweetser (1990: 76–77) describes three categories of concessives: content, epistemic 
and speech-act concessives. 1 Content concessives are constructed and decoded on 
the basis of so-called topoi (Azar 1997: 306), which are presuppositions shared by 
the speaker/writer and the addressee/reader. For instance, example (3) depends on 
a topos according to which preparation will normally lead to success.

 (3) Although Ed was well-prepared, he failed the exam.

The class of epistemic concessives is exemplified in (4). There is no real-world re-
lation of cause and effect: Failing an exam is not expected to result in somebody’s 

1. Further semantic aspects of adverbial linking are discussed in Lang (2000) and Tsunoda 
(2012).
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lack of preparation. Rather, somebody’s failing may lead to the (in this case false) 
conclusion that there must have been insufficient preparation.

 (4) Ed was well-prepared, although he failed the exam.

Content and epistemic concessives are both based on topoi, but they differ in 
semantic polarity: in content concessives the subordinator marks the ‘cause’ and 
places the (incompatible) ‘outcome’ in the matrix clause; epistemic concessives 
mark the outcome, while the matrix clause contrasts with the normally assumed 
cause (or the conclusion). Speech-act concessives – the third type included in this 
chapter – function rather differently. In the words of Crevels (2000: 318),

[i]n the speech-act domain the content of the concessive clause does not form 
an obstacle for the realization of the event or the state of affairs described in the 
main clause, but raises obstacles for the realization of the speech act expressed 
by the speaker in the main clause.

Thus, in example (5), there is no topos according to which a lack of intelligence 
generally correlates with a lack of effort:

 (5) Ed is a hard worker, although he is not very bright.

Rather, the contrast is between two different pragmatic stances, one suggesting a 
positive and the other suggesting a negative evaluation of Ed. 2

The three distinct types of concessives discussed by Sweetser (1990) and 
Crevels (2000) can be ranked according to their degree of subjectivity (cf. Hilpert 
2013: 165; Traugott & Dasher 2002: 89–99). In content concessives, the contrast 
and the unexpectedness between propositions is ‘objective’ in the sense that it is 
based on real-world likelihoods and expectations. In epistemic concessives, the 
element of contrast and surprise is based on conclusions or inferences, which, 
unlike real-world causes and effects, are ‘speaker-internal’ (Sweetser 1990: 84), 
although still based on a topos. Finally, in speech-act concessives, two pragmati-
cally different aspects of the same situation are presented, for example to suggest 
different possible conclusions or courses of action to the addressee or reader. The 
contrast is thus of a purely pragmatic nature, which is why this type is regarded 
as the most subjective of the three.

2. Crevels (2000: 315) identifies textual concessives as a fourth type, in which the clause (or 
sentence) marked for concession “stretches over a whole series of preceding utterances […]” 
(Crevels 2000: 317). However, individual instances will still belong to one of the three categories 
sketched above. In the data analysed for this paper, textual concessives were quite rare and there-
fore excluded from the analyses.
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3. Previous quantitative approaches and research questions

As discussed in the introduction, the conjunctions although, though and even 
though are structurally equivalent, i.e. the syntax of a sentence is not compro-
mised if one of them is substituted for another. This raises the question of wheth-
er they are perhaps allocated (or have been reallocated) to different semantic or 
 socio-stylistic functions (cf. Britain & Trudgill 2000: 73–74). In this respect, Quirk 
et al. (1985: 1098–1099) claim that though is less formal than although (also cf. 
Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 736), and that even though is more emphatic. Aarts 
(1988) investigates this stylistic dimension of variation in written British English 
and shows that, unlike the other two conjunctions, although is more likely to occur 
in formal styles.

Differences between although, though and even though that go beyond sty-
listic gradations are not attested in the standard grammars of the language (e.g. 
Quirk et al. 1985; Huddleston & Pullum 2002). Hilpert’s (2013: 181 ff.) study of al-
though and though (and other connectives) in written twentieth-century American 
English indicates that, at least in full clauses, although prefers the semantic type 
of content concession more clearly than though, the latter being associated with 
a much higher proportion of epistemic concessives. However, Hilpert’s main re-
search interest is not the general relationship between certain subordinators and 
semantic types, but the testing of a specific hypothesis concerning the emergence 
of reduced (parenthetical) concessives. To this end, he only considers concessive 
constructions in which the subjects of both clauses are co-referential, because 
it is only in such structures that the (non-finite) subordinate clause can omit its 
subject. Thus, Hilpert’s research sheds light on a specific hypothesis applicable to 
a subset of concessives, but does not constitute a semantic analysis of concessives 
more generally.

The present chapter is more broadly concerned with the semantic structure of 
concessive clauses that use although, though and even though. It aims to  address 
the following research questions: (i) is there a difference between the three sub-
ordinators with regard to the semantic types of concessives that they typically 
express, (ii) if yes, are those preferences stable or variable between spoken and 
written language, and (iii) are they stable or variable between different varieties 
of (Standard) English? In addressing those questions, the paper adds the seman-
tic dimension to the earlier stylistic analyses in Aarts (1988); it is more generally 
descriptive than Hilpert (2013); and, finally, it looks beyond patterns found in the 
traditional reference dialects of BrE and AmE by directly comparing different 
varieties in a single approach.
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4. Data and methodology

This paper is based on the British, Canadian and New Zealand components of the 
International Corpus of English (ICE), which contains texts from various spoken 
and written genres according to a standardised design (cf. Greenbaum 1996: 5–6).

Searches for although, though and even though were conducted in AntConc, 
version 3.4.4w (Anthony 2014). The clause-final (and sometimes clause-medial) 
conjunct though, as shown in example (2), was identified manually and excluded 
from most of the analyses, for reasons explained above.

The total numbers of valid hits are shown in Table 1 (for normalised frequen-
cies see Figure 1). Items were excluded if their meaning could not be established 
from the context, or if the sentence was unclear due to fragmentation or over-
lap. Tokens were coded by the author for type of connective (although, though, 
even though) and semantic type (content, epistemic, speech-act). Frequencies 
were normalised per one million words. All basic statistics were conducted in the 
R-environment (R Development Core Team 2016); figures were created using the 
R-package lattice (Sarkar 2014).

Table 1. Absolute token numbers of three subordinating conjunctions.

Variety conjunction

although though even though

BrE 353 167 46
CanE 227  75 70
NZE 309 114 58

General frequency differences between speech and writing were tested using the 
likelihood-ratio test (Leech, Rayson & Wilson 2001: 16–17), but test statistics and 
p-values are not reported in detail. When comparing distributional patterns of 
the three semantic types between groups (e.g. BrE vs NZE; spoken vs written), the 
chi-squared (χ2) test was applied.

As explained in Section 2, higher rates of epistemic and speech-act conce-
ssives indicate a higher degree of subjectivity. To gauge this semantic property of 
constructions more precisely, a scale was used in some of the analyses, assigning a 
subjectivity value of zero to content concessives, a value of 0.5 to epistemic conce-
ssives, and a value of 1 to speech-act concessives. The average degree of subjectivity 
was then calculated for certain scenarios. This approach, which can be regarded 
as an instance of aggregative analysis (cf. Szmrecsanyi 2013), abstracts away from 
individual semantic types and regards subjectivity as a general, higher-order se-
mantic property.
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5. Results

Figure 1 shows that the general frequency ranking of the three subordinators 
(although > though > even though) is the same in all three varieties. Moreover, all 
three are considerably more frequent in writing than in speech, with the exception 
of even though in CanE and NZE. Individual log-likelihood tests show that the 
differences between speech and writing are statistically significant, apart from 
the two exceptions mentioned above. Note also that the conjunct though, which 
will not feature in the semantic analyses, is considerably more frequent in speech.

20 50 100 200 500

20 50 100 200 500

20 50 100 200 500

Frequency (pmw; log-scaled)

although

GB CAN

spoken written

NZ

though

even though

though (conjunct)

Figure 1. Frequencies of conjunctions although, though, even though and conjunct 
though in speech and writing.

Figure 2 turns to the relative frequencies of the three semantic types (cf. Section 2) 
in combination with the three conjunctions in BrE, CanE and NZE. Any potential 
differences between speech and writing are left aside for the moment.

There is a very clear pattern: although and though typically mark speech-act 
concessives in all three varieties, while content concessives are considerably less 
frequent and the epistemic type is quite rare. In BrE though appears to be some-
what more specialised than although in the sense that there is a clearer gap in 
relative frequency between speech-act concessives and the other types.

The conjunction even though differs markedly from the other two in clear-
ly preferring content concessives in all three varieties, followed by speech-act 
concessives. The epistemic type is rare in combination with this connective as 
well, and the distribution of semantic types is once again homogeneous across 
the three varieties under investigation. These results clearly suggest that the se-
mantic functions of even though are measurably different from those of although 
and though.
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Statistical tests confirm that most of the differences in semantic preferences be-
tween connectives are significant within each variety. As summarised in the first 
row of Table 2, although and though differ significantly only in BrE (albeit with 
a relatively small effect: Cramér’s V = .18), while their preference for certain se-
mantic types is more similar (and thus statistically not significant) in CanE and 
NZE. On the other hand, the semantics of sentences with even though are always 
significantly different from both although and though, as seen in rows two and 
three of Table 2. Semantically, although and though are only slightly different, so 
perhaps differences between the two will indeed be found mainly in their stylistic 
distributions – a hypothesis that awaits testing. Interestingly, the two less frequent 
conjunctions are positioned at the poles of the semantic range: though most clear-
ly prefers speech-act concessives, while even though most clearly prefers content 
concessives. 3 There is no easy explanation of this pattern, although it is interesting 
to note that the longest – and thus perhaps most explicit (cf. Rohdenburg 1996) – 
conjunction (even though) is most likely to mark content-type concessives, while 
the shortest one (though) is most likely to mark speech-act concessives. There may 
be a cognitive explanation, whereby the topos underlying content concessives – 
although latent in the propositions themselves – needs to be triggered more ex-
plicitly, using a heavier (or more explicit) marker.

Interestingly, it is in the oldest variety (BrE) that all three conjunctions  differ 
significantly from each other concerning the patterns of preferred semantic types – 
even if Figure 2 shows that BrE is certainly not radically different from the other 
two varieties in this respect. I will return to this point in the final section.

3. The extreme positions of though and even though are reflected in the large effect sizes between 
the two (cf. Table 2).

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1

GB CAN NZ

although

though

even though

Proportion

epistemiccontent speech-act

Figure 2. Relative frequencies of different semantic types of concessives.
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Table 2. Results of intra-varietal chi-squared tests comparing the semantic preferences 
of different conjunctions.

 BrE CanE NZE

although vs
though

χ2(2) = 17.62
p = .000
V = .18

n.s.
V = .04

n.s.
V = .08

although vs
even though

χ2(2) = 35.10
p = .000
V = .30

χ2(2) = 39.62
p = .000
V = .37

χ2(2) = 25.71
p = .000
V = .26

though vs
even though

χ2(2) = 57.71
p = .000
V = .52

χ2(2) = 28.42
p = .000
V = .44

χ2(2) = 30.80
p = .000
V = .42

While Table 2 summarises the differences in semantic preferences between con-
junctions within each variety, it is also possible to apply the same kind of test to 
a single conjunction between the different varieties. All χ2-tests of this kind were 
non-significant. There is thus no evidence that language variety has an effect on 
the preferred semantic types of concessives for any of the three conjunctions.

The semantic variation of concessives between spoken and written language is 
addressed next. A summary of results is shown in Figure 3, which once again plots 
the proportions of the three semantic types by variety and type of conjunction, 
with an additional separation of speech from writing.

Proportion

epistemiccontent speech-act

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1

GB: even thoughGB: thoughGB: although

written

spoken

written

spoken

written

spoken

CAN: even thoughCAN: thoughCAN: although

NZ: even thoughNZ: thoughNZ: although

Figure 3. Proportions of semantic types in speech and writing by variety  
and type of conjunction.
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The only significant difference between spoken and written language concerning 
the occurrence of the three semantic types of concessives was found for though in 
CanE, with χ2(2) = 10.45 (p = .005; V = .37). Figure 3 suggests that this significant 
result might be due to the high proportion of epistemic concessives headed by 
though in spoken CanE.

Overall, the difference between speech and writing has a limited effect on 
the semantics of sentences with although, though and even though. It seems that 
the considerable (and statistically significant) difference in the rate of occurrence 
of different conjunctions between speech and writing (cf. Figure 1) does not 
 correspond to semantic differences on a similar scale. However, there appears to be 
some tendency for conjunctions to be semantically more specialised in speech. For 
example, the dominance of content concessives in connection with even though 
becomes more marked in speech, and the same is true of speech-act concessives in 
connection with though, at least in CanE and NZE. This pattern will be discussed 
in more detail in the final section.

Figure 4 is based on (and addresses the same combination of factors as) 
Figure 3, but condenses proportions of semantic types into single values of sub-
jectivity, using the scale described in Section 4, whereby content concessives 
 correspond to a value of zero, epistemic concessives correspond to a value of 0.5, 
and speech-act concessives correspond to a value of one.

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1

GB CAN NZ

although

though

even though

Subjectivity

spoken written

Figure 4. Degrees of subjectivity of although, though and even though  
in speech and writing.

Naturally, this approach confirms many of the findings discussed in connection 
with the specific conjunctions (cf. Figure 3). While differences between speech 
and writing are generally not large, they follow fairly regular patterns. Concerning 
although and though, there is either no effect to speak of (although in BrE and NZE, 
though in BrE), or speech tends to produce more subjective kinds of concessives 
(although in CanE, though in CanE and NZE). Inverse patterns can be observed for 
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even though: There is virtually no difference between speech and writing in NZE, a 
very small tendency to produce less subjective types of concessives in spoken BrE, 
and a somewhat stronger tendency in the same direction in CanE. In speech, the 
dominant tendency seems to be strengthened. That is, relatively subjective con-
structions tend to become even more subjective in spoken English; conversely, if 
a conjunction prefers constructions of a relatively low degree of subjectivity, this, 
too, is brought out more strongly in speech.

6. Summary and conclusion

This paper investigated the semantics of concessive constructions involving the 
subordinating conjunctions although, though and even though in British, Canadian 
and New Zealand English. The focus was on different semantic types as estab-
lished by Sweetser (1990; cf. Crevels 2000) – content, epistemic and speech-act 
concessives – and the question of whether there is a correlation between specific 
conjunctions and a preference for certain semantic types. Further, I tested whether 
those semantic preferences differ between speech and writing, or between different 
varieties of the language.

Concessive constructions in which the subordinate clause is headed by al-
though and though very clearly tend to mark speech-act concessives, while con-
structions involving even though preferably mark content concessives. Epistemic 
concessives are quite rare and appear to play a minor role only. The distributional 
patterns differ significantly between even though and each of the other conjunc-
tions, while although and though are significantly different in BrE only. The fact 
that the longest-standing variety of the three has significantly different semantic 
patterns between all three conjunctions may point to the long time that it takes 
for those patterns to evolve. Follow-up studies would need to take a diachronic 
approach to investigate whether there has indeed been a diachronic process of 
semantic reallocation which is more advanced in some varieties than in others 
(cf. Section 3). 4

The proportions of different semantic types marked by the conjunctions under 
investigation are remarkably similar in the three varieties. Not a single connective 
differs significantly between any two varieties with regard to the types of con-
cessives it encodes. At the intra-varietal level, speech and writing also appear to 
have only rather subtle effects on the semantics of concessives. Taking a closer look 
at those subtle differences, it seems to be the case that speech focuses the semantic 

4. Alternatively, it may be the case that certain varieties (in this case CanE and NZE) use dif-
ferent conjunctions more as stylistic markers, rather than to express different semantics.
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specialisation of the different connectives, in the sense that the predominant se-
mantic variant is even more likely to occur in speech, resulting in less balanced 
(or more specialised) patterns. This is brought out more clearly if a scale of subjec-
tivity is used instead of proportions of variants: constructions that are generally 
high in subjectivity tend to be even more subjective in speech, and constructions 
that are low in subjectivity tend to be even less subjective in speech. It is possible 
that this synchronic pattern is one symptom of a (perhaps still ongoing) semantic 
change lead by spoken registers. If, on the other hand, we assume that there is a 
stable semantic difference between speech and writing, one possible explanation 
for the more specialised usage in speech would be that, due to its ephemeral na-
ture, speech needs to be more explicit about the semantic/pragmatic function of 
different markers, which results in less variation.

It is evidently the case that the conjunctions although, though and even though 
are associated with clear preferences concerning the semantic types of concessives 
they encode, but that these patterns are quite similar in the three L1-varieties of 
English investigated here. Future comparisons to other varieties of English, par-
ticularly varieties from the outer circle of Englishes (cf. Kachru 1988), as well as 
diachronic investigations will shed further light on these phenomena.
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Variation in the structure of conjunctions 
in Luxembourgish German in the 19th century
An interplay of language-internal 
and contact-induced variation

Rahel Beyer
Institut für deutsche Sprache, Mannheim

This contribution aims to shed light on the structural development of 
Luxembourgish German in the 19th century. The fact that it is embedded in a 
multilingual context raises many research questions. The evidence comprises 
predominantly bilingual German/French public notices issued by the City of 
Luxembourg in this period. The analysis of two conjunctions suggests that 
processes of replication and interlingual transfer are sources for variation. It 
shows that the influence of French was particularly acute during the “French 
period” (1795–1814). However, rather than working in isolation, the language 
contact phenomena operate on the basis of similar constructions existing in the 
borrowing language. In addition, ancient German forms quickly disappeared, 
despite showing similarity to forms in the local dialect.

Keywords: language standardization, language contact, German, Luxembourg, 
19th century, parallel text corpus, variable analysis

1. Introduction

Existing research on German in Luxembourg typically concentrates on macro- 
sociolinguistic aspects of language use and on attitudes towards the German 
language, especially in relation to the co-existing languages of French and 
Luxembourgish. These works, together with the few structure-oriented studies, 
deal with the situ ation in the 20th century (cf. Fehlen 2009, Horner and Weber 
2008, Magenau 1964, Sieburg 2013), while only a small number of investigations 
address earlier historical periods (cf. Ravida 2012, Solms and Wegera 1999). The 
19th century can be considered a significant period for German (von Polenz 
1999) – in particular since it constitutes the final stage in the standardization 
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process (of the written language). However, important insight regarding the de-
velopments of German in Luxembourg at the grammatical level is still lacking.

Luxembourg is characterized by its multilingualism and its eventful political 
history. Due to being situated on the Germanic-Romance language border, both 
French and German were more or less present from very early on. In the 19th 
century, French was the dominant language in the “quartier wallon”, which was 
later ceded to Belgium and is now situated west of the Luxembourgish border. In 
the East was the “quartier allemand”, which corresponds essentially to the present 
territory of the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg. Significant political events of the 
period were the French annexation of 1795–1814 (the “French period”), the found-
ing of the Grand-Duchy in 1815 (although as personal property of the king of the 
Netherlands) and the surrender of a large part of the territory as a consequence of 
the Belgian Revolution in 1839. However, even though Luxembourg was confined 
to the germanophone territory after this last partition, multilingualism remained.

In light of this close and well-established language contact, it can be assumed 
that traces of French would be detectable in German, and that French would be an 
influential factor in the language change. It is therefore the aim of this article to 
shed light on the structural development of German in Luxembourg in the “long” 
19th century (1795–1920). 1 By means of a systematic analysis, I intend to deter-
mine whether there is a French influence on Luxembourg German, and if so, if it 
is present throughout the entire century. The result will allow me to evaluate the 
extent to which the lengthy and intensive language contact produced peculiarities 
in the variety of German used in Luxembourg and in its standardization process.

The work that is presented in this contribution comes from the binational 
FNR-DFG project “Language standardization in Diversity: The case of German in 
Luxembourg (1795–1920)”. 2 The starting point of the project is the general assump-
tion that language contact and multilingualism figure prominently in language 
change (Heine and Kuteva 2005). However, their specific impact on language stan-
dardization – understood as a special type of language change involving reduction 
of variants (Mattheier 1998) – has been little studied. To fill this gap, the project is 
devoted to the role of contact between Germanic varieties of the area (i.e., the local 
dialect (Moselle-Franconian)/emerging Luxembourgish, 3 colloquial German) as 

1. Rather than by dates, the 19th century is better defined by formative events, i.e., the French 
Revolution and (the end of) the Second World War (Osterhammel 2009: 89). Their occurrences 
several years before and after the turn of the century make it the “long” 19th century.

2. The principle investigators are Peter Gilles and Evelyn Ziegler.

3. Whereas the two official languages, French and German, were used in the administration, 
Moselle-Franconian is to be considered as the de facto spoken variety of the common people in 
the 19th century. Structurally, it was a German dialect. Its Ausbau (i.e. its development towards 

http://www.rtl.lu/letzebuerg/882706.html
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well as language contact between German and French in the standardization of 
the German language in Luxembourg. Central questions concern the emergence 
of German in the domain of public administration (= status standardization) as 
well as its structural development (= corpus standardization).

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the corpus and the design 
of the study, Section 3 describes the analysis of two conjunctions, and Section 4 
summarizes the main points.

2. Corpus and study design

The study of corpus standardization is empirically based on an extensive corpus 
of a hitherto largely neglected genre in language history studies, namely bilingual 
public notices, in this case, those of the City of Luxembourg. 4 The posting of 
these official notices had been a common practice since the 18th century. Their 
general aim was to make administrative information and decisions (e.g., concer-
ning wood sale, rules of conduct during the carnival season, recruitment for the 
army)  accessible not only to an establishing multilingual and literate bourgeoisie, 
but also to a wider monolingual and illiterate public. 5 However, it is not clear if 
both versions of the text were written by the same author. Most of the notices are 
signed by the mayor and deputies (Bürgermeister und Schöffen), who most prob-
ably delegated the formulation to a secretary occupying a position at the top of 
the administration. Furthermore, Gilles and Ziegler (2013) argue that there were 
several stages of creation involving multiple writers who had to be multilingual to a 
certain extent in order to compose two language versions (or make the translation), 
or at least had to have a receptive knowledge of the language of the source text.

The text size of the individual announcements varies between 700 and 51,000 
characters, with the corpus comprising 2,400 documents, i.e., a total of 1.8 million 
word forms, which are electronically accessible.

an “independent” language through its use for “qualified” (Kloss 1978: 25) purposes such as 
non-fiction literature or science) began at the end of the 19th century, so that in 1984 it was legally 
declared a national language (as Luxembourgish. For further information on the standardization 
of Luxembourgish cf. Gilles and Moulin (2003)).

4. Special thanks are due to the archivist of the Archive of the City of Luxembourg, Dr. Evamarie 
Bange for permission to use the Affichen-Corpus.

5. In the latter case, the texts would be read out. However, from the end of the 19th century on-
wards, the reading skills of the inhabitants increased, thus changing the form of communication 
into a self-reading organ (cf. Moliner and Beyer 2016).
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The most important feature of this source is the fact that approximately half 
the posters are in the form of parallel texts, i.e., one in French and one in German. 6 
(see Figure 1 for an example).

We are therefore dealing with one of the few historical parallel text corpora 
with constant contextual conditions and the same communicative function for 
both language versions. This provides the necessary basis for comparing the struc-
tural realisations. Since it is probable that the German text is a direct translation of 
the French original (at least at the beginning of period), cross-linguistic influence 
is to be expected all the more. Whereas contrastive linguistics involves consulting 
grammars and dictionaries to give prognoses for interlingual transfer, the present 
parallel texts allow me to test realisations in the one language for similarity in 
form and lexis in the other.

Linguistic structures were analysed according to the corpus-linguistic 
 approach, i.e. variables were investigated according to their qualitative and quan-
titative distribution over time. To this end, the (long) century has been divided into 
intervals. The division is based on two approaches: Firstly, the default time interval 
is ten years (cf. Möller 1998: 132). Secondly, the intervals are based on (potentially) 
decisive political events or periods, so that some individual time intervals are lon-
ger than one decade. The first interval, for example, starts with the year 1795 and 
ends with the year 1814, as 1814 marks the end of the French annexation.

3. Analysis

In order to identify the peculiarities of Luxembourgish German, which can 
be assumed to have resulted from extensive and close language contact, I will 
discuss two linguistic structures with contrasting backgrounds: The first has a 
history of interlinguistic contact (in the present case with French); the second 
shows intralinguistic variation. Conjunctions have been chosen as an object of 
study since they are core elements in texts, connecting sentences and clarifying 
their semantic- logical relation (Lang 1991). The idea, therefore, is to work within 
just one gramma tical domain, while varying the linguistic root of the particular 
exemplars.

6. The other half consists mainly of monolingual French or monolingual German announce-
ments with a few exceptions being in French-Dutch or monolingual Dutch (for further descrip-
tion of the corpus and the language choices cf. Beyer et al. 2014).
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Figure 1. Example of a public notice of the City of Luxembourg (1796) (LU Imp. II_0014, 
©Archives de la Ville de Luxembourg)
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3.1 Im Fall(e)(,) dass/falls ‘in case (that)’

The first conjunction to be discussed is the multipart conditional subordinating 
conjunction im Fall(e) dass ‘in case (that)’, or ‘if ’, and its variants, as observable 
in the German texts of the public announcements. Basically, this subordinating 
conjunction indicates the condition for the circumstance expressed in the main 
clause (Duden 2009: 628) and consists of two parts, the phraseological preposition 
im Fall(e) 7 ‘in case’ and the subordinating conjunction dass ‘that’ followed by the 
subordinate clause describing the respective condition. 8 However, in our corpus 
there is evidence for the subordinating conjunction wo ‘where’ as second part, as 
illustrated in example (1): 9

 (1) […] im Fall, wo der Ansteigerer den Preis seiner Zuschlagung nicht in den ver-
schiedenen hier oben bestimmten Zeitpunkten entrichten würde […]
(↔ […] dans le cas où l’adjudicataire n’acquitterait pas aux différens termes 
fixés ci-dessus le prix de son adjudication […])
‘in case where the successful bidder would not pay the price of his award […]’

The (first) hypothesis, then, is that this variant is a consequence of influence from 
French since French has a very similar conjunction with the same function and 
almost the same lexis, but with où ‘where’ as the second part, namely dans le cas 
où ‘in case where’. From this language contact perspective, and following Matras 
(2010), one could speak of pattern replication in the German version, i.e., “a spe-
cific mapping relation of meaning to form” (Matras 2010: 68), that was reproduced 
according to the French model. 10 While context-appropriate 11 word forms are 
chosen, the structure is adapted from French.

7. In quite a few cases, we find instances of the noun ending in Schwa in this particular phra-
seological preposition as a solified relict from the dative-e marking, which was used and even 
revitalized in the 19th century, and in present-day German is especially preserved in idiomatized 
elements and phraseologisms like zu Leibe rücken (Grosse 1998: 450).

8. Alternatively, this subordinating conjunction can be analysed as a single, decomposable phra-
seological expression with several phraseological variants, i.e. the phraseological preposition im 
Fall(e) followed by an noun (in the genitive case) expressing the condition. Another variant of 
the complex expression is the simple subordinating conjunction falls ‘if ’.

9. Concerning the holistic interpretation of the subordinating conjunction, it is not the second 
part that is affected, but rather, another variant of the whole expression is realized.

10. “This distinguishes patterns from linguistic matter, which is the concrete phonological shape 
of word-forms” (Matras 2010: 68).

11. Context here is to be understood as communicative interaction (Matras 2010: 66) in which 
an utterance is made and which in the German text column takes place in German.
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Besides this basic observation, the development of this subordinating conjunc-
tion throughout the 19th century is of interest. In particular, given the political 
situation (cf. Introduction), we would expect the replicated variant im Fall(e) wo 
to appear more often at the beginning of the century, but less often at later points 
in time. 12

However, note that the interlingual transfer is presumably reinforced by the 
German grammar. In fact, two grammarians of the 18th century list wo ‘where’ as 
one of the conditional conjunctions of German (cf. Adelung 1782, Gottsched 1762), 
but not in combination with im Falle ‘in case’. 13 Still, wo ‘where’ in the context 
of introducing a condition for a proposition in the main clause, is apparently not 
unknown at that time. What this means is that 19th century German provides a 
certain predisposition to borrow the “French variant” more readily.

Nevertheless, during the process of language standardization, more variation 
is expected at the beginning of the period of analysis and reduction of variation 
over the course of time. Table 1 shows the results of the quantitative analysis of 
the co-occurrences of French and German conditional conjunctions in the corpus 
of Luxembourgish public notices. 14

The top row lists all relevant forms from the German data. On the left-hand 
side of the black vertical line, the table lists all realisations of the second part of 
the multipart conjunction im Fall(e) dass. On the right-hand side of the black ver-
tical line, other (simple) conditional conjunctions (or the possibility to omit the 
conjunction by putting the finite verb in first position (V1), e.g. Wird ein andrer 
Arzt oder Chirurg […] herangezogen ‘is another doctor or surgeon consulted’) are 
listed. 15 In the second column, the French equivalents can be found. 16 They are 
repeated for every interval (first column).

Based on these data, several observations can be made. Firstly, wo ‘where’ is 
almost exclusively found when dans le cas où appears in the French text. This is 
true not only for the simple conjunction, but also for the multipart conjunction (cf. 
also da wo ‘there where’): Taking both forms together, there are fourteen instances 

12. Also, because the norm is assumed to be further consolidated through the course of time.

13. Which, according to Adelung (1782: 196), is to be used without a second part.

14. The terms searched for in the corpus were “im Fall%”, “falls” and “dans le cas”.

15. The multipart conjunction im Fall(e) dass ‘in case (that)’ is not the only conditional conjunc-
tion in German (cf. Adelung 1782, Duden 2009: 628, Gottsched 1762). Searching the French term 
“dans le cas” (as cross check), also brought evidence for the use of, e.g., falls (which is a simple 
conjunction) in the public notices.

16. The label “monolingual” means that the respective text was written only in German, so that 
there is no French parallel version.
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Table 1. Co-occurrences of French and German conditional conjunctions in the public 
notices of Luxembourg (absolute numbers)

 no 2nd 
part

wo 
‘where’

doss 
‘that’

N do  
‘as’

da  
wo

wo 
only

V1 falls 
‘if ’

other 
conj

SUM

17
95

–1
81

4

dans le cas oú  4  6  2    3  1  1  7  2  26
en cas de  3    6      5   14
si  4         4    8
dans le cas de    2  2  1     1    6
dans le/en cas que  1   1       2  1   5
pourvu que             0
à dèfaut de   1           1
faute          2    2
lorsque          1    1
monolingual  1  1  1          3

18
15

–1
82

4

dans le cas où  5  1       1     7
en cas de  6    2       2  10
si  4         1    5
dans le cas de             0
dans le/en cas que             0
pourvu que  2            2
à dèfaut de  5            5
faute  4            4
lorsque             0
monolingual          1    1

18
25

–1
83

9

dans le cas où  9          1  10
en cas de  5    6      2   13
si 10           10
dans le cas de             0
dans le/en cas que  2            2
pourvu que  1            1
à dèfaut de  5            5
lorsque             0
faute             0
monolingual             0

18
40

–1
84

9

pour/dans le cas o  1  1  1      3  2    8
en cas de     2         2
si  2         1    3
dans le cas de     1         1
dans le/en cas que             0
pourvu que             0
à dèfaut de             0
faute             0
lorsque             0
monolingual             0
SUM 74 10  7 19  1  3  1  5 29  6 155
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of wo ‘where’ – twelve of which turn up parallel to dans le cas où. The French origi-
nal thus seems to provoke calquing that results in convergent structures. However, 
note that with dans le cas où other variants appear in the German parallel text. In 
the first interval, for example, out of twenty-six instances of dans le cas où, sixteen 
are not translated into German with a variant containing wo ‘where’. This means 
that even though pattern replication is observable, it happens only occasionally, 
and not categorically. 17 Secondly – and supporting the interpretation of wo ‘where’ 
being the result of French influence – after Napoleon’s retreat from Luxembourg 
in 1813, and with the consequently weakened position of French (which was no 
longer the (only) language of the ruler), we find far fewer instances of wo ‘where’ 
as a simple conjunction or as the second part of the multipart conjunction. 18 Both 
facts correspond with our hypotheses that the replicated variant im Fall(e) wo ap-
pears more often during the “French period” and less often at later points in time.

Focusing, on the writer’s point of view however, the results in Table 1 point to 
the idea that bilingual speakers identify and exploit similarities between  different 
items in different languages, i.e., they recognize equivalencies and establish “dia-
systematic links” (Höder 2012). In this way, they do not need to store and process 
two separate constructions, 19 but can – according to Höder 2012 – draw on a com-
mon system for their languages supplemented by several language-specific struc-
tures. Grammatical pattern replication is then to be seen as a way of  increasing 
“diasystematicity”, i.e., interlingual congruence and the reduction of language 
specificities, i.e., idiosyncrasies.

In the case of the present exemplar, the similarity of the first part of the con-
junction (im Fall – dans le cas ‘in case’) might have resulted in the establishment of 
the language-unspecified diaconstruction 20 <multipart conditional subordinating 
conjunction> [‘in case’ +…], which, in turn, constituted the starting point for 
convergence. This development was presumably supported by the genre-specific 

17. Given the small sample size, the findings are rather tentative. However, they are supported 
by the results of other variables (with more evidence), which show similar tendencies (cf. Beyer 
2016; Moliner and Beyer 2016).

18. However, in present-day Luxembourgish at least, the realisation with wou ‘where’ as the 
second part is clearly the predominant one: Am Fall, wou en Noper e Recours aleet géint eng 
Baugeneemegung […] ‘in case where a neighbour raises an objection against a building permit 
[…]’ (http://www.rtl.lu/letzebuerg/882706.html [last access 18/04/2016]). Here, calquing from 
French is to be assumed too, as Luxembourgish in general shows “considerable influence from 
French” (Gilles and Moulin 2003: 304).

19. i.e. form-meaning pairs, which constitute the basic units of grammar.

20. The concept of “diasystematicity” can be modelled within a construction grammar. The prefix 
dia-, then, refers to the multilingual perspective: “similar constructions in two different languages 
are taken to instantiate a common ‘diaconstruction’” (Höder 2012: 247).
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process of translation, the social prestige of French, as well as by the fact that wo 
‘where’ is a permissible conditional conjunction of German. In the course of stan-
dardization, then, the increase of diasystematicity has been neglected in favour 
of language specificities.

Finally, the overall picture shows a general reduction of variants. Excluding 
the simple conjunctions (e.g., wo (only), falls), and focusing on the multipart form, 
i.e., their second part, we observe a decrease in the number of variants from six 
(no second part, wo ‘where’, dass ‘that’, N, da ‘as’, da wo) to two (no second part, 
N) between the first and the third interval. In the last decade (1840–1849), we 
again detect four variants, but as the number of all instances is low, an adequate 
interpretation is difficult. Moreover, whereas in the first interval the numbers for 
each variant are relatively even, starting with the second interval we can identify 
a clearly preferred variant, namely no second part, which is fully in line with the 
indications given in contemporary grammars (cf. Adelung 1782: 196, see footnote 
14). Finally, the disappearance of the variant wo ‘where’, also means the loss of a 
supporting element for establishing a language-unspecified diaconstruction.

3.2 Displacement of wann ‘when’ as conjunction

The second variable in the domain of conjunctions to be discussed here is the 
displacement of the form wann ‘when’ as conjunction. In present-day German, 
the conjunction wenn can introduce the time (2 a.) or the condition (2 b.) for the 
event described in the main clause.

 (2) a. Wenn die Ferien anfangen, werden wir gleich losfahren.
‘As soon as the holidays begin, we will start our trip.’

  b. Wenn nötig, komme ich sofort.
‘If necessary, I will come immediately.’  (Duden 2010: 1086)

The form wann on the other hand is an interrogative adverb. Again, it can be used 
with both a temporal (3 a.) and conditional (3 b.) meaning.

 (3) a. Wann kommst du?
‘When are you coming?’

  b. Wann spricht man denn von Mord?
‘When does one speak of murder?’  (Duden 2010: 1074)

Historically, this clear-cut division of functions has not always existed. In the 16th 
and 17th century both forms, wann and wenn, were used as conjunctions in see-
mingly free variation in German of that time (von Polenz 1994: 276). Then, “a vital 
radiance from Upper Saxony increasingly restricts wann until its nearly complete 
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displacement at the end of the 19th century” (Tamsen 1963: 380; translation RB). 21 
The period of analysis of this study therefore corresponds with the period Tamsen 
establishes for the differentiation of the two forms.

Moreover, the local dialect (Moselle-Franconian)/emerging Luxembourgish 
has certain relevance for the realisation of the conjunction. As its Ausbau started 
rather late (in the 19th century), for the present analysis, it is considered a re-
gional variety. In the Moselle-Franconian of the 19th century 22 we find the form 
wann used as a conjunction, e.g., in the Lexicon der Luxemburger Umgangssprache 
‘Dictionary of the Luxembourgish vernacular’ (Gangler 1847):

 (4) Wanns de wells (wölls) verschónt gièn, da’ verschón och dé aner.
‘If you want to be spared, then spare the others too.’

For this variable, it is then not entirely clear if the variation is due to the regional 
or historical context of the data – in either case, though, it can be regarded as 
Germanic-internal. It is therefore interesting to trace its development in the con-
text of the standardization of German in Luxembourg, on the one hand, because 
it does not involve pattern replication across languages and therefore provides a 
good contrast to the previous variable, on the other hand, because it shows congru-
ency between an older form in German and a form in the local dialect/emerging 
Luxembourgish (wann as conjunction).

Table 2 shows the frequencies for wann and wenn as conjunctions in the 
 data-base, split for temporal and conditional use.

Table 2. Results for wann and wenn as conjunctions in the Luxembourgish public 
notice corpus

 Temporal  Conditional

wann wenn wann wenn

 N % N % N % N %

1795–1814 8 47.1  9  52.9  17 9.1 171  90.9
1815–1824 2 11.8 15  88.2 2 1.1 180  98.9
1825–1839 – – 11 100 – – 144 100

The corpus of public notices mirrors the differentiation of function reported for 
German more generally: In the earliest periods, the form wann is (still) used quite 
frequently for the expression of temporal meaning (47.1%). Over time, however, 

21. Original: „bis eine lebenskräftige Ausstrahlung vom Obersächsischen her das wann ein-
schränkt und es bis zum Ende des 19. Jh. langsam fast gänzlich verdrängt.“

22. As well as in present-day Luxembourgish (cf. Schanen and Zimmer 2012: 190–191).
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it clearly loses ground (11.8% in the second interval) in the temporal function. 23 
Note that wenn as a conditional conjunction on the other hand already appears 
very frequently from the beginning of the century (90.9%) whereas the percent-
age of wann with conditional meaning is rather low. Finally, for both meanings, 
there are no instances of wann as a conjunction from 1825 onwards, meaning, the 
local dialect no longer appears to maintain the older forms in written German. 
Rather, the writers manage to keep German and Moselle-Franconian separate, 
and Luxembourgish German keeps up with the supra-regional developments, i.e., 
Standard German.

4. Conclusion

The analysis of two conjunctions suggests that processes of replication and inter-
lingual transfer are sources of increased variation in Luxembourgish German – at 
least during the first time interval of the corpus investigated. Contact-induced 
variation appears mainly during this “French period” (1795–1814), when there 
was a ruler with a clear language preference, i.e., French. My data base of bilingual 
notices suggests, further, that the effect is not permanent but an exploitation of 
the identified similarities can only be observed as long as one of the languages 
clearly has a higher status and more prestige than the other. Also, it is not always 
systematic and exhaustive; rather, French structural patterns are transferred only 
occasionally.

It is important to note that language contact phenomena do not work in iso-
lation, but rather on the basis of similar constructions already existing in the 
borrowing language. In addition, the regional context, or rather the congruence 
between older forms of German and forms of the local dialect, does not seem to 
favour older forms. Both findings are supported by further variables, which have 
been analysed in the context of the project mentioned above (cf. Beyer 2016).

Overall, the interval 1795–1814 showed the most variation. In later time pe-
riods, there was a clear increase in the proportion of the later standardized form 
(cf. the displacement of wann ‘when’ as conjunction) and a concomitant decrease 
of other variant(s), i.e., fewer alternatives and less use of them (cf. the variable 
Im Fall(e)(,) dass/falls ‘ in case (that)’). Norm selection proceeded just as it did in 
geographical areas with less language contact.

23. Although the absolute numbers are small (again), the overall development of this feature is 
nevertheless evident.
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of multilingual areas
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of digital humanities (DH)
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This chapter presents the research project VerbaAlpina funded by the German 
Research Foundation (DFG). The project investigates the specific Alpine lexis 
in the multilingual Alpine region where different dialects and languages from 
the Germanic, Romance and Slavic language families are spoken. This chapter 
focuses on the methodology used to transfer analogue data from traditional 
linguistic atlases and dictionaries into a digital format. The method used en-
ables, for the first time, the representation and comparison of traditional geo-
linguistic data within a digital and multilingual research environment open to 
the public realm.

Keywords: Alpine lexis, Alpine region, beta code, digitisation, digital 
humanities, geolinguistics, Germanic, Romance, Slavic, multilingual, 
transcription systems

1. Introduction

Traditional European geolinguistics has developed a wide range of atlases, dic-
tionaries and monographs (e.g., grammars of local dialects). These works allow a 
detailed view of particular regions, most frequently a view of one particular dia-
lectal region. This means that to this point traditional geolinguistics in Europe has 
offered a mostly monolingual 1 view of specific regions. Such monolingual atlases, 
dictionaries and monographs do not allow us to understand whether a certain 
linguistic feature is used only in one dialect or language or whether linguistic 
phenomena transgress dialectal and linguistic borders.

1. Monolingual with regard to the language family (Romance, Slavic, Germanic).

doi 10.1075/silv.19.13obe
© 2017 John Benjamins Publishing Company
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This chapter will demonstrate one approach to transitioning from tradition-
al European dialectology towards modern geolinguistics. The ongoing project 
VerbaAlpina aims to enable researchers and laypeople to visualise and analyse a 
multilingual area based on traditional geolinguistic work. 2 The present chapter 
focuses on the methodology of the project. Section 2 provides a short project 
description and discusses the issue of the potential of new media for modern 
geolinguistic research. Section 3 focuses on the methodology of the project. It 
discusses how VerbaAlpina addresses the challenges of transferring different data 
sources into a consistent and homogeneous structure. Section 4 summarises the 
advantages of the approach chosen as well as its prospects.

2. VerbaAlpina – the investigation of a multilingual region

2.1 The Alpine region as an area under investigation

The project “VerbaAlpina. Der alpine Kulturraum im Spiegel seiner Mehrsprachig-
keit” (VerbaAlpina. The Alpine cultural region reflected through its multilingual-
ism) investigates the Alpine region, according to the territorial borders defined 
by the Alpine Convention. 3 This area encompasses a surface area of 190,600 km2, 
stretches through parts of six countries (Austria, Italy, France, Switzerland, 
Germany and Slovenia) and includes the entirety of two countries (Liechtenstein 
and Monaco). 4

The Alpine region is characterised both by a relatively high ethnographic 
and topographic homogeneity – terrain formation, fauna, flora, Alpine pasture, 
traditional architecture, modern winter sports etc. – and by a rather strong lin-
guistic heterogeneity (cf. Krefeld and Lücke 2014). VerbaAlpina thus addresses a 
multilingual situation (regarding the ethnographically and topographically ho-
mogeneous area); as illustrated in Figure 1, the languages represented belong to 
three different language families: Germanic, Slavic and Romance. Accordingly, 

2. “VerbaAlpina. Der alpine Kulturraum im Spiegel seiner Mehrsprachigkeit” is a project funded 
by the German Research Foundation (DFG) started in 2014 at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität 
München (Germany).

3. http://www.alpconv.org/en/convention/default.aspx, [last accessed: 29.04.2016]: “The Alpine 
Convention is an international treaty between the Alpine Countries (Austria, France, Germany, 
Italy, Liechtenstein, Monaco, Slovenia and Switzerland) as well as the EU, for the sustainable 
development and protection of the Alps.”

4. Cf. http://www.alpconv.org/en/organization/parties/default.html [last accessed: 29.04.2016].

http://www.alpconv.org/en/convention/default.aspx
http://www.alpconv.org/en/organization/parties/default.html
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the project is concerned with the following languages (and their corresponding 
dialects): German, Slovenian, Italian, French, Franco-Provençal, Romansh, Ladin, 
Friulian and Occitan.

The central aim of VerbaAlpina is to document the distribution of charac-
teristic Alpine lexis in its geolinguistic totality through a bespoke multilingual 
research platform.

2.2 A selective and analytical exploration of the Alpine region

Figure 2 illustrates the multitude of corpora and dictionaries which record the 
pertinent vocabulary of the Alpine region. Yet these resources lack a multilingual 
perspective and only cover parts of the Alpine vocabulary. A coherent multi-state 
and multilingual description of linguistic strata is still missing. VerbaAlpina aims 
to fill this gap.

Romance languages

German

Slovenian München

Zürich

Genėve

Lyon

Torino

Milano

Genova Bologna

Marseille

Venezia

Ljubljana
Zagreb

Graz

Wien

Figure 1. The area under investigation in VerbaAlpina corresponding to the Alpine 
region as defined by the Alpine Convention (map created by VerbaAlpina).
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BSA BWB SAO

WBÖ

SLA

ASLEF

ALD

SONTVALTS

TSA

ALTR

ALIAIS

LSI

DRG

Id.

SDS

GPSR
ALJA

APV

ALEPO
Milano

Torino

Lyon

Marseille

Genève

Genova Bologna

Venezia

Ljubijana

Zagreb

Graz

WienMünchen

Zürich

ALP
ALF

Figure 2. Overview of traditional atlases (white boxes) and dictionaries (black boxes) of 
the Alpine region (map created by VerbaAlpina). 5

The project investigates selectively and analytically the Alpine region in its cultural 
and historical linguistic unity. Thus, the project aims to overcome the prevailing 
traditional limitations of geolinguistic investigations, which have hitherto been 
restricted to nation-states. Essentially, the analysis is carried out at the lexical 
 level – both onomasiologically and semasiologically defined – and covers a number 
of selected fields, namely nature, cultural history and present-day culture. 6 As of 
30.04.2016, the database encompasses 1013 semantic concepts, but this number is 
constantly increasing through the addition of new data from atlases and dictio-
naries to the database.

5. See the reference section for the abbreviations of the different atlases and dictionaries.

6. For example, project phase 1 is dedicated to the traditional daily life and the analysis of the 
onomasiological fields of Alpine buildings, work, personnel, livestock, cuisine and folk medicine.
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2.3 The transition from traditional to modern geolinguistics 7

In order to overcome the traditional limitation to nation-states, we created a vir-
tual and multilingual research environment using modern media technology. This 
research environment has a five-fold function:

1. Documentation and diachronic analysis of the dialectal vocabulary;
2. Cooperation with project partners 8 for data exchange and analysis;
3. Publication of data, analytical texts and different types of materials concerning 

the project (e.g., the classification of linguistic data within the linguistic strata, 
etymological research); 9

4. Data collection via crowdsourcing;
5. Research laboratory for interested users, allowing them to use the geolinguis-

tic tools 10 of VerbaAlpina according to their specific research interests. This 
functionality thus allows new, individual analyses.

By means of its web-based conception, VerbaAlpina contributes to the transfer of 
geolinguistics to digital humanities. The virtual research environment is accessible 
at the following URL: http://www.verba-alpina.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/.

Data documentation in modern geolinguistics presents several challenges. 
One major challenge is the presentation of data in traditional atlases and dictio-
naries. As illustrated in Figure 2, the project profits from at least seven dictio-
naries and 16 atlases in the area under investigation, all produced via traditional 
geolinguistic methods. All of them visualise one specific geolinguistic area which 
normally covers one dialect/language. These analogue data have to be digitalised 
and, in addition, existing digital data from cooperation partners (e.g., BayDat, 

7. The term modern geolinguistics, does not merely refer to the digitisation of traditional  sources 
described in this chapter, but also includes methodological steps and analytical procedures in-
cluding geocoding and (interactive) mapping.

8. A current list of VerbaAlpina’s project partners can be found on the web page: http://www.
verba-alpina.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/?page_id=185

9. The conception and methodology of the project is documented in the project web page, which 
offers a more detailed project description than is possible in this chapter. Interested readers should 
consult the section Methodologie, which describes the processing steps as well as the theoretical 
background of VerbaAlpina (http://www.verba-alpina.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/?page_id=493, last 
accessed: 29.04.2016).

10. For example the interactive mapping, which allows the creation of synoptic maps combining 
the available information according to the user’s own research interests.

http://www.verba-alpina.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/
http://www.verba-alpina.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/?page_id=185
http://www.verba-alpina.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/?page_id=185
http://www.verba-alpina.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/?page_id=493
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ALD) 11 in the Alpine region have to be transferred. A further goal of VerbaAlpina 
is to even out inconsistencies emerging from the union of different existing data 
by carrying out a new survey using the technique of crowdsourcing (cf. Krefeld 
2016a).

All data will be presented together in digitised form within VerbaAlpina’s 
multilingual research environment. In order to enable the comparison of all these 
data, they have to be transferred to the database, converted into a coherent data 
structure and submitted to consistent coding, regardless of their original source 
(analogue or digital, period of survey, system of transcription etc.). The differ-
ent steps and the challenges encountered will be presented in detail in Section 3. 
However, some of the challenges faced by VerbaAlpina can already be previewed in 
a map from the Atlas of Vorarlberg, Liechtenstein, West Tyrol and Allgäu (VALTS, 
vol. IV, map no. 73), which we represent below and which offers a wide range of 
information on various levels (i.e. phonetic, lexical, conceptual).

Map no. 73 simultaneously depicts

1. two different conceptual content items, namely chalet and chamber of an 
Alpine dairy on the Alp;

2. two groups of designations: a group of Romance origin (indicated by the sym-
bols in the upper part of the legend: circles, a triangle, a cross) and one of 
German origin (indicated by the symbols in the lower part of the legend: a 
line, rectangles);

3. different phonetic (tieje vs. taje from Romansh tegia) and lexical types (Taje/
Tieje vs. Käser [from Romance casearia, cf. footnote 15] or Sennküche vs. 
Käsküche).

Besides the lexical and phonetic types, the map also contains instances of phonetic 
transcription. These can at least partly be classified as belonging to one single 
informant (black square, informant T34). These phonetic transcriptions are the 
only real or original attestations on the map: informant T34 named the word in 
this phonetic form. In the case of the empty circles, it is, however, not possible to 
determine whether the attestation provided by the single informant was tęiə̯ or 
tai̯α or if both were named by the informants of one municipality.

11. Bayerische Dialektdatenbank (Unterfränkisches Dialektinstitut) and ALD (Atlant linguis-
tich dl ladin dolomitich y di dialec vejins). Generally, please consider the reference section for 
abbreviations.
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Figure 3. A detail of map no. 73 from VALTS, 12 volume IV, describing “Die Sennhütte 
bzw. der Sennereiraum auf der Alpe, Lautung und Bedeutung von Tieje, Taje f.” (‘the 
chalet or the chamber of an Alpine dairy on the Alp’, pronunciation and meaning of 
Tieje, Taje f.’). 13

This example suggests that there is a very large amount of information in each 
map within every atlas (and dictionary). These diverse data are not a problem for 
a traditional printed linguistic atlas (or dictionary). But they do present a challenge 
for geolinguists wanting to represent the information from atlases and dictionaries 
in a homogeneous structure within a relational database as in VerbaAlpina.

12. VALTS = Vorarlberger Sprachatlas mit Einschluss des Fürstentums Liechtenstein, Westtirols 
und des Allgäus. This atlas is one of the sources VerbaAlpina uses.

13. Not all symbols are represented on this map detail.
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3. Methodology: How to combine different projects

3.1 Different projects with different aims

The diversity of information within a map, as in the chalet map from VALTS 
(vol. IV, map 73), is not the only challenge. Further difficulties include the recon-
ciliation of information derived from different publications each with their own, 
project-specific purposes. The differences between individual projects concern 
their historical context (e.g. survey for AIS: 1928–1940 vs. survey for SAO: 1988) as 
well as the precise topics of research (the focus of dictionaries is on the entire lexi-
con of a dialect whereas the focus of atlases often is on selected parts of the lexicon). 
Crucially, therefore, the lexemes that appear on a single map on the VerbaAlpina 
web page derive from various sources, since the sources they derive from are not 
part of one homogeneous dataset but rather a heterogeneous group of resources.

A further challenge is the lack of information concerning the background 
of the data collection. For example, information about whether the survey used 
an interview (direct) or a standardised questionnaire (indirect) is often missing. 
Even if this is not a major problem for VerbaAlpina, this issue must be taken into 
consideration when using the portal.

3.2 The structure of the map content

Diversity increases as soon as linguistic data from traditional publications are 
transferred into a relational database system. Although map no. 73, Sennhütte 
(Figure 3), appears to be coherent in describing the appearance of different vari-
ants of a chalet, it is actually a blend of various pieces of data which differ in 
respect of quality. Therefore, these data are not mutually comparable. As shown 
in Section 2.3, the information of a linguistic map can be divided into different 
parts (lexicology, i.e. lexical morphology and lexical semantics, and phonetics). 
This understanding is very useful for digital transfer. A relational database is char-
acterised by the organisation of information in different tables. These tables are 
 connected amongst themselves via certain relations (one-to-one, one-to-many 
and, vice versa, many-to-many) that constitute the logical link between the pieces 
of data (Crowther and Lake 2013: 69–96).
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3.2.1 Structuring the data within the database
In the example of map no. 73 of VALTS describing the chalet (Figure 3), all data 
which are entered into the database come from the map itself; the VALTS map is 
the origin of these data. The chart in Figure 4 shows the simplified structure of the 
VerbaAlpina database in five different layers referring to this map.

concept
SENNHÜTTE

(engl. chalet for cheese 
production)

layer

I

II

III

IV

V

concept
SENNEREIRAUM

(engl. room for cheese
 production)

stimulus
VALTS, IV, 73

token
te(i@e1

token
ta-i@e1

token
kc 1a-se1r1

phon. type
Kaser

phon. type
Tieje

phon. type
Taje

morpho-
lex. type
Sennhütte

morpho-
lex. type
Teie [s. Id.]

morpho-
lex. type

Käser

morpho-
lex. type
Sennküche

morpho-
lex. type

Käsküche

Figure 4. Chart representing the different database layers and their contents for the 
example of map no. 73 of VALTS, vol. IV (morpho-lex. stands for ‘morpho-lexical’, 
phon. stands for ‘phonetic’).

The topic of the map can be seen as the stimulus for an exploration (layer I) which 
deals with two conceptual content items (see Section 2.3, description of Figure 3; 
layer II). Since there can be one or more morpho-lexical types (i.e. Sennküche, 
Käsküche; layer III) of one concept (SENNEREIRAUM; layer II), this is a many-
to-one relation. The morpho-lexical types can also be assigned to one or more 
phonetic types (layer IV). For instance, the morpho-lexical type Teie is assigned to 
the phonetic type taje on the one hand and to the phonetic type tieje on the other 
hand. These phonetic types can then be classified as belonging to one or more 
individual tokens. The relationship between a phonetic type and the individual 
tokens can be described as an additional many-to-one relation. The tokens are the 
phonetic transcription of a realised sound sequence (depicted in layer V). These 
represent the most useful kind of information from a linguistic point of view, as 
they potentially stand for real phonetic utterances of an informant. Moreover, 
this is considered to be the information with the highest phonetic precision. As a 
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consequence, this kind of information also has the highest potential for variance. 
However, the possibility of variance increases from one layer to the next.

One of the advantages of storing linguistic data in a relational database is that 
information gaps are immediately apparent. In Figure 4, the items with a dark 
background represent those pieces of data which could not be provided by the 
map. For example, there was no morpho-lexical type for Taje and Tieje. 14 In this 
case it was possible to fill in the missing information with a lemma from the Swiss-
German dictionary Idiotikon. In the same manner, the phonetic type Kaser could 
be supplied. Other gaps, symbolised by the box fragments, are starting points for 
information from other atlases or dictionaries.

3.2.2 The basic type: A category for historical linguistic analysis
One of the goals of VerbaAlpina is to display the common historical linguistic basis 
at a dialectal level between the dialects of the three language families Germanic, 
Romance and Slavic. As the coherent project database reveals, the dialects some-
times have similar forms, even though they are currently classified as belonging to 
different language families. To this end, a new type of lexical unit had to be estab-
lished. This is the so-called basic type, which is the etymological root of a variant 
and can be connected with various morpho-lexical types whenever a historical 
linguistic relation is presumed. The basic type serves as a placeholder. Thus, the 
following morpho-lexical types from different languages belong to one single basic 
type caseāria: 15 Käser (conceptual content: Alpine hut, TSA, 16 language: German), 
casera (conceptual content: Alpine hut, ALD, language: Ladin), casera (conceptual 
content: chalet, AIS, language: Italian).

As this example shows, the basic type is not tied to one single language (which 
is in contrast to the morpho-lexical or the phonetic type). Rather, it is an entity 
without language barriers. The basic type thus does not reveal anything about 
the history of borrowing a loan word, but reveals common etymologies across 
the languages.

14. From Gallic těgia, meaning “chalet”, in derivatives in dialects of Northern Italy and in Rhaeto-
Romance (FEW 13,1 těgia).

15. Derivation casearia of lat. caseus, meaning “cheese”, e.g., taberna casearia (FEW 2,1 caseus).

16. For abbreviations please consider the Appendix below.
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3.3 The conversion of the transcription systems

The sources of VerbaAlpina rely on different linguistic traditions, all of which 
entail different systems of phonetic transcription. For example, the Southern 
German atlases and dictionaries use the Teuthonista transcription in most cases, 
although the details of this system differ slightly from atlas to atlas. This transcrip-
tion system offers a clear distinction of phonemes. A different system is used by 
the Slovenski lingvistični atlas (SLA), where a distinction is drawn between several 
types of intonation.

In order to make the different data comparable, the data need to be submitted 
to a conversion process at the same time as they are transferred into the Verba-
Alpina database. The steps necessary to import the data from a map into a database 
are depicted in Figure 5. Firstly, the printed information from the atlas/dictionary 
is entered manually into the database. Secondly, the conversion to one phonetic 
notation is carried out by an automatic routine. The result of these two steps is 
a digital conversion of the input into characters of the International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA).
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Figure 5. Chart representing the two steps of data transfer: from the original character 
in traditional linguistic atlases/dictionaries via a beta code to an IPA character in 
VerbaAlpina, which enables the comparison of data from different sources.
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3.3.1 Step 1: From analogue to digital data using a beta code
To cope with the large amount of analogue data, VerbaAlpina decided to use a 
graphematic transcription, the so-called beta code, when transferring data manu-
ally to the database (cf. Krefeld and Lücke 2016) and to postpone the step of pho-
netic conversion (see Section 3.3.2). 17 The characters which are used for this code 
were obtained from the range of the original ASCII code (American Standard 
Code for Information Interchange), which includes 128 code points and has been 
used in modern computer systems for over half a century. As long as a character 
(vowel or consonant) is contained in ASCII, it can be used for the transcription. 
If the character is not part of ASCII, we create a new combination of two or more 
ASCII code points: the basic character in combination with one or more diacri-
tic(s). All diacritics are placed after a vowel or a consonant by using additional 
characters. For an intuitive transcription process, the principle of visual resem-
blance ought to be adopted, such as adding a diacritic in the form of a line above 
a vowel to mark vowel length (i.e. VALTS kxāsəʀ → kc1a-se1r1). The advantages 
of this system are its simplicity and intuitiveness, the speed with which it can be 
learned and used (no specific previous phonetic knowledge is required) as well 
as its endless expandability. In our case, and especially given the number of data 
sources VerbaAlpina relies on, it is possible to reproduce every single character, 
even though it is not coded in Unicode, which contains only a limited number of 
characters (cf. Krefeld and Lücke 2016).

3.3.2 Step 2: From beta code to IPA characters
As described above, there is great diversity among the project’s transcription sys-
tems. The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) seems to be the most workable 
standard to enable compatibility among the linguistic data. After having inserted 
the data manually into the database, the transliterated data needs to be converted 
to the IPA standard. To perform this task, our system relies on a list, which links 
each IPA character with its corresponding combination of characters and diacritics 
from a certain atlas or database. In the VerbaAlpina context, this list is termed 
code page and there is an individual code page for every partner project (cf. Lücke 
2016). This step is carried out automatically.

Two steps – first the conversion of the transcription system and second the 
transfer to IPA – allow us to include linguistic information from further projects 
in the future. Especially with the longevity of the VerbaAlpina project in mind, 

17. The term beta code is used in accordance with the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG), where 
a similar methodology was used in the early 1970s.
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we have taken great care to make our project independent, both of the individual 
data’s origins (e.g. by utilising the old technology of ASCII) as well as of individual 
platforms and programs.

4. Conclusion

The present chapter has outlined the challenges which need to be addressed 
when transferring data from traditional to modern geolinguistics. The project 
VerbaAlpina has to capitalise on the advantages of the digital humanities in or-
der to present a consistent picture of dialectal and linguistic data from the whole 
Alpine region in a multilingual research environment that allows both scholars 
and laypeople to utilise the information.

The procedures chosen by VerbaAlpina increase the clarity of the data by 
structuring them in a relational database. In addition, the database offers research-
ers a concise overview of missing data (missing phonetic types or missing mor-
pho-lexical types) which can either be supplied by information from other atlases 
or dictionaries from the area under investigation or, at a later stage, by the new 
crowdsourcing-based data collection.

Furthermore, VerbaAlpina enables the interested public to compare data that 
have not previously been directly comparable. This goal is achieved by offering 
a transcription in IPA for all data sources. The necessary intermediate step via 
beta code allows the transcribers to use one and the same transcription system 
for all dictionaries and atlases, which increases the speed of transcription work 
significantly. Finally, the approach of VerbaAlpina is oriented towards collabora-
tion: On the one hand, the relational database can be continually expanded and 
enriched by new data sets, regardless of the structure of the original data source. 
On the other hand, it allows the project partners to conduct their own work and 
analysis. What is more, the fact that the beta code used by VerbaAlpina is based 
on ASCII-symbols enables a sustainable solution concerning the use of interfaces 
and repositories. These repositories also allow long-term archiving.

Thus far, the direct comparison of data from different linguistic atlases has 
been an onerous and time-consuming task due to the use of differing transcrip-
tion systems and inconsistent conceptual descriptions within one single map. For 
the first time, thus, VerbaAlpina offers users both an interlingual overview of the 
Alpine region and an opportunity to directly compare the presented data from 
all the different sources.
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VerbaAlpina is an example of how traditional linguistic data and modern tech-
nology can be profitably combined. Its overall structure and concept can easily be 
transferred to further regions in order to depict an interlingual linguistic geography 
(cf. Krefeld 2016b) of other multilingual areas of the world.
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Variation in Croatian
The verbal behaviour of rural speakers 
in an urban speech community

Ivana Škevin
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This paper’s objectives are to acquire general insight into the verbal behaviour 
(VB) of young speakers from the rural (island, coast, and hinterland) areas 
surrounding the Croatian coastal town of Zadar by examining the reported 
use of spoken and written codes as well as the social indexicalities of different 
varieties. The hypothesis is that, while socializing and communicating with 
speakers of urban varieties, speakers of less dominant (i.e. rural Čakavian or 
Neo-Štokavian) varieties tend to accommodate and converge linguistically as 
a consequence of their language attitudes and stereotypes. My research reveals 
that rural speakers generally accommodate, that island and coastal  speakers 
accommodate more than hinterland speakers, and that women generally 
 accommodate more than men.

Keywords: Croatian, Čakavian, Štokavian, Neo-Štokavian, Dalmatian regional 
koine, rural vs. urban, stereotypes, linguistic accommodation, identity, verbal 
behaviour

1. Introduction

The Croatian language has three main groups of dialects: Kajkavian, Čakavian, 
and Štokavian (see Figures 1, 2 and 3). Their names derive from the form of the 
interrogative pronoun (kaj, ča, and što ‘what’) used in each dialect. Standard 
Croatian is based on Štokavian. The dialects of the Čakavian group are spoken 
along the East Adriatic Coast, that is, in most parts of Istria, 1 the Kvarner islands, 

1. Istria is the Croatian region situated between the Gulf of Trieste and the Kvarner Gulf; it is 
the largest peninsula of the East Adriatic Coast (HR 30/6/2016).
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and the coast and islands of Dalmatia 2 (see Figure 1). While originally Čakavian, 
the variety spoken in the Dalmatian city of Zadar (Figure 1) has evolved – under 
the influence of rural Štokavian and Čakavian dialects spoken by immigrants to 
the city, as well as of standard Croatian, which is promoted by the state media – 
into a Neo-Štokavian regional variety (Hraste 1964, Marković 2012). The same 
language shift to Neo-Štokavian has occurred in the rural varieties spoken in the 
hinterlands of Zadar as a consequence of the migrations of Štokavian speakers. The 
varieties spoken on the islands and in most of the rural coastal communities in the 
Zadar region, on the other hand, have retained many of their Čakavian properties.

Other Dalmatian cities have seen similar linguistic changes (Kapović 2004: 101). 
The Croatian capital, Zagreb, located in the north of the country, is another ex-
ample. Natives of Zagreb traditionally spoke a Kajkavian dialect (Figure 3). Since 
the mid-twentieth century, this urban variety has also shifted in the direction of 
Štokavian, as more and more people moved there from small agricultural commu-
nities, from the islands, or from other Croatian cities (Hoyt 2012: 57–60).

Maps of Croatian dialects: Čakavian, Štokavian, and Kajkavian (HR 29/6/2016).

Figure 1. Map of Čakavian dialects

2. Dalmatia is the Croatian region situated on the East Adriatic Coast and islands stretching 
from the southernmost point of the Hrvatsko Primorje region (Tribanj) in the northwest to the 
border with Montenegro in the southeast (HR 30/6/2016).
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Figure 2. Map of Štokavian dialects

Figure 3. Map of Kajkavian dialects
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At the regional level, the contact between the diverse local Čakavian varieties 
spoken in this area, all of which have been influenced by Štokavian, resulted in the 
creation of a regional Dalmatian koine. That nothwithstanding, within Dalmatia, 
the distinction between urban (Čakavian with Neo-Štokavian characteristics) and 
rural (Čakavian on the islands and coast; Neo-Štokavian in the hinterland) vari-
eties still exists, mostly at the phonetic and lexical levels (Lisac 1996, Kapović 2004, 
Žanić 2009, Marković 2012).

The Čakavian varieties, especially the island varieties, tend to be more con-
servative. For example, the Čakavian varieties are richer in Romance loanwords 
(Čakavian island leruoj vs. Croatian Standard and Neo-Štokavian sat ‘watch’, 
or Čakavian island šterika vs. Dalmatian koine svića ‘candle’). The Čakavian 
variants are marked by their archaic accent placement: Čakavian babarîn vs. 
Neo-Štokavian bavárin ‘bib’ or Čakavian lancûn vs. Neo-Štokavian làncūn ‘bed-
sheet’. 3 A Čakavian speaker who is trying to accommodate his/her accent to Neo-
Štokavian often cannot realize it accurately, e.g. instead of the Neo-Štokavian short 
rising accent (e.g. vòda ‘water’) he/she uses a short falling accent (e.g. vȍda), or 
in the Zadar area, the result of his/her accommodation would be the so-called 
kanovački accent (e.g. vóda) (Kapović 2004: 101). The hinterland Neo-Štokavian 
varieties, like the Zadar urban variety, have a more standardized accent placement, 
but they have two other marked, and often stigmatized, properties which are not 
present in the Zadar urban variety. The first of these is the reduction of /i/ after 
the accented syllable – e.g. zvonti, as opposed to the Čakavian or Štokavian zvoniti 
‘to ring a bell’. The second is the plural dative, locative, and instrumental noun 
forms, such as rukan, as opposed to the Štokavian rukama ‘with the hands’ (Lisac 
1996: 525). These features are marked in Zadar and in Zagreb.

Generally speaking, the rural speakers’ accommodation means adjusting their 
accent and replacing a marked lexical variant with a less marked one, one that 
belongs to the regional Dalmatian koine or to the Croatian standard (e.g. instead 
of ča ‘what’, rural speakers claim to use šta, što; instead of štacun or butiga ‘super-
market’ they claim to use dućan; instead of šekret or banj ‘toilet’ they use zahod, 
kupatilo, or wc).

In the following paragraph, I will briefly explore the indexicalities associated 
with Croatian varieties. A common stereotype of Dalmatians is that they never 
rush and that they are a bit lazy. On the other hand, speakers from northern 
Croatia, especially the inhabitants of Zagreb, are considered to be hard working, 
but also cold and arrogant (Žanić 2009: 107–109, 175; Filipić 2012: 74, 80, 270). In 

3. The Čakavian accent (i.e. the position and quality of the stressed syllable) is a marked feature 
in Zadar, and both the phonetic and lexical features of Čakavian are marked in Zagreb.
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Dalmatia, besides the urban/rural divide, it is important to note the distinction 
between the island and coastal rural varieties (which are Čakavian) and the hin-
terland rural varieties (Neo-Štokavian). 4 Hinterland rural varieties are historically 
associated with heavy manual work, agriculture, and the less developed parts of 
the country but also with amicable and likeable people who always find their way 
around (Žanić 2009: 108, 176). A stereotype associated with islanders, on the other 
hand, is that they are stingy. 5 Given the previously mentioned linguistic differen-
ces and the stereotypes associated with each of the rural varieties, in this work the 
islands and coast (hereafter referred to as island for sake of brevity) vs. hinterlands 
categories are discussed separately when this distinction is relevant, and when it 
is not relevant they are collapsed into one category rural speaker (henceforth RS).

2. Hypothesis and objectives

The ideological landscape of Croatia results in the research hypothesis that speak-
ers of less dominant (i.e. rural) Croatian varieties tend to accommodate their 
speech toward urban varieties as a consequence of their language attitudes and 
stereotypes when socializing and communicating with speakers of such varieties. 
This means that, consciously or subconsciously, they style their speech lexically, 
morphologically, or phonetically so that it more closely resembles a non-standard 
urban variety, the Dalmatian regional koine, or standard Croatian.

The objectives of this study were to acquire a general insight into the VB of 
young speakers from Zadar-area rural communities by examining the reported 
use of spoken and written codes as well as the social indexicalities associated with 
different varieties. Moreover, this chapter aims to identify the social contexts (SCs) 
in which rural speakers claim to use their rural local variety (RLV), determine 
the social variables that influence such VB, and correlate it to social and lingustic 
identity projection.

4. Žanić (2009: 176) claims that the island/coast – hinterland duality is very relevant in Dalmatia. 
It is a duality hardly comprehensible to those who do not live in Dalmatia, where island/coastal 
populations tend to define themselves as better and different than their hinterland Others.

5. In Croatia, there is a stereotype that the inhabitants of the island of Brač are stingy. This 
stereotype is generally extended to all islanders, who are colloquially called boduli ‘islanders’. In 
Croatia, there are many jokes about islanders and their alleged stinginess (Filipić 2012: 157–8).
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3. Method and problems of method

The present study is questionnaire-based and quantitative. It is based on the re-
sponses of forty-five young rural speakers (twenty-five women, twenty men; twen-
ty-five from the island and coastal region, twenty from the hinterland region). The 
respondents were all university students ranging in age from nineteen to twen-
ty-three and were all from either Zadar County or neighbouring Šibenik County 
(see Figure 1). The questionnaire consisted of forty-eight questions about different 
social contexts in which the speakers would or would not use their RLV. The ques-
tionnaire, which was administered in written form, included questions such as the 
following: Do you think your local variety is different from the Zadar variety / from 
standard Croatian?; Do you speak differently (i.e. with a different accent, pronun-
ciation, or use of a standard instead of a dialect word) when communicating with 
friends / with people you do not know from Zadar / from Zagreb?; Name some of the 
dialect words you would use / you would never use and state the reasons for such a 
linguistic choice. The research presented here is based on the respondents’ self-re-
porting and not on their actual verbal behaviour, and therefore, their answers do 
not represent the actual linguistic habits of the speakers, but are meant to illustrate 
the perceived language use of each respondent in different social contexts. As may 
be expected from this type of field research, ideological statements are more likely 
to emerge than objective descriptions. Hence, as Iannaccaro (2011: 140) points 
out, on the one hand, the researcher cannot verify the reliability of the answers; 
on the other, the respondents may not be able (nor even willing) to describe their 
linguistic behaviour in an objective manner.

4. The controlled process of self-representation as an act of identity

Even though people have a degree of control over the identity they project 
(Coupland 2007: 110), Goffman (1959) claims that identities are not fully con-
trollable and are subject to management of self-presentation. When we describe 
our verbal behaviour and how it expresses our self-identities (as the students in 
my research did), we have reasonably strong strategic control over the way we 
present ourselves, and our answers represent a controlled process of self-portrayal 
(see Eckert 2012: 87 “variation does not simply reflect, but also constructs, social 
meaning”).

One basic claim of the markedness model is that speakers exploit the relation-
ships that have become established in a community between a linguistic variety 
and who uses the variety, and where and how it is used (Myers-Scotton 1998: 18). 
For Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985: 14) linguistic behaviour therefore involves 
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shifts of identity on the part of the speaker, through which she or he “proclaims” her 
or his identity. Inherent in this work is the notion that social groups are constructs 
of individuals who choose to identify themselves (or not) with particular groups 
from time to time. Shifting identities in different social contexts, then, means 
 affiliating with or disaffiliating from particular groups with whom the speaker has 
associated a particular type of linguistic behaviour. Le Page and Tabouret-Keller 
(1985: 15) claim that this social action is performed linguistically by the choice of a 
dialect or language variety or indeed through stylistic choices within one language 
variety (for example, through choices of lexis or pronunciation).

5. Geographical markers as social markers

Variation in Croatian is based on geographical heterogeneity, which manifests 
itself mainly through morphological, lexical, or phonetic variability. But given 
the ideological embedding of these forms, geographical North (Štokavian and 
Kajkavian) vs. South (predominantly Čakavian) differentiation markers are also 
social markers closely related to stereotypes. This means that the use of a certain 
variant or a variety implies both geographical and social differentiation. An in-
teresting insight into this differentiation is given by Žanić (2009: 107, 110), who 
notices a pattern in the Croatian dubbing of cartoons: civilized and nice(r) guys 
always speak the urban Zagreb variety, while outcasts, sidekicks, and donkeys 
speak the Dalmatian variety.

This study aims to tap into rural speakers’ conscious awareness of stereo-
types associated with their own variety, as well as their knowledge of how others 
perceive it. Eighty-three percent of interviewed island RSs perceive their variety 
as different from the Zadar variety and, to the same extent, as different from the 
Croatian standard. At the same time, Figure 4 reveals that, in 60% and 50% of all 
cases respectively, hinterland and island speakers reported that others perceive 
them as speakers of “funny” dialects. In 20% and 25% of cases respectively, the 
same groups report that others claim to have difficulty understanding them (see 
Figure 4).

Rural speakers are aware of these perceptions, and as a result, 39% of respon-
dents claim to accommodate because they believe that otherwise, their collocu-
tors would not be able to understand them, while 33% report that they do so to 
feel more at ease while communicating and socializing (see also Figure 8). By 
 accommodating, my informants thus control their self-representation, and they 
verbally construct an identity that approximates the verbal habits of members of 
social groups who, in their opinion, have social and linguistic appeal. So, even 
in cases when RSs feel self-confident in terms of their rural linguistic and social 
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identity, they may feel the need to switch to the standard, substandard urban va-
riety, or regional Dalmatian koine to be understood. Note in this respect that the 
language shift in Zadar has been so influential that the rural-urban differences 
are expected to be significantly levelled (Marković 2012). My results show that 
the young island and hinterland speakers report that they accommodate within 
urban SCs.

5.1 The dynamics of rural speakers’ identity construction

Figure 5 shows that 92% of my rural speaker pool report using their rural local 
variety when socializing with people who they know and who speak their own 
variety. When socializing with people who speak another variety, however, con-
siderably fewer report using their RLV (i.e. 56%).

56%
20%

24%

92%

4%4%

Use of RLV with speakers 
of their own variety

Use of RLV with speakers 
of other varieties

YES NO SOMETIMES

Figure 5. Use of RLV with speakers of their own variety and with those of other varieties.
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Figure 4. RLV speakers’ account of how their RLV is perceived by other speakers
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The use of rural lexical variants is generally less frequent in virtual communi-
cation, and the effect of the interlocutor is slightly less important in Facebook 
messages (see Figure 6). Whereas 40% of rural speakers report using RLV with 
speakers of other varieties, 70% use it with speakers of their own variety.

70%

9%

21%

40%

23%

37%

Facebook messages to friends 
who speak their own variety

Facebook messages to friends 
who speak other varieties

YES NO SOMETIMES

Figure 6. Use of RLV in Facebook communication.

The reported use of RLV declines when rural speakers meet new people in an ur-
ban context (see Figure 7). Only 31% of my informants reported using their local 
rural variety in this situation, and the same percentage of rural speakers claimed 
that in such a context, they would not use their RLV.

38%

31%31%

Use of RLV when meeting new people in a town

YES
NO
SOMETIMES

Figure 7. Use of RLV while socializing with new people in urban social contexts.

When asked about the reasons for their accommodation, the speakers answered 
as shown in Figure 8. The same percentage of the male and the female informants 
responded that they felt more comfortable when they accommodate (33%). More 
men (47%) than women (15%) claim that they accommodate subconsciously. On 
the other hand, more female respondents (52%) claim to be afraid that others will 
not understand them if they use their RLV.
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Figure 8. Reasons for short-term accommodation.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 reveal that participants dynamically structure their verbal 
behaviour according to their interlocutors and the interactional situation they 
find themselves in, positioning themselves relative to each other in establishing a 
new relationship, or in already-established relationships. These findings support 
previous research which has shown that speakers rely on linguistic resources in 
order to style themselves as more or less powerful, more or less educated, and more 
or less socially, culturally, or economically well off within a particular relationship 
or a particular social group (Coupland 2007: 113–4). Hence, by using or not using 
their RLV, my respondents can shape their own identity in speech.

5.2 Differences in verbal behaviour based on the hinterland – 
island/coast duality

This section aims to correlate the social and linguistic indexicalities associated 
with island and hinterland RSs and their VB.

Figure 9 shows that the interviewed hinterland rural speakers generally claim 
to accommodate less than island and coastal RSs. Island RSs show a greater range 
in their VB, i.e. more RLV in familiar situations and much less so in formal, un-
known, or urban contexts (compare, for example, answers to questions (1) and (4)). 
When asked, Do you use your RLV in formal situations (1), 27% of the hinterland 
rural speakers claim to use it, whereas 8% of island and coastal rural speakers 
claim the same. Although (as previously mentioned) 83% of island and coastal 
rural speakers perceive their variety as different from the Zadar variety, Figure 9 
also shows that they are generally more linguistically-confident in Zadar (based 
on answers to questions (5) and (7)). This can be interpreted by their affiliation 
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with Zadar, i.e. their being part of the same county and of the same geographical 
and dialectal region. On the other hand, in Zagreb or other urban environments, 
island and coastal speakers claim to accommodate more often than hinterland 
rural speakers (based on answers to (6), (8), and (9) in Figure 9). In these social 
contexts, island and coastal speakers probably accommodate more because their 
RLV is more phonetically marked and carries ideologies of conservativism, and 
because there is a chance they may not be understood (which they claim in 33% 
of cases).

The hinterland rural speakers have a smaller range of VB, i.e. the difference 
between their VB in formal (see question (1)) and very familiar (question (4)) situ-
ations is much smaller than for the same situations in the case of island RSs. The 
results show that the Zadar social context seems to be the only one in which the 
hinterland RSs accommodate more than the island RSs (based on answers (5) and 
(7) in Figure 9). Such VB may have to do with their identity projection and con-
struction, since in only 17% of cases do they themselves claim that their variety is 
different from the Zadar variety, and in only 20% of cases do they claim that there 
is a chance that their RLV will not be understood in the Zadar SC (see Figure 4). 
If this is what they perceive, why would they accommodate? Indeed, the answer 
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as to why the rural hinterland respondents report converging more in Zadar can 
be found in Figure 10, which shows that 42% think that the Zadar variety sounds 
better than their variety, whereas the island and coastal rural speakers generally 
think more highly of their own variety. None of them responded that the Zadar 
variety is clearly more appealing than theirs! In Zagreb, on the other hand, the 
hinterland rural speakers tend to show a stronger affiliation and identification 
with their rural speech community than respondents from the islands or the coast 
(based on the answers to (6), (8), and (9) in Figure 9). Note, however, that these 
respondents still claim to converge more in Zagreb than in Zadar.
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Figure 10. Perception of their own variety

5.3 Gender and perceived accommodation

This section discusses whether the informants’ gender mattered in terms of their 
perceived accommodation.

On the basis of Figure 11 the most general conclusion we can draw is that 
female and male respondents do not significantly differ in their reported speech 
behaviour. This means that gender differences in language are not apparent in our 
results. Let us nevertheless consider some of them. Some findings have revealed 
that women’s grammar tends to be more standard than men’s (Trudgill 1972, 
Chambers and Trudgill 1998, Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2003) or that women 
tend to lead men in sound change (Labov 2010: 199), and that they are a strong 
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and significant factor in the propogation of language change (Labov 2010: 203). 6 
Labov’s (2001: 263–266) data on nonstandard negative concord in Philadelphia, 
for example, shows the greatest gender difference in the upper middle class, where 
men clearly lead women in the use of the nonstandard form. On the  level of per-
ception, Trudgill’s work (1972) has shown that men tend to over-report non-
standard forms. This is confirmed by Edward’s study (2009: 129–130), which has 
furthermore shown that women are more likely to over-report standard usage. 
My research has shown that men generally report using their RLV slightly more 
than their female colleagues in less familiar situations (consider the answers to 
questions (5), (6), (8), and (9) in Figure 11).

To illustrate this effect, let us consider the answers to the following questions 
in Figure 11: Do you use your RLV while socializing with friends from your village 
(4), in the student canteen in Zadar (5), and when meeting new people in some 
other town (9). Ninety-six percent of women and 90% of men report using their 
RLV when socializing with friends from their own village – that is, they use the 
variety more appropriate in their localised environment. In comparison, 56% of 

6. Consider, however, research in the area of language and gender for a more nuanced account 
(Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2003, Haeri 1996, Nichols 1978).
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the women in the study would use their RLV in a student canteen in Zadar as 
opposed to 65% of the men. At the same time, women report using their RLV in 
42% of all cases when they meet new people in other towns, as opposed to 58% of 
the men. Overall, these results show that, in unfamiliar situations (see (8) and (9) 
in Figure 11), women report using less RLV.

My results also corroborate the stereotype that women tend to feel linguistically 
insecure and lack confidence, because in Figure 12 (question 4) we can see that 
20% of women would feel ashamed if they used a rurally specific lexical variant, 
whereas not a single man gave this answer. Fifteen percent of the men (question 3, 
Figure 12), on the other hand, claim that they would use a rurally specific lexical 
variant to stress their origin, and 23% of the men (question 5, Figure 12) would use 
such a variant to show that their RLV is different and interesting. This implies that 
women feel greater linguistic insecurity when their RLV is concerned, which to a 
certain extent implies a disaffiliation from their rural social groups. It also implies 
that men feel more secure in expressing their affiliation with the same social group 
through their VB. We have to consider the fact that Croatian rural hinterlands 
forms are often associated with a lack of education (Žanić 2009: 177), which implies 
affiliation with the working class. Working-class speech, being associated with 
manual work, roughness, and physical strength (Eckert and McConnell-Ginnet 
2003: 282), has been shown to have favourable connotations for male speakers 
(Trudgill’s concept of ‘covert prestige’ 1972: 179).
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Figure 12. Usage of rurally specific lexical variants
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On the other hand, women tend to prefer variants that have overtly prestigious 
indexicalities and are associated with refinement (Eckert and McConnell-Ginnet 
2003: 283–294). Hence, because of the incompatibility of refinement with physical 
work, women tend to avoid the use of their hinterland RLV and prefer the usage 
of regional Dalmatian forms or the standard (which is often associated with re-
finement, Eckert and McConnell-Ginnet 2003: 298)).

Even though society changes, and with it, linguistic behaviour, in Dalmatia, 
men’s affiliation with their birthplace and identification with their origin is still 
much stronger than women’s. This gender difference may no longer be applicable 
to the generation that took part in this research; nevertheless, it is inherent in 
Dalmatian culture and cannot be overlooked.

6. Conclusions

My results show that the interviewed rural speakers accommodate more often 
than they diverge linguistically in urban social contexts. Hinterland rural speak-
ers claim to accommodate less than island and coastal rural speakers when in 
Zagreb, and more when in Zadar. The reasons for their accommodation in Zadar 
can be found in the fact that in 42% of cases, hinterland speakers think that the 
Zadar variety sounds better than their own variety (see Figure 10). A general 
conclusion about the differences between the island rural speakers and the hin-
terland rural speakers is that the latter display a smaller range of verbal behaviour, 
i.e. they accommodate just as frequently in most of the social contexts, but to 
a lesser degree. Island and coastal rural speakers are generally more prone to 
accommodation when not well-acquainted with the social context (as shown in 
Figure 9). The reasons for these results can be found in the fact that in 83% of 
cases, island respondents perceive their own variety as different from standard 
Croatian and from the Zadar variety. Note also that 60% of the island respondents 
claim that their dialects are perceived as “funny” (and if others perceive them in 
such a  manner, they may want to disaffiliate from a social group thus perceived 
(Figure 4)). Women claim to accommodate slightly more than men in urban social 
contexts, even though the results show that the differences are not large, whereas 
men claim to verbally mark their geographic affiliation and rural identity more 
often than female speakers.

Even though these results report the self-representations of the interviewed 
RSs, and not their actual VB, my research provides a general insight into how the 
young speakers of Croatian rural varieties of the Zadar-area position themselves 
in terms of their language. As such, the results presented here have implications 
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for the analysis of the role of lingustic choices in social identity creation and 
maintenance.

Generally, therefore, the results presented here show that rural speakers’ ver-
bal behaviour is variable and dynamic because they claim to accommodate their 
verbal performance to the situational, regional, and social context. Under certain 
circumstances, they report using their rural local variety, while in others they 
style-shift and report using varieties much closer to the standard pole of the con-
tinuum. This shows that speakers not only inhabit plural identities but also that 
their behaviour is governed by considerations such as comprehension and the 
interactional creation of social relationships.
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